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Résumé
Ce travail s’intéresse à la sélection d’habitat à différentes échelles chezle lynx (Lynx lynx) au sud de la Norvège. Nous avons d’abord précisé lecontexte théorique, pour décrire l’habitat et la niche d’une espèce. Nousavons montré que la sélection d’habitat s’exprimait à l’échelle où les va-riables d’habitat sont les plus variables. Nous avons dévelopé un cadred’analyse généralisé appelé GNESFA (englobant trois méthodes complé-mentaires, l’ENFA, la MADIFA et la FANTER) pour effectuer une descrip-tion extensive de l’habitat d’une espèce. Dans le cas du lynx, nous avonsmontré l’existence d’un compromis à large échelle entre la recherche denourriture et l’évitement des risques de mortalité. Nous avons établi le rôlelimitant du lynx sur sa proie principale le long d’un gradient de producti-vité. Ces travaux ouvrent la voie à une analyse approfondie à échelle plusfine.

Mots-clés : analyses de niche ; Caproelus capreolus ; chevreuil ; habitat ;lynx ; Lynx lynx ; Norvège ; sélection d’habitat
Abstract

This work aims at studying habitat selection at different scales on lynx(Lynx lynx) in southern Norway. We first provided the general theoreticalcontext, in order to describe a species’ habitat and niche. We demonstratedthat habitat selection occurs at the scale where habitat variable show thehighest variability. We developped a general niche-environment frame-work called GNESFA (which encompasses three complementary methods,the ENFA, the MADIFA and the FANTER) to perform an extensive de-scription of a species’ habitat. In the case of lynx, we showed the existenceof a trade-off at large scale between abundance of prey and avoidance ofhuman activity. We demonstrated the limiting role of lynx on their fa-vored prey along a gradient of productivity. This research shows the waytowards a more thorough fine-scaled analysis.
Keywords: Capreolus capreolus; habitat; habitat selection; lynx; Lynx
lynx; niche analyses; Norway; roe deer
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“An expert has also been defined as someone who knows
more and more about less and less until finally he or she

knows everything about nothing.”Henry MINTZBERG.

AS ERNST MAYR ONCE SAID IN A LETTER to his friend and colleagueWilliam B. Provine in 1979 (Provine, 2005), “a scientist’s achievement
may lie in many different areas: As an innovator (new discoveries,

new theories, new concepts), as a synthesiser (bringing together scattered
information, sharing relationships and interactions, particularly between
different disciplines, like genetics and taxonomy), as a disseminator (pre-
senting specialized information and theory in such a way that it becomes
accessible to non-specialists [popularizer is a misleading term]), as a
compiler or cataloguer, as an analyst (dissecting complex issues, clari-
fying matters by suggesting new terminologies, etc.), and in other ways”(his emphasis). I’ve met many great innovators, disseminators, analysts,etc., in my short but rich scientific life. However, in my opinion, ErnstMayr forgot one type, maybe less conspicuous, for his list to be complete:the catalyst.The catalyst is an agent that is able to increase the rate of a chemicalreaction or biological process 1, without being consumed in the reaction.Even better, the catalyst may undergo several chemical transformationsduring the reaction, but at the conclusion of the reaction, the catalyst is re-generated unchanged. From my point of view, the regeneration is howevernot precisely identical. In the scientific arena, the catalyst takes advantageof his human nature, and may improve his own experience based on thereaction process as much as the products themselves. He may thus regen-erate improved in many ways. I would certainly wish to be seen as suchan effective catalyst. Here is the product of a highly unstable reaction: aPhD thesis.This thesis is actually the result of many questions, some are mine,

1And I believe that research implies both.
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PREAMBLE
others are from great minds and were only adopted. I guess that theway one answers questions highly depends on the people you meet, theculture you share, the experience you’ve had. There are thus severalpossible readings for this text. One possibility would be, just as Calvin, toquestion everything about it: “Whence does it come? What is it? Where isit going?” This directly leads us to question the very causality of this work,following Tinbergen’s four questions (Tinbergen, 1963), all asking the sameone at different levels: “Why this thesis?” According to Tinbergen, we cananswer to this question with different points of view, from evolutionaryexplanations (ultimate function and phylogeny), to proximate explanations(ontogeny and causation).
Ultimate function

This thesis originated in the beginning of the year 2005, during a meetingwith Reidar ANDERSEN, John LINNELL and John ODDEN, three dissemina-
tors from Norway. These people were working on lynx (Lynx lynx, seeFig. 1), and were disseminating huge knowledge about their object of study.But they were still wondering —this is the first quality of a scientist, askoneself many questions; the ultimate goal is not to answer them, it is theprocess that is valuable. After all, we’re labeled “researchers” and not “find-ers” with reason— they were wondering, as I was saying, about the exactplace of lynx within their ecosystem. They were wondering about lynxpredation in a human dominated landscape, about their role in the three-fold system lynx–roe deer–people. That’s where it all started, and fromthat very moment, I knew it’ll be my primary activity, and my hobby, forthe coming years.
Phylogeny

As a matter of fact, this is not exactly true: Things started long before thethesis itself. Maybe while I was a little kid, knowing nothing about scienceand ecology, but yet fascinated by big cats. It lasted long before I couldspecialized on ecology and direct my efforts towards these fascinating an-imals. Many years later, I went at the University of Lyon, to learn aboutecology. I was helped in that mission by Sébastien DEVILLARD, who tookme in charge during my Master, and initiated me into the study of real cats.
xviii



Figure 1: A lynx (Lynx lynx) in Norway. Photo credit: Scandlynx.
They were real, feral, cats! He latter introduced me to Dominique PON-TIER and Jean-Michel GAILLARD, both synthesisers in the team “ÉcologieÉvolutive des Populations” (Population Evolutive Ecology), the latter beingat the same time an incredible bibliographic compiler. They accepted tosupervise me for my Master work, together with Éric MARBOUTIN fromthe French wildlife services (Office national de la chasse et de la faunesauvage), on the exploration of habitat selection of French lynx. Big cats!Finally, the realization of this kid’s early dream. To be (almost) completeabout this thesis phylogeny, I should also mention Daniel CHESSEL, anold-fashioned analyst, but still always so accurate, whose teaching and dis-cussions on statistics greatly influenced me and trained me in the use ofmultivariate analyses.
Ontogenesis

The development of this thesis was not exactly linear. The ultimate func-tion of this work urged me to focus first on two complementary issues :“What are we modelling?”, and “How do we model it?”. These two prereq-uisites problems were tackled with the cooperation of two persons, two
xix



PREAMBLE
Name DescriptionUbuntu A free Operating System, based on DebianR Statistical analyses; enhanced in many waysby numerous packagesEmacs Everything but a text editor. . .ESS Emacs Speaks Statistics!GRASS GIS processing and analysesQGIS GIS displaying and interface to GRASSLATEX Document processingInkscape Vector graphics editingGimp Image editingFirefox Web-browser, vital for any research!Thunderbird E-mail clientSunbird A calendar: very useful to remind dates. . .

Table 1: Some free software in the scientist’s toolbox.
innovators of the century to come. Bram VAN MOORTER, fond of theoryand simulations, helped me to build both my character my mind and thefirst part of this work on habitat selection theory. He owns at least half ofthis work. On the other hand, Clément CALENGE was the leader on nicheanalyses in the second part of this manuscript. Our exchanges were veryrich and constructive, and even if I’m still unable to invert a matrix in myhead, I’ve learned a lot through contact with him, and I hope the reverseis true.Every person previously cited was involved in this thesis’ development,in many different ways. This work, as a result of all these interactions,is partly their as well. They were indeed all reactants of the chemicalreaction (see for example Appendix B).
Proximate causation

In the end, I could not have accomplished my work without any tools.These were only free software 2, and I’m proud I was able to never use anyproprietary, closed-source software (at least 99.9% of the time). They wereuseful (and actually used) at every step of my work, from data processingto report writing, through communication or diagram editing (see Table 1).A handful of incredibly powerful software is now available to the scientist(Tufto and Cavallini, 2005), and I’m convinced they will play a major role
2Free as in free speech, not as in free beer. . .
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in the future, as they are more and more integrated in their development(e.g. the use of R within Emacs through ESS, or the concurrent use ofGRASS and R within QGIS, etc.). Maybe even more important than thetool is the format itself. While it is still difficult to avoid the classical (yetproprietary) Word document (.doc), I tried as much as possible to rely onopen and standardized document formats. This thesis itself is made with acustomed LATEX class, and delivered (purely symbolically since it does notcover the chapters already published, or going to be published, in scientificjournals) as a free document: anyone can copy, spread, and modify it underthe terms of the Free Art License 3.
Altogether, I met many amazing people during this thesis, innovators,

synthesisers, disseminators, compilers, cataloguers, analysts, etc. Theywere not all included in the thesis reaction (thus not cited in these pages),but all of them did have an impact on the catalyse anyway. I believe it wasa great opportunity to work with everyone of them.Looking back to the history of this thesis, it is quite funny to notice thatI was long fascinated by big cats in Africa, especially panthers, but in somesort of great irony, I ended up (well, it’s not an end, rather a beginning)high North, studying Norwegian lynx instead. After almost four years ofwork in my ivory tower (Bunnefeld et al., 2007), many questions remainedunanswered, probably even more emerged, but I hope that I contributeda little to science in this way. Well, I don’t know about anyone else, but
I came from my room, I’m a kid with big plans, and I’m going outside!
See you later!

3http://artlibre.org/licence/lal/en/
xxi
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Chapter 1

Habitat selection theory: from
species to individuals

“Whether you can observe a thing or not depends on the
theory which you use. It is the theory which decides what

can be observed.”Albert EINSTEIN.

1.1 IntroductionTHE STUDY OF A SPECIES’ HABITAT is fundamental to understand and toexplain the ecology of a species, as it expresses the connection be-tween the species, its environment, and its performance in this context(Whittaker et al., 1973). This in turn has tremendous effects on large partsof biology, like evolution (speciation: Rosenzweig, 1978, adaptation: Davieset al., 2007), demography (population ecology: Morris, 1987), synecology(species diversity: Hutchinson, 1959), etc. Despite this central place of whatmight be called habitat ecology, it is surprisingly deficient in theory (andtheories) and lacks standard definitions.This may be explained by the relative youth of this field of ecology. Thesubject became really topical at the beginning of the 80s (Johnson, 1980;Rosenzweig, 1981), and since then is experiencing an exponential growthbefore reaching its current importance (see Fig. 1.1). It is interesting tonote that in one of the first occurrences of the term “habitat selection” (wecan trace it up to 1933), Thorpe (1945) already recognized the evolutionarydimension of the subject, as an isolational mechanism of speciation. How-ever, the second birth of habitat selection studies, that seemed to happen in1978, coincided with an increasing interest in species distribution (Guisanand Thuiller, 2005), and since then the evolutionary significance of habitat
3
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Figure 1.1: Trends in the use of the terms “habitat selection” in scientificpublications. The results comes from a search in the ISI Web of Knowl-edge (http://isiknowledge.com/), with “habitat selection” as a topic key-word. The vertical line is set at the year 1978.
selection was consistently elusive, if not avoided.In this section, I will introduce the habitat concept, and some basicelements related to this concept. I will focus mainly on habitat selection,and try to provide commonly accepted definitions of the relevant terms.
1.2 Habitat selection theory: some hints

1.2.1 Habitat vs. niche

The habitat and niche concepts have long been debated and confused, fromWhittaker et al. (1973) to Kearney (2006). Several authors attempted to pro-vide definitions of the habitat concept, from the simplest to more complexones. The habitat of a species is often related to the characteristics ofthe environment (“By the habitat of a plant or plant association is meant
the kind of situation in which the organism lives.”, McDougall, 1927) andto the performance of animals within the environment (Habitat as the“resources and conditions present in an area that produce occupancy
–including survival and reproduction– by a given organism”, Hall et al.,1997). It is also often used as the specific place in the geographic space
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occupied by the species, as defined by Morrison et al. (2006) who proposedthe simplest definition, the habitat being “a place where an animal lives.”Following the same approach, habitats are “spatially bounded subsets of
physical and biotic conditions among which population density of a focal
species varies from other adjacent subsets” (Morris, 2003b) or “wherever
an organism is provided with resources that allow it to survive.” (Hallet al., 1997).Unfortunately, and despite this effort towards standardization, the habi-tat concept never reached a state of perfect unambiguity, so that every onemay use it adapted to his very purpose. This led eventually Mitchell (2005)to question the relevance of the term itself. Indeed, there is no simpleand straightforward definition of the habitat, as we will see in Chapter II.The habitat is a complex concept, and we will try to disentangle its use to-gether with the concept of ecological niche. For now, we may thus definehabitat in a complex way, quoting Whittaker et al. (1973): “The m vari-
ables of physical and chemical environment that form spatial gradients
in a landscape or area define as axes a habitat hyperspace. The part
of this hyperspace a given species occupies is its habitat hypervolume.
The species’ population response to habitat variables within this hyper-
volume, as expressed in a population measure, describes its habitat.”
1.2.2 Basic definitions

The definitions detailed here follow the work of Johnson (1980). Althoughthey were defined in the context of resource preference, they can be ap-plied indifferently to any kind of component, (i.e. resources in a broadsense, not necessarily depletable) to encompass every environmental con-ditions, and thus habitat variables. As a matter of fact, Johnson (1980)specifically defined resources (in the context of habitat selection) as “the
kind of foods [an animal] consumes, and the varieties of habitats it oc-
cupy.”

Habitat availability is given by the quantity of any habitat variable(“component”) that is accessible to an animal. It is a result of the phys-ical accessibility of that component, weighted by all additional constraintsappended to that animal (either biotic or abiotic).
Habitat use is measured by the quantity of a habitat variable an animalactually uses, in a given amount of time. The animal may deplete the
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resource, or merely consume it, in a generic sense (Hall et al., 1997).The selection of a component is “a process in which an animal actuallychooses that component” (Johnson, 1980). Habitat selection is thus thisprocess of selection applied to every habitat variable which result in thechoice of specific habitat conditions. Formally, habitat selection is givenby the comparison of use and availability. In concrete words, the useof a component is said to be selective when it is disproportionate to itsavailability, either in a positive way (selection for this component) or ina negative way (selection against this component, i.e. avoidance of thiscomponent). Thus, habitat selection does occur when at least one habitatvariable is used disproportionately to its availability to the animal.
1.2.3 Selection vs. preference

Habitat preference has been defined first by Johnson (1980) as “the like-
lihood of [a] component being chosen if offered on an equal basis with
others.” In opposition to that definition, Hall et al. (1997) proposed insteadto name habitat preference the result of selection, i.e. “the consequence of
the process, resulting in the disproportional use of some resources over
others.” Aarts et al. (2008) proposed a compromise between the previoustwo definitions by stating that habitat preference is “the ratio of the use of
a habitat over its availability, conditional on the availability of all habitats
to the study animals”.Based on these contradictory definitions, I would advice to use John-son’s approach, with the help of the ice cream metaphor: Imagine that weare at the end of a nice dinner, and I would like some dessert 1. At thatmoment, I would love to have that ice cream, with melted chocolate on topof it. That is my very preference. However, I do not want too much sugarand fat in my blood because I care about my health, and I also want to stayslim and attractive, in response to a strong social pressure. These are partof my selection process. As a consequence, I will choose an apple instead.Following that example, preference may be defined in a cognitive way,as the taste for a component ceteris paribus (i.e. all other things beingequal). This way, it corresponds also very much to the common meaningof a preference. In the case where it is necessary to distinguish between

1We French people usually do that. . .
6
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the result of selection and the process of selection itself, the result mightbe called habitat choice. Thus, preference is the source of motivation,
selection is the process involved, and choice is the final result.In an ideal free world, i.e. without constraint of any type, animals wouldchoose their favored habitat. However, between preference and choice,animals do experience many constraints, either abiotic (physical charac-teristics of the landscape, distance, etc.), or biotic (intraspecific interactions:sociality, territoriality; or interspecific interactions: predation, parasitism,etc.). In other words, due to external constraints, an animal might select acomponent even if it might prefer not to. The response to these constraintsinvolves “a series of innate and learned behavioral decisions” (Morrisonet al., 2006) during the process of selection. However, because of their men-tal nature, we can generally not access to (and thus study) these decisionsnor can we assess preference. This would be possible only in controlledexperiments, with every constraint removed, and the test of different fea-tures together, which is almost never possible with wildlife. Instead, weoften measure the disproportionate use in comparison to the availability,which is habitat choice. At best, can we evaluate some constraints, andinterpret the current choice in the light of them. As the main process isthe one of selection, it is thus by no mean a non-sense to encompass thewhole succession under the general term habitat selection.
1.2.4 The problem of availability

The constraints that prevent animals to merely yield themselves to theirpreference immediately bring us to the problem of availability. By availabil-ity, we mean the subset of conditions bounded by the physical accessibleworld and limited by all internal and external constraints, and its abun-dance (in case of resource) or value (otherwise). However, in habitat selec-tion studies, we generally only measure accessibility without constraints.This has been discussed extensively by Hall et al. (1997) who stated thatavailability was seldom measured to the benefit of abundance (in case ofresources) which refers only to their quantity in the habitat. As Johnson(1980) underlined, “conclusions about whether an individual component
is used above, in proportion to, or below its availability are critically
dependent upon the array of components the investigator deems avail-
able to the animal. This decision is often made somewhat arbitrarily by
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the investigator.” Thus availability is a subjective element. This can be amajor problem since habitat selection is studied by comparing usage andavailability, and may be biased in this respect.To avoid such a situation, availability must be checked, and as much aspossible rely on previous knowledge on the species. In some situations, itis however possible to simplify the problem when the scale of the studycan only lead to coarse results (see e.g. Chapter 7). It might also be easierto detect what is really available in the case of animals establishing homeranges (then the availability for one individual is bounded by the bordersof its home range) and/or expressing territoriality (then the availabilityfor one individual is limited by conspecific territories). Another exampleis given by females brown bear (Ursus arctos), which in Sweden onlyestablish in the neighbourhood of their mother (Martin et al., data, seeAppendix 1). Thus, in that case, availability is totally constrained by astrong social (maternal) constraint within the accessible world.
1.3 From species to individuals

1.3.1 A hierarchical approach

Habitat selection has been consistently seen as a hierarchical process(Johnson, 1980; Wiens, 1989; Orians and Wittenberger, 1991; Hall et al.,1997). This hierarchy can be expressed at different levels. In particular,there is a hierarchy in an individual’s decisions, which can result in atrade-off for his space use (e.g. between food and security, Houston et al.,1993). The hierarchy of selection also occurs in space, from broad scaleto fine scale, which is generally related to time scale (Wiens, 1989). Finally,the hierarchy on a ecological level, from species to individuals, throughpopulations.As a summary for these related hierarchies, Johnson (1980) proposedto approach habitat selection at four selection orders. First-order selectionrelates to the distribution of the species. Within that range, second-orderselection describes the individual habitat choice to establish their homeranges. Third-order selection is given by habitat use within individualhome ranges. Finally the choice of food items at a fine scale defines thefourth-order selection. As emphasized by Johnson (1980), it is possible to
8
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further divide these selection orders more finely, and to adjust the fourlevels to a particular system. Senft et al. (1987), for example, adapted theselevels to a functional approach of large herbivore foraging.The next Chapter (Chapter II) discusses the habitat and niche con-cepts in the context of a species’ population. We will later on (Chapter III)consider habitat selection of a single individual following the second andthird-order selection sensu Johnson (1980).This simple hierarchy may correspond to different study designs, asdiscussed by Thomas and Taylor (1990, 2006). The authors distinguishedbetween four designs, one for each of Johnson’s selection orders. In De-sign 1, data are collected at the population level (individuals are not iden-tified), and this corresponds to the first-order selection of Johnson (1980).In Design 2 and 3, use data are collected at the individual level. In De-sign 2 (second-order selection), availability is measured at the level of thepopulation, and thus is the same for all individuals, whereas in Design 3(third-order selection), availability is measured for each individual inde-pendently. Finally, the Design 4 is intended to deal with micro-habitatsselection (fourth-order selection), with availability and use data measuredat multiple time for each individual.
1.3.2 Measuring performance

At any level of the hierarchy, it is generally assumed that the actual useof different components of the habitat is related to the performance ofthe animals (Morris, 2003b; Rosenzweig, 1981). As underlined by Thomasand Taylor (2006), “resource selection studies are commonly conducted
because it is generally assumed that if animals select habitat and food
resources disproportionate to their availability, that habitat or food im-
proves their fitness, reproduction, or survival.” In other words, as animalsare expected to maximise their fitness through selective use of their en-vironment, the spatial distribution and the abundance of a species shouldreflect the environmental quality. This postulate may however not alwaysbe true, unless animals are omniscient. It has been shown that dynamicsincluding source and sink habitats can be both ecologically and evolution-arily stable (Pulliam, 1988). Sinks can emerge in case of social exclusion ofsome individuals from the best conditions (Pulliam and Danielson, 1991),or from a maladaptative habitat selection, leading to a choice of unfa-
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Figure 1.2: A roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) within its habitat in southernNorway. Is the presence of an individual in this particular environmentalconditions an evidence of the high suitability of these conditions? Photocredit: John Linnell.
vorable habitats (Delibes et al., 2001). Delibes et al. (2001) furthermoredemonstrated that in some demographic conditions, the number of indi-viduals in such attractive sink may even increase for a given time, whilethe number of individuals in source habitat decreases. In such conditions,a field worker collecting species’ occurrence may conclude that the sinkhabitat is best suited for the species (because the number of individualswithin these conditions increases). The existence of sinks demonstratesthat the detection (and further, abundance) of a species in an area does notnecessarily mean that this area is optimal for the species. In other words,the species’ occurrences may delineates its habitat sensu Whittaker et al.(1973), rather than fully describe its shape.It is thus necessary, following Whittaker et al. (1973), to measure per-formance throughout the conditions encountered by a species to derive aproper definition of its habitat. This spatial measure of performance mighttake the form of a species’ population density (but see Van Horne, 1983who warned about the systematic use of such a measure), or growth rate,
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or a combination of both. A better approach would be to use individualbased measures of performance, e.g. survival (Pollock et al., 1989; Mur-ray, 2006; McLoughlin et al., 2005) or reproduction (Pidgeon et al., 2006).However, relating fitness measures to multivariate resource selection hasreceived little attention in ecology (McLoughlin et al., 2005).In the recent years, there has been some progress towards the use ofsynthetic individual measures of performance related to habitat selection.For instance, the lifetime reproductive success (LRS) can be computed asthe number of female young to which a female gave birth and which sur-vived to the age of independence. Computed for every female, this indexintegrates both survival (since the number of birth events is directly relatedto longevity) and reproduction (by the numbers of youngs). This measureenabled McLoughlin et al. (2007) to show that a roe deer’s incorporationinto its home range of habitat components important to food, cover, andedge was significantly related to individual performances (See Fig. 1.2). Weshould relate more (individual) performance to habitat selection in orderto fully describe a species habitat (sensu Whittaker et al., 1973).
1.3.3 A dynamic process

This large scale overview of habitat selection could not pass silently overthe climate change (Zwiers and Hegerl, 2008; Rosenzweig et al., 2008). As amatter of fact, the world is dynamic! Despite this, habitat selection is oftendefined static. As underlined by Hutchinson (1957), “the model refers to a
single instant of time”. While he referred to his model of ecological niche,his statement can easily be extended to the conceptualisation of habitat.What Hutchinson meant is that the study of the niche (and/or habitat)should be undertaken in a fixed state of the environment. However, thiscondition does not necessarily hold, as the environment experienced byanimals may change. It can be on a daily basis (nocturnal vs. diurnalspecies, Hutchinson, 1957), or a seasonal basis (Arthur et al., 1996), or lifecycles (e.g. vegetation or parasitism Orians and Wittenberger, 1991).Eventually, and this might be even more interesting, animals them-selves are dynamic. Their habitat selection behavior is unlikely to be thesame at different periods of their life cycle (different ages or seasons), offor different activities (e.g. feeding time, resting, reproduction Cowlishaw,1997). Study Design 4 (Thomas and Taylor, 2006) is especially suited for
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this approach, through the analysis of steps, i.e. trajectories. A step isdefined by the straight-line segment between successive relocations. Forexample, (Fortin et al., 2005) used a resource selection function (RSF Manlyet al., 2002) applied to trajectories (steps) of elk, and was able to show that,as the risk of wolf encounter increased, the preference of elk for aspenstands gradually decreased, and selection became strongest for steps end-ing in conifer forests in high wolf-use areas. Finally, technologies likeactivity censors or recent movement analyses might enable the use ofactivity patterns into habitat selection.
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“The more life there is within a system, the more niches
there are for life.”[Kynes’ father, Imperial Planetologist on the planet of Dune]“Dune”, by Frank HERBERT.

2.1 IntroductionCOMPETITION IS A CORNERSTONE BETWEEN ECOLOGY AND EVOLUTION: it isgrounded in ecology (as early defined by Ernst Haeckel in 1870 asthe study of the natural environment and the relations of organismsto each other and their surroundings, Ricklefs 1990), to explain evolution-ary mechanisms. More specifically, inter– and intraspecific competitioncan result in functional specialization (in case of coexistence in the samearea) or geographical isolation (Davies et al., 2007; Rosenzweig, 1978). Theformer occurs in the case of niche differentiation, whereas the latter isgenerally know as habitat differentiation, justifying concurrent use of bothconcepts of niche and habitat. These two processes of exclusion formthe starting points of the ultimate process of speciation, through allopatricspeciation (Mayr, 1963) and sympatric speciation (Maynard Smith, 1966),respectively.Udvardy (1959) was amongst the first to approach the habitat concepttogether with the niche concept, in an attempt to reconsider both in thesame theoretical background. Despite this early focus on theory clarifi-cation, we have seen an increasing confusion between habitat and nicheconcepts in the last decades (Kearney, 2006). As Whittaker et al. (1973)noted 35 years ago, “it is regrettable that two of the most important terms
in ecology, “niche” and “habitat”, are among the most confused in usage.”While an increasing number of habitat selection studies since the early80s enhanced the focus onto habitat theory (Morris, 2003b), we believethat the situation is currently not any better. Indeed, several authors re-cently attempted to provide definitions for these terms (e.g. Guisan andThuiller, 2005; Mitchell, 2005; Kearney, 2006; Aarts et al., 2008), but to dateno definitive one has emerged and usage of these terms remains ambigu-ous. In this respect Mason and Langenheim (1957) stated that there “[. . . ]
is no right or no wrong definition for a particular word.” However, words
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can become standardized through our use of them, i.e. through commonusage. Mason and Langenheim (1957) continue with the observation that:“[. . . ] there are very important exceptions to this rule of common usage.”Words can be used “so indefinitely that dissatisfaction results from per-
petuation of its use.” This dissatisfaction drove Mitchell (2005) to questionthe usefulness of the habitat concept. The reason for this “rule of com-
mon usage” not to work for certain words is that it are often “inclusive
term[s] covering many confusions and hence must be either clarified or
avoided.” Mitchell (2005) provocatively suggested for the later option andabandon the use of the habitat concept altogether. We prefer to keep thebaby and merely throw away the bathwater. In our opinion a thoroughinvestigation of the habitat and niche concepts will not kill ecology insteadit will just make it stronger (sensu Nietzsche, 1889). In this paper we willfollow Mason’s suggestion: “[. . . ] it becomes mandatory for the scientist
to analyze the words in his field in terms of the phenomena upon which
they rest. He is then in a position to construct a precise definition.”However, our aim herein is not to provide yet another definition thatcould probably contribute to the reining chaos, but rather to synthetise thenotions of habitat and niche from the current literature. Following Masonand Langenheim (1957), we analysed the habitat and niche concepts inour own field, namely animal ecology in terrestrial ecology; our approachmight therefore be somewhat focused in this respect. Our analysis startsfrom the observation of the origin of the problem in the literature, withthe seminal paper of Hutchinson (1957); we will undertake a clarificationof the habitat and niche concepts by using a general framework, whichborrows heavily from the one presented by Whittaker et al. (1973), andeventually develop a synthetic view.
2.2 A 50 years old problem

Following the work of Grinnell (1917), Hutchinson (1957) defined the nicheas the conditions in which a species can survive and reproduce. In itsseminal paper, Hutchinson described the niche geometrically as the “n-
dimensional hypervolume [. . . ], every point in which corresponds to a
state of the environment which would permit [a species] to exist indef-
initely” (Fig. 2.1). This hypervolume, which Hutchinson called the fun-
damental niche, was the first attempt to “mathematicize” (sensu Haskell,
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Figure 2.1: The fundamental niche is defined as the “n-dimensional hy-
pervolume [. . . ], every point in which corresponds to a state of the envi-
ronment which would permit [a species] to exist indefinitely” (Hutchinson,1957). In the presence of interspecific competition, the niche is reducedand form the realized niche.
1940) ecological theory on the niche. With this point of view, a set ofenvironmental variables —“any property outside the organisms under
consideration” (sensu Hutchinson)— define a hyperspace, i.e. a multidi-mensional space. Within this hyperspace the conditions suitable for thepersistence of a species consist of the niche hypervolume. Even if itsmodel presupposed an equal probability of persistence in every part of theniche, Hutchinson pointed out that there were both an optimum and sub-optimal conditions near the boundaries. Whittaker et al. (1973) consideredthe niche was not as that hypervolume itself but as the species’ responsewithin that hypervolume, so that every point of the niche is characterizedby a measure of performance of the species, which can be assessed withe.g. density, growth rate, etc. The niche hypervolume therefore definesthe boundaries of the niche, whereas its shape arises from the species’response to the environment (see Fig. 2.2).Within that hypervolume, not every condition is accessible to the species.In particular, competition with other species may exclude the focal speciesfrom a part of the niche (or even the whole niche in extreme cases). Inthe presence of interspecific competitors, the fundamental niche may bereduced, and form what Hutchinson called the realized niche (Fig. 2.1).Based on the competition exclusion principle of Volterra & Gause (Volterra,
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1926; Gause, 1934), it is stated that competition between two species on acommon resource (either by exploitation or interference) should result inthe exclusion of one of the species (the least favoured by the competition)in the overlap of the two fundamental niches, so that realized niches donot intersect. It follows that the fundamental niche encloses all potentialconditions for a species’ persistence, whereas the realized niche is the partof the fundamental niche a species’ population is actually able to colonizesuccessfully in a given biotic context.The multivariate representation described by Hutchinson became widelyaccepted in both theoretical and applied approaches. Indeed, this formal-ism is very convenient as it enables the niche to be quantified on manydimensions simultaneously. However, this representation soon overshad-owed the theoretical notion behind it: The niche became identified by thisrepresentation, and this representation associated with the niche. In otherwords, the niche concept was so strongly associated with the abstractionof Hutchinson that it precluded any other use of this representation. Inparticular, the concept of habitat, previously defined using a similar multi-variate space (Haskell, 1940), became closely related to the niche conceptwith its representation. As a consequence, niche and habitat have oftenbeen used to describe the same object (see e.g. Pulliam, 2000). It is in-teresting to note that it was probably not Hutchinson’s aim to deal withthe habitat concept at all. Rather, the niche concept defined in his paperwas designed for synecology. Precisely, Hutchinson meant to deal withcompeting species within communities, and the habitat was just left outof the picture. Despite being rooted in community ecology, Hutchinson’spaper faced a great success in habitat selection theory (it is still widelycited), and introduced a lot of confusion on the habitat concept as a side-effect, much beyond its original scope. However, as we will see, habitatand niche are related though not synonymous concepts, and both can berepresented using the same n-dimensional formalism, while representingdifferent concepts.
2.3 Niche and habitat: It is all about scale

Whittaker et al. (1973) were amongst the first to recognize this potentialconfusion between habitat and niche. In reaction they defined a set of
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proposals allowing one to deal with the habitat and the niche of a speciesin a common conceptual framework. The main focus of their advanceswas related to the scale of the environmental variables. Whittaker et al.(1973) separated all possible environmental variables into two categories,habitat variables and niche variables. Habitat variables are defined as in-tercommunity variables, which are extensive variables, with an intrinsicspatial component related to the species’ distribution. They often consistof spatial gradients defined at a large scale. Conversely, niche variablesare defined as intracommunity variables and describe the functional rela-tionships of a species within a community (Whittaker et al., 1975). Theseare intensive, local variables, with no specific spatial component, describedat a fine scale.

Habitat and niche variables are thus both subsets of the whole set ofenvironmental variables and both can be represented geometrically, usingHutchinson’s approach. Habitat (resp. niche) variables define axes of ahabitat (resp. niche) hyperspace. The part of this hyperspace where aspecies can persist is its habitat (resp. niche) hypervolume, which shape isdescribed by the species’ response confronted to the environmental vari-ables. Only with the species’ response are the habitat and the niche fullydescribed. Practically, habitat and niche variables are two poles of a con-tinuum of environmental variables, from extensive to intensive variables,and it may be difficult to distinguish among them. For such cases, Whit-taker et al. (1973) proposed to use the term ecotope, as a broader conceptthat encompass both niche and habitat (Fig. 2.2). They furthermore sug-gested to consider the ecotope as the ultimate evolutionary unit, definingthe species’ response to the full range of environment variables to whichit is exposed, whereas the niche might be seen as the proximal contextfor a species. However, since (1) the term “ecotope” has to our knowledgenot found entrance in the research community, and (2) niche variables areoften included in habitat studies, we will not promote the use of the termecotope. Rather, we suggest to consider habitat in a broad and habitat in anarrow sense; the former includes the niche, whereas the later excludesit. Note that the opposite is not possible: whereas habitat variable are ex-tensive and might encompass all niche variables, the reverse is not true.In cases where it is needed to make a clear distinction between these twoforms of habitat, the terms macrohabitat and microhabitat might be used.
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2.3. Niche and habitat: It is all about scale

Niche
variables

Habitat
variables

Population
measurements

Figure 2.2: The ecotope, sensu Whittaker et al., 1973, encompasses bothconcepts of niche and habitat. The whole set of environmental variablescan be divided into habitat variables and niche variables. The part withinthe ecological hyperspace a species occupies is represented with the circlebelow, whereas the species’ response (measured on a set of populationmeasurements) defined the habitat, and the niche, on the habitat variables,and niche variables, respectively (after Whittaker et al., 1973, Fig. 5).
Macrohabitat and microhabitat were recognized as large spatial scale vs.small spatial scale features (Begon et al., 1986; Hall et al., 1997), in accor-dance to a precision of Whittaker et al. (1975) after a comment of Kulesza(1975). Accordingly, macrohabitat and microhabitat factors correspondtightly to the definitions of habitat and niche variables by Whittaker et al.(1973). Note that they are usually used in different fields, macrohabitat andmicrohabitat being more common in ecology, and niche more commonin evolution.Different geostatistical methods have been developed to determine scalesof variation of environmental variables (e.g. variogram analysis Mayoret al., 2007 and Fourrier analysis Stein and Weiss, 1971). When the ex-tent of variation of the environmental variable is greater (or with the sameorder of magnitude) than the geographical range of the population, thevariable is said to be a habitat variable; on the other hand, when the scaleof variability is at a small scale the variable is said to be a niche variable.From this it follows that an animal may hold a potential larger influencefrom niche variables, being variables that varies at the corresponding scale.
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On the other hand, a single individual does not experience the whole rangeof variation of a habitat variable. Thus, the direct impact of such a vari-able is rarely measurable, although this variable may have an effect onthe species distribution on the landscape. This is precisely what Whittakeret al. (1973, 1975) emphasized, stating that “niche refers to the functional
relationships of a species within a community; and habitat to its dis-
tributional response to environmental factors at different points in the
landscape.” As pointed out by Kearney (2006), a habitat variable that de-scribes association between organisms and features of the landscape maybe best studied with a correlative approach. On the other hand, the studyof the niche implies knowledge of the behavioural, morphological andphysiological properties of an organism, and is best suited for a mecha-nistic approach. However, we believe that both concepts can be indiffer-ently used in both contexts. The framework defined by Whittaker et al.(1973) affords the possibility to deal with both, which are not mutuallyexclusive and do not preclude from a more mechanistic approach of thehabitat (yet not so intuitive) or a more descriptive approach of the niche(which is consistent with the multivariate formalism of Hutchinson 1957,as admitted by Kearney, 2006). Modern niche theory has already absorbedthis dichotomy of the niche, stated in terms of “requirements” (correlativeapproach) and “impacts” (mechanistic approach), successfully consideringHutchinson’s niche and the purely functional approach of Elton (1927) inthe same framework (we return the reader to Leibold, 1995 for more de-tails regarding the elucidation of the niche within the context of modernniche theory).
2.4 Theoretical implications and synthesis

Whittaker et al. (1973) noted that the fundamental niche of a species isnot directly measurable; only the realized niche of a species’ population ismeasurable, i.e. the performance of a population in situ, bounded by thefundamental niche, and accounting for interspecific relationships. When-ever experimentation, such as competitor removal, is not possible (whichis unfortunately often the case in ecology), the fundamental niche may beonly approximated by the sum of all measurable realized niches. In otherwords, the fundamental niche of a species can be seen as the generaliza-
20



2.4. Theoretical implications and synthesis

tion of all realized niches of this species’ populations. Even though it is notoften stated explicitly, the same reasoning holds for the habitat concept:Similarly, the fundamental habitat canx be considered as the generaliza-tion of populations’ realized habitats. It is important to note here that,even if habitat variables are defined at the level of the community, thehabitat itself refers to a population (and is generalized over a species).A few implications result from the measure of a species’s performanceas defined by Whittaker et al. (1973, see Fig. 2.3), in particular on the defini-tion of the niche boundaries. Hutchinson (1957) encompassed in his con-cept of niche every condition that allows theoretically a species to persistindefinitely. In other words, every place of the niche should be associatedwith a positive global performance, if we can imagine such an syntheticmeasure. In contrast, Whittaker et al. (1973) defined the boundaries ofthe niche (resp. habitat) by the limit of the species’ occupancy, withinwhich the species expresses a response to environmental conditions. Thisresponse is typically bell-shaped, with asymptotic tails at extreme condi-tions, and defines the shape of the niche (or habitat). How artefactual thisapproach might be (the limits will often be dictated by the ability to de-tect a species’ presence), this is however much more flexible and powerful.First, a species may face a changing environment, and be confronted fromtime to time to unfavourable conditions. In such conditions, the popula-tion would become extinct unless sustained by immigration from morefavourable regions. At this moment, the performance of the species wouldbe very low, probably negative, and should condemn the species to ex-tinction. However, species can often survive in unfavourable conditions inchanging environments by “cutting their losses”, as highlighted by Whit-taker et al. (1973). Thus, the habitat and the niche shall include them aswell, to consider the temporal dimension of both habitat and niche.Van Horne (1983) questioned the assessment of habitat quality by den-sity only. She called for a distinction between low-quality habitats (lateron called sinks) sustained by immigration, where individuals are unlikelyto survive and reproduce, and high-quality habitats (sources), with positivedemographic outputs. By doing so, she opened the way to the source-sinkdynamics theory (Holt, 1985), which states that large sink populations canexist thanks to migration from source populations (Pulliam, 1988). Thissource-sink habitats approach can easily be extended at the niche level, as
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sensu Whittaker et al. 1973)
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Figure 2.3: A synthetic representation of the performance measure. Theperformance is approached by one population measurement, and is relatedto one environmental variable, that can be either a habitat or a nichevariable. Hutchinson (1957) only included in his niche concept conditionsrelated to the persistence of the species, i.e. a positive performance. Theextended concept of Whittaker et al. (1973) is bounded by the species’occupancy, and thus includes both sources and sinks.
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it was defined above. At the turn of the century, Pulliam (2000) advocatedfor a new definition of Hutchinsonian’s niche, in order to integrate theinfluence of dispersal and sink habitats. Even though Pulliam used theniche as a mere geometrical representation of the habitat, he indeed iden-tified an important limitation of Hutchinson’s niche, which does not includesinks by definition. The proposal of Whittaker et al. (1973) then has thegreat advantage to consider sources and sinks within the species’ habitator niche, answering Pulliam’s request. Thus, the niche and the habitat,bounded by the species’ occupancy, encompass conditions associated to apositive population performance (sources) and conditions associated to anegative population performance (sinks, Fig. 2.3).
This point of view associated to the problematic of the competition ex-clusion principle of Volterra & Gause solves one of the major problem ofthis principle: the coexistence of competing species (Tilman, 1987). Tilmanunderlined that “for species to coexist stably, there must be trade-offs in

their physiological, morphological, or behavioural traits.” These trade-offsoccur when (at least) two species are competing for common resources,and result from a better performance of each species for the use of dif-ferent resources. McPeek (1996) stated that these trade-offs operate bothat the between-community and within-community scales, i.e. at the habitatand niche levels. The competitive advantage of one species for a givenresource would consequently reduce the other species’ performance re-garding to this resource, leading to coexistence (i.e. overlapping habitatsor niches on their boundaries) or extinction (i.e. habitat or niche exclusion)depending on the level of decrease. If the performance becomes negative,the species would be in a sink, thus would sustain in these conditions onlyin case of immigration. In the extreme case, if the performance falls be-low the limits of the species’ tolerance (thus occupancy), the species wouldbecome extinct in these specific conditions. This mechanism forces thespecies to have responses spread over environmental variables, and ulti-mately leads to habitat or niche segregation. Competition thus does nothave a binary impact on the size of the realized niche (sensu Hutchin-son), but merely changes the shape of populations’ performance, and in
fine the boundaries of their habitat or niche, depending on the level ofinvestigation.
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Figure 2.4: Both the habitat and the niche can be projected into the ecolog-ical space and mapped in the geographic space. A given habitat generallyappears as a continuous area in a given landscape (top) whereas a givenniche generally corresponds with a set of patches (below).
2.5 Habitat, niche, and the rule of common usage

Kearney (2006) rightly advocated the use of mechanistic niche modellingto predict a species distribution. The habitat and the niche of a species canbe projected simultaneously in the ecological space and the geographicalspace (Fig. 2.4). Both concepts are indeed defined in the multi-dimensionalspace formed by environmental variables; they consist of a limited subsetof conditions in both cases (bounded by the limits of the habitat or nichehypervolume). Both concepts can in turn be projected in the 2 or 3 dimen-sions (x, y , and potentially z) physical space, i.e. the geographical space,and thus be used to model species’ distribution.Habitat variables are defined extensively, and often consist of gradientsin the geographical space. Consequently, a projection of the habitat in thegeographical space generally results in a continuous area that often canbe physically delineated (Fig. 2.4, top). By extension, the term habitat itselfis often used in reference to the area it delineates in the geographical
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2.5. Habitat, niche, and the rule of common usage

Figure 2.5: A gradient of landscapes from central to southern Norway(from upper left to lower right corner). Photo credit: Scandlynx / JohnLinnell.
space (Morris, 2003b). In this context, the habitat is no longer a species’characteristic, but rather a geographic feature. As pointed out by Kearney(2006), we can describe a given habitat “without reference to an organism,
even though the potential presence of some kind of organism is always
implied.” However, for this very purpose, we would advocate instead theuse of the term landscape, as is currently used in landscape ecology (seee.g. Turner et al., 1995), as both abiotic and biotic characteristics of a largearea (see Fig. 2.5).On the other hand, niche variables are defined intensively, i.e. locally.That is, the range of variation of a niche variable is many times greaterthan the size of the area occupied by a species’ population. This resultsin niche variables that are not of spatial nature per se. The niche can,however, also be projected into the geographical space, and will generallycorrespond to a multitude of patches with similar conditions, that are notnecessarily contiguous and thus do not define a continuous area (Fig. 2.4,below).In the early 1980s, following Tilman (1982), with the emergence of
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what is known as the modern niche theory, focus shifted to the resourcepart of the niche. After Tilman’s work, a resource is defined as “a factor
which [. . . ] leads to higher population growth rates as its availability is
increased, and which is consumed, in the broad sense, by the popula-
tion” (Tilman, 1980). This definition highlights three characteristics of aresource: it is an environmental factor, that is depletable and potentiallylimiting (Leibold, 1995). As a result, the niche in the modern niche theoryis based only on variables that represent resources, through a dimension-ality reduction. In other words, because not every environmental variableis included, the modern niche is not equivalent to the ecological niche, butis a subset taken from it. However, these two concepts are by no meansincompatible, as they both rely on the same multidimensional approachof environmental variables. For instance, Leibold (1995) showed that the“zero growth net isocline” or “ZGNI” as used by Tilman (1980) (i.e. the set ofconditions for which the available resources determines a mortality equalto the reproduction of the population) was the niche of Hutchinson (1957),actually the niche hypervolume as defined by Whittaker et al. (1973). Oneof the major fields of application of the modern niche theory is compe-tition within communities. Whenever two (resource) niches overlap (thatis, two species rely on the same resource range), there is competition,either by interference or by exploitation. Interspecific relationships (forinstance competition, but also facilitation or predation) can be seen as aparticular resource (and represented by another environmental variable)or explicitly stated as separated niches for each species, allowing one tocompare them directly. The framework detailed here thus provides thebasis for the inclusion of interspecific relationships (Guisan and Thuiller,2005), in particular in a given trophic chain. The approach presented hereis therefore consistent with modern niche theory, providing that the latterrelates to a niche restricted to resources, i.e. the resource niche (Begonet al., 1986).
2.6 Conclusion

The past literature, especially in more recent years, showed an increasingdemand for separation of the habitat and niche concepts. Unfortunately,a synthetic view remained largely absent. Here, we summarized the main
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2.6. Conclusion

sources of confusion and resolved them by putting both concepts in acommon framework, initially presented by Whittaker et al. (1973) that wefurther developed.We believe that Whittaker et al. (1973)’s approach is most useful todefine habitat and niche clearly. In particular, it accommodates the maincurrent fields where both terms are in use, like habitat selection theoryand modern niche theory. In addition, it is highly congruent with differentcommon usages, and the use of this framework would only require minoradjustments. This would allow for a more unambiguous use of both terms,which are in our opinion still very useful (and anyway actually used). Thisframework might then also contribute to a increased exchange of ideasbetween ecology and evolutionary biology. Finally, the unambiguous def-inition of the niche and habitat could dissipate the current dissatisfactionfrom the perpetuation of their (mis)use, as underlined by Haskell (1940),without actually avoiding their use altogether, as advocated by Mitchell(2005).
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“Il y a les malins et les pas malins. Et le moins malin des
malins n’est pas beaucoup plus malin que le plus malin des
pas malins. Mais en cas de nombre impair, il peut être les

deux à la fois..”“L’avenir du Chat”, by Philippe GELUCK.

3.1 IntroductionANIMAL HABITAT SELECTION has potentially profound impacts on popula-tion dynamics (e.g. Pulliam and Danielson, 1991), life-history evolution(e.g. Holt, 1997) and animal conservation (e.g. Morris, 2003a). Habi-tat selection is defined as the process by which an animal chooses whichhabitat components to use (Hall et al., 1997; Johnson, 1980). The resultfrom this selection process is the disproportionate use of some resourcesover others (Hall et al., 1997).Since Johnson’s (1980) seminal paper where he discussed the hierar-chical nature of habitat selection, an increasing number of studies includemultiple spatial scales in their analysis of habitat selection. The scale atwhich one investigates a phenomenon greatly influences the patterns onemight observe (Wiens, 1989); many studies of animal habitat selection haveshown different selective behaviors depending on the spatial scale (Bowyerand Kie, 2006). Johnson distinguished four hierarchical levels: speciesrange, home range selection, selection of patches in the home range andfinally selection of individual food items within a patch; in the followingwe will focus on individual habitat selection. However, despite the factthat now almost thirty years have passed since this publication, hardlyany theory is available for predicting habitat selection across spatial scales(however, see Rettie and Messier, 2000).One exception on the above mentioned lack of theory about hierar-chical habitat selection is in the paper by Rettie and Messier (2000). Theypropose: “that there should be a direct relationship between the impor-
tance of specific factors potentially limiting populations and the level at
which individuals exhibit selective behaviour to minimize the effects of
those factors.” Or in other words: “Factors with greater potential to re-
duce individual fitness should be avoided at coarser spatial and temporal
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scales, as avoiding the factors that are most limiting at each successive
scale will maximise an individual’s fitness.” A limiting factor in popula-tion dynamics is an environmental factor that prevents a population fromattaining its maximum population growth. Since, population growth is theaverage reproductive success in a population (note: as common in popula-tion biology, we only work on the female part of the population), a limitingfactor can then easily be extended to the individual level, as the set offactors that prevent individuals from realizing their full potential fitness.Since Rettie & Messier’s (2000) publication different authors have in-vestigated these ideas in different animal species (including mammals,birds and reptiles; e.g. McLoughlin et al., 2004; Harvey and Weatherhead,2006). However, different publications reported failures to support Rettie &Messier’s prediction (e.g. Morin et al., 2005; Gustine et al., 2006), and didn’tfind selection against the most limiting factor at the highest hierarchicallevel. We identified three important ceavats in this current theory of hier-archical habitat selection, which we see as likely candidates to explain thefailures to support this theory: spatial variability and temporal variabilityof limiting factors, and co-variation of different resources.Morin et al. (2005) and (Harvey and Weatherhead, 2006), did not find se-lection against the most limiting factor for the home range choice, whereasthey found selection at the interior of the home range. In both publicationsthe absence of home range selections was attributed at the relative homo-geneity of the environment at the home range scale within the study site.The importance of environmental spatial variability for habitat selectionstudies has been extensively discussed by Åberg et al. (2000).Population ecologists have shown that knowledge of the critical demo-graphic parameters —i.e. the parameters for which population growth ismost sensitive— does not imply these rates to be most important for ex-plaining temporal changes in population size (Gaillard et al., 1998, 2000b;Coulson et al., 2005). The temporal variability of these rates is at least asimportant as the potential demographic impact of these rates for them in-fluencing population dynamics. Similarly, it seems unlikely that for habitatselection there would be a direct relationship between the potential limit-ing factor and selective behavior of the animal (sensu Rettie and Messier,2000), we should expect the environmental spatial variability to play animportant role as well.
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The spatial variability of environmental features is often scale depen-dent (Turner et al., 2001). The scale of variability can then be expected tobe crucial in our understanding of habitat selection across spatial scales.However, until very recently no attempts have been made to understandchanges in spatial variability of resources across scales in habitat selectionstudies. The use of variograms is one approach that allows the compari-son of variability across scales, see Mayor et al. (2007) for an application inhabitat selection. Both Morin et al. (2005) and (Harvey and Weatherhead,2006) discussed the low spatial variability at the level of the home range asa possible explanation for the absence of habitat selection by the animalsat this level.The time frame of habitat selection studies not necessary correspondswith the one used in population ecology to determine limiting factors.Habitat selection is found to change with for instance reproductive sta-tus (Loseto et al., 2006; Candolin and Voigt, 2003) such temporal changesin habitat selection have lead Wittmer et al. (2006) to suggest temporalchanges in limiting factors. Limiting factors for an animal may showtemporal variation, due to either environmental variability or changing re-quirements of the animal. Seasonal and even diurnal changes can causepreviously suitable areas to become unsuitable and vice versa.Not only environmental change can lead to temporal change in lim-iting factors, also the animal’s requirements can change. Reproductivestatus can alter the energetic requirements or the need for security. Forinstance McLoughlin et al. (2002) showed for grizzly bears that femaleswith cubs avoided areas preferred by males; whereas this did not occur infemales without young. They interpreted these results as a consequenceof infanticide avoidance by females. Also at smaller time scales changesin requirements can occur; safety is more important for resting animals,whereas feeding animals will have higher demands for forage quality andavailability. Consequently there might be a mismatch between the tem-poral range of the limiting factor for population growth and the limitingfactor for habitat selection.By assuming that an animal can only select its habitat in relation to onelimiting factor at a given spatial scale, Rettie and Messier (2000) implicitlyassumed a perfectly negative relationship between the occurrence of limit-ing factors in space. Negative correlations between different environmen-
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tal factors potentially influencing an animal’s fitness are not uncommon,especially the trade-off between food and cover has received consider-able attention in the literature (e.g. Edwards, 1983; Mysterud et al., 1999).However, different studies report simultaneous habitat selection in rela-tion to more then one limiting factor at the highest hierarchical level (e.g.Dussault et al., 2005; Gustine et al., 2006). This indicates that the choice ofenvironmental characteristics in these studies is not exclusive and animalscan select for areas providing good conditions with respect to more thenone limiting factor simultaneously. Such suggests that spatial correlationsbetween resources are not always perfectly negative, they might even bepositive.The fast acceptance of Rettie & Messier’s (2000) proposition demon-strates its intuitive appeal, despite the fact that its initial presentation lackeda thorough development of its underlying logic. However, their theoryseems to show three major incompletenesses: the spatial variability andtemporal variability of limiting factors, and the co-variability of differentlimiting factors. In this paper we will further develop a theory of hierar-chical habitat selection. Using simple simulated environments we developadditional ideas on ideal habitat selection at different spatial scales in theabsence of social interactions. Hierarchical habitat selection will be con-sidered at two levels: home range selection and the selection of patches—represented by pixels in our landscapes— within the home range (re-spectively, level 2 and 3 of Johnson’s [1980] hierarchy); we will refer tothem in the following by respectively home range selection and patch se-lection. The logic used at these levels, can be readily generalized towardsfiner levels, like food item selection.
3.2 Spatial variation of resources

The effect of spatial variation of the resources on hierarchical habitat se-lection is illustrated using a simplified system of selection occurring insimulated environments with only one potentially limiting factor, for in-stance, food or cover. In this paper limiting factors can be either livingconditions or resources for an animal —resources are by definition con-sumable, whereas conditions are not— only spatial heterogeneous limitingfactors are considered. This treatment does not deal with depletion; thus,resources and conditions can be treated similarly and are both referred
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to by the term resources. We will assume the quantity of a resourcetransformed as to assure a linear relationship with fitness; landscapes arefurther simplified by the binary resource content of a pixel: a pixel eithsercontains the resource or it does not.Spatial variation can be scale dependent; to demonstrate the role ofvariability at different spatial scales we simulated two landscapes with dif-ferent degree of resource clustering (see Fig. 3.1). In one environmenteach pixel had an equal probability to contain the resource, called therandom environment. The other environment was clumped (Moran’s I of0.75), this environment was generated by iterative permutation of the pix-els in the random environment. The common geostatistical techniques torepresent variation of a spatial environmental variable across scales is bythe use of variograms or correlograms (Turner et al., 2001). One impor-tant characteristic of a correlogram is its range, this is the lag where thespatial autocorrelation is no longer different from zero. In other words,the range of a correlogram is the range of spatial autocorrelation; beyondthis range, the spatial variable is no longer autocorrelated. Fig. 3.1 demon-strates how increased clumping of the environmental variable leads to anincreased range in the correlogram.The potential for selection depends on the available variability —withoutvariation selection can not occur; for home range selection the varia-tion between potential home ranges is important, whereas patch selectionwithin the home range relies on variation within the home range. Thus,before investigating the effect of habitat selection we first investigated thepotential for selection by looking at the available spatial variability in bothenvironment with contrasting ranges, hereafter we studied the effect ofhome range size on this variability, finally we added more realism byinvestigating the effect of spatial variability at different spatial scales simul-taneously.
3.2.1 How does spatial scale affect the potential for habitat se-

lection?

We placed 25 home ranges at random on both landscapes in Fig. 3.2,for each home range we determined the mean resource content and itsvariation. We then compared —using the F-statistic— the variation ofhome range quality (i.e. the average resource content of a home range)
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Figure 3.1: On the left hand you see simulated environments, on the righthand the corresponding correlogram is shown. The upper panels arefrom an environment with a Moran’s I of 0, whereas the lower panel hasa score of 0.75.
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Figure 3.2: On both environments we simulated a home range. At co-ordinates (90, 40) you see the occupied points, points are only on blackpixels. For illustration purposes we depicted a random “home range” ofthe same dimensions as the real one at a random location in the landscape(40, 60). We simulated this way 25 random home ranges. The variabilityof resources within the home range is zero (or without selection meanvariability is 0.41) in the clumped landscape (similar to results by Mitchelland Powell, 2004), whereas the variability in the mean resource contentbetween potential home ranges is 0.26. For the random landscape a re-verse pattern emerges: within the home range the variability is 0.50, themean between home ranges however is very low 0.05.
between both landscapes to assess the landscape differences in variationat the home range level. The differences in mean within-home-rangevariability between both landscapes were compared using a t-test, whichgives the potential for patch selection.The variation of home range quality is significantly higher in the clumpedthan in the random landscape (sd is respectively 0.29 and 0.05; F = 0.04,df = 24, p-value < 0.001); thus, in the clumped landscape home rangesare more different. Whereas, the within-home-range variability shows thereverse pattern, the variability of the patches within a home range is sig-nificantly lower in the clumped landscape than in the random landscape(the mean sd is respectively 0.40 and 0.50; t = 5, df = 24, p-value < 0.001);in other words, home ranges in the clumped landscape are more homo-geneous.The within-home-range variability of the clumped landscape is lower
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than for the landscape as a whole (the mean sd of the home ranges and thesd of the landscape are respectively 0.40 and 0.50; t = -5, df = 24, p-value< 0.001) whereas this is not true for the random landscape (the mean sdof the home ranges and the sd of the landscape are respectively 0.50 and0.50; t = 0.13, df = 24, p-value = 0.90). A consequence of these patterns isthat in the random landscape selection of the home range is of little to noimportance, whereas selection within the home range will be of crucial.Whereas, the reverse is true for the clumped landscape; careful selectionof the home range is important and will lead to rather homogeneous homeranges, which makes selection within the home range of less importance.
3.2.2 How does home range size affect the potential for habitat

selection?

Whether the landscape is either clumped or random with respect to homerange and patch selection will not only depend on the resource distribution,but also on the size of the home range. To investigate the effect of homerange size we increased the home range size used previously. We placedagain 25 home range randomly on the clumped landscape in figure 2,however this time the home ranges are approximately 4 times as large(using a radius of 10 instead of 5).In the same clumped environment the variation of home range qualitybecomes significantly lower for larger home ranges (sd for the small andthe large home range quality is respectively 0.29 and 0.17; F = 2.87, df= 24, p-value < 0.05); thus, in the same environment the larger homeranges will be more similar. On the other hand, the mean within-home-range variation has increased significantly for the larger home ranges (themean sd for the small and large home range are respectively 0.40 and 0.47;t = -3.25, df = 28, p-value < 0.005); in other words, larger home rangesare more heterogeneous in the same landscape. Thus, in this landscapeanimals with the smaller home ranges will have to be more selective intheir home range selection, whereas animals with larger home rangesshould be more selective in their patch selection within the home range.Correlogram analysis of the resource —which shows how variabilitychanges with spatial scale— in relation with the spatial extent of the homerange shows whether the variability is relatively larger between or withinhome ranges. When the range of the correlogram from the resource is
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small in comparison with the size of the home range, the variation be-tween home ranges will be small and there will be important variationwithin the home range. On the other hand, when the range of the correl-ogram is large, the home ranges will be more different; if in addition thespatial autocorrelation is high, then the home ranges will be rather homo-geneous regarding their resource content. This can be easily seen whenwe compare the two home range sizes we used in the previous paragraphwith the range of the clumped landscape. The range of this landscape isaround 7 units (see Fig. 3.1); thus the range of this landscape is larger thanthe radius of the small home range (5 units), whereas this range is smallerthan the radius of the large home range (10 units).
3.2.3 How does large range affect the potential for habitat se-

lection?

Correlograms of environmental variables of real landscapes do not neces-sary have a limited range, studies have reported spatial heterogeneity overa wide range of spatial scales (Milne, 1988, 1991). Fractal landscapes havebeen defined as landscapes where the range is unlimited; more precisely,a landscape is called fractal when the log-log variogram is linear. Wesimulated a fractal landscape using the midpoint displacement proceduredescribed by Fournier et al. (1982), which we then rendered binary usinga median split (Gardner, 1999). Fig. 3.3 shows an example of a simulatedfractal landscape (r-square of the log-log variogram is 0.99; the fractaldimension is estimated as 2.81); thus there is not a limited range.To assess the variability between and within home ranges for land-scapes with spatial variability across a large range, we simulated 25 homeranges of each size (radius 5 and 10) randomly on the fractal landscape.We found again that due to the larger range of environmental variabilityin comparison with the home range size (radius of 5 units), the patch vari-ability is smaller than for the environment at large (mean sd of the patcheswithin the home range and the sd for the landscape are respectively 0.37and 0.5; t = -4.28, df = 24, p-value < 0.001). The unlimited range of thefractal landscape results in a not significantly different patch variability be-tween both home ranges sizes (mean sd of the patches within the smalland large home range are respectively 0.37 and 0.43; t = -1.84, df = 34,p-value = 0.08). The larger home range (with 10 units radius) has still
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Figure 3.3: A fractal landscape and its correlogram.
a patch variability lower than the environment (mean sd of the patcheswithin the home range and the sd of the landscape are respectively 0.43and 0.5; t = -4.83, df = 24, p-value < 0.001). Also the variability of the over-all home range quality is not significantly different for both home rangesizes (sd for the small and large home range quality is respectively 0.31and 0.24; F = 1.71, df = 24, p-value = 0.19).In this fractal environment with spatial variation at different spatialscales, the effect of home range size is less pronounced. All home rangesizes showed important between home range variation and also significantpatch variation within the home range. In these environments, irrespectiveof home range size an animal should be selective at both home range andpatch level.
3.2.4 How does actual habitat selection affect scale-specific spa-

tial variability?

When randomly placed home ranges show high variation in quality, it paysfor an animal to be selective in its home range selection. We simulatedselection by choosing the 10 percent home ranges (with 5 unit radius) withthe highest quality from 250 random ones on three landscapes: random,clumped and fractal (Figs. 3.2 & 3.3).Both landscapes with a high between home range variability, i.e. theclumped and the fractal landscape, show a significantly reduced within-
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home-range variability in the selected home ranges versus all randomhome ranges: for the clumped landscape (mean sd of the patches withinthe random home ranges and the selected ones is respectively 0.40 and0.17; t = 10.45, df = 23, p-value < 0.001) and for the fractal landscape(mean sd of the patches within the random home ranges and the selectedones is respectively 0.38 and 0.15; t = 10.51, df = 28, p-value < 0.001). Alsothe random landscape showed such a reduction although only a small one(mean sd of the patches within the random home ranges and the selectedones is respectively 0.50 and 0.49; t = 6.75, df = 28, p-value < 0.001); thesmall effect size is a consequence of the small difference between homeranges, hence selection does not have a large effect.

The reduction of patch variability within the home range followinghome range selection is the simple consequence of the parabolic relation-ship between the mean and the variance. The highest variance occurs forintermediate mean values; whereas the extreme mean values show lowvariability. Thus, selection for a resource at the home range level willfurther reduce the variability of this resource at the lower patch level.

3.2.5 Summary

In summary, resources with a large range in comparison with the homerange size will result in home-range variation. When there is home-rangevariation animals should select for better home ranges. Both the smallerextent of the home range in comparison with the landscape and home-range selection lead to a reduced variability of the resource at the interiorof the home range. Following the reduced variability of the patches withinthe home range as a result of home range selection, it is clear that home-range selection has potentially a larger effect on the animal’s performancethan patch selection within the home range. The importance of selectionwithin the home range will depend on the homogeneity of the selectedhome ranges. Thus whether a resource should have a wide range forhabitat selection (sensu Rettie and Messier, 2000) will depend on the rangeof this resource in a correlogram.
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3.3 Temporal variation of limiting factors

In the Introduction we discussed how limiting factors might change throughtime due to environmental changes or changes in the requirements of theanimal. Above we showed how in general selection for a resource at thehome range level leads to decreased spatial variation of this resource atthe patch level. When limiting factors change through time this decreasedvariation limits the opportunities to escape the new limiting factor after achange in limiting factors occurred. When animals are faced with tempo-ral change in limiting factors, two alternatives exist for simply “sweatingthe bad times”: choose a home range that provides a good compromiseor move back and forth between two “temporal” home ranges after eachchange of limiting factor.An important characteristic of many landscapes is that the scale ofspatial variation is not constant. Landscapes often exist of zones with highspatial autocorrelation, and transition zones between these characterizedby low spatial autocorrelation. We replicated this characteristic in a sim-ulated landscape consisting of two homogeneous zones with a heteroge-neous transition zone between both (see Fig. 3.4). On this landscape wesimulated 250 home range pairs, each home range with a radius of 5 unitsand both home ranges of a pair separated by 50 units. These home rangepairs provide an animal with two alternatives: it can choose either forone of both home ranges or it can switch between both “temporal” homeranges when the limiting factor changes. Changes in home range, how-ever, do come at a cost, due to for instance energy expenditure during themovement or increased predation risk during transit. This cost will likelyinfluence the outcome of the choice. It is important to note that when thetemporal change of limiting factors occurs at high frequency, home rangeswitching should also occur at high frequency, which results ultimately ina higher cost of movement. From the 250 choice sets the 10 percent setswith the highest outcome were selected, thus animals did not place theirhome ranges at random they selected the best ones.In determining the outcome for each home range pair we assumed aperfect negative correlation between resource content of a pixel before andafter the change of limiting factor. For example, for an animal, searchingfor food in a foraging period and for cover during a resting period, this
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Figure 3.4: Home range placement in two communities with a transitionalzone (i.e. ecotone). On the right a typical home range is shown that willbe selected when the limiting factors show temporal variation and themovement is constrained (due to for instance high movement costs). Onthe left two typical “temporal” home ranges are shown that will be selectedwhen the limiting factors change and the movement is not too costly. Inthis later case, the animal will move between both home ranges dependingon which one matches best the animals requirements.
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means that a pixel containing food does not contain cover and vice versa.The consequence of this simplifying assumption is that the distribution ofboth resources is the same, they are simply the inverse of each other. Thequality of one home range from the pair is then given by the product ofboth resources. The quality of both home ranges together, as a pair oftemporal home ranges, will be determined by the amount of one resourcein the first home range and the amount of the other resource in the secondhome range. The quality difference between the pair of temporal homeranges and the best single home range determines the movement cost theanimal should be willingly to pay to occupy two “temporal” home ranges.As we have discussed in the previous section in the absence of temporalchanges of the limiting factors, animals select for the single home rangeof the highest quality. The selected home ranges have a lower patch vari-ability of the resource within the home range than the available randomhome ranges (t = 18.42, df = 249, p-value < 0.001). This replicates thereduction of patch variability due to home range selection in the absenceof temporal changes of the limiting factor.However, when there is temporal change of limiting factor, then thecost of movement will strongly affect the outcome. Without a cost, allselected home ranges consist of a pair of “temporal” home ranges. Theanimals will shift home ranges according to the changes in limiting fac-tors. The patch variability in both “temporal” home ranges is lower forthe 10 percent selected ones (t = 11.76, df = 87, p-value < 0.001). Thus,temporal changing limiting factors lead to the selection for two differenthomogeneous home ranges, each containing a different resource.When the cost of movement outweighs its benefit, animals settle fora single home range that fulfills the need for both limiting factors. Theresult of this selection is an increased within-home-range variability (t =-24.01, df = 257, p-value < 0.001). Thus, instead of selecting for a homo-geneous home range, animals should select for a heterogeneous homerange when confronted with changing limiting factors when the move-ment is constrained due to for instance high movement costs.The cost of movement will increase if either the distance that has tobe covered is high or the distance has to be covered regularly. If spatialautocorrelation of the resources is high (i.e. as in a highly clumped envi-ronment), then an animal will have to move larger distances to reach areas
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with a different composition of resources. Thus, in such highly spatial au-tocorrelated landscapes, unless the advantage of changing home rangesis very high, we can expect animals to select for heterogeneous homeranges on transition zones (like ecotones). Similar, when the frequencyof temporal changes in limiting factors is high, the animal will have tomove very often, thus, unless the gain is high, animals should select inthis case also for heterogeneous home ranges. In other words, when thetemporal autocorrelation of the limiting factors is low, then there will beselection for regions with lower spatial autocorrelation, and vice versa.When movement is costly we expect thus a positive relationship betweenthe temporal autocorrelation of the limiting factors and selection for spatialautocorrelation of the resources related to these factors.
3.4 Co-variation of resources

In the discussion above we assumed a perfect negative correlation betweenboth resources, here we will discuss the consequences of generalizing to-wards non-perfect correlations. The perfect negative correlation betweenresources assumed before seems an idealization; different field studies re-ported habitat selection for more then one resource simultaneously, whichsuggest a non-perfect negative correlation or even a positive relationship.In the following we will focus on negative correlations, i.e. trade-offs; thelogic can however also be applied to positive correlations. Trade-offs aremost interesting as they present a conflict in the animal’s choice.Faced with a trade-off between two resources an animal can eitherselect for one of both resources or it could try to optimize both at the sametime. If it simply selects for one, then the other resource does play no roleat all, a situation we discussed before. An animal can only try to optimizeboth at the same time when the correlation is not perfect; because, whenthe correlation is perfectly negative, a pixel containing one resource will bevoid of the other one. Optimization of a trade-off between two resourcescan be seen as maximization of a function of these resources. Tilman(1980) discussed different forms of interactions between two resourcesin the following we only consider perfectly substitutable and interactingresources. The result of two perfectly substitutable resources correspondwith adding both resources, whereas the combination of two interacting
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resources is the product of both. The trade-off between two resources willthus be another variable, which we will call the “trade-off”, with its ownspatial distribution.
3.4.1 What is the distribution of a trade-off between two similar

distributions?

Landscapes with transition zones (Figs. 3.4 & 3.5) show regions with highspatial autocorrelations and regions with low autocorrelations. As we sawin the section on temporal changing limiting factors with costly move-ment, when the temporal autocorrelation of the liming factors is low theanimal should select for a heterogeneous home range in a transition zones,whereas when the this autocorrelation is high it should migrate betweenhomogeneous regions. Unless, the cost of migratory movements becometoo large, then it should always settle in the transition zone. However,when the animal tries to optimize two resources simultaneously, move-ment can not solve the problem since there is no time to move as theresources are chosen simultaneously.Both resource landscapes in Fig. 3.5 are generated by a similar generalprocess, resulting in a transition zone in the same area. There is howevera negative correlation between both resources, albeit not a perfect one. Aspreviously, we simulated selection by taking the 10 percent home rangeswith the highest quality from 250 home ranges located randomly in thelandscape. We tested the effect of home range selection on the distancefrom the transition zone between both relatively homogeneous areas. Se-lection for the best compromise based on either the sum (t = 6.83, df =36, p-value < 0.001) or the product (t = 16.16, df = 103, p-value < 0.001)make the animal favoring home ranges closer to the transition zone; thistransition zone offers a higher occurrence of pixels showing a beneficialcompromise. These chosen home ranges show an increased variation forboth perfectly substitutable (t = -9.17, df = 42, p-value < 0.001) and in-teracting resources (t = -24.34, df = 266, p-value < 0.001); thus selectionof patches within the home range will further increase the efficiency ofhome range use. Interesting to note is an important difference betweensubstitutable and interacting resources with respect to the importance ofhome range selection. For substitutable resources both the worst and thebest home ranges occur in the transition zone, with both homogeneous
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Figure 3.5: The trade-off between environments showing a gradient. Thecorrelation between the environment on the left in the bottom panel andthe environments on the top panel is negative (r = -0.84), although not per-fect. The lower right panel shows the trade-off between the environmenton the left and the environment in the upper panel (determined by mul-tiplication). It can be seen that the transition zone offers the most pixelswith beneficial trade-offs.
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zones containing intermediate home ranges. Thus, home range selectionin the transition zone will be critical. Whereas, for interacting resources,all home ranges in the transition zone are of better quality than in thehomogeneous zones. Home range selection in the transition zone willimprove the home range quality but is not as crucial as for substitutableresources.
3.4.2 What is the distribution of a trade-off between two con-

trasting distributions?

Two resource landscapes were simulated with different degrees of spatialclustering (Moran’s I 0.25 versus 0.75), and with a negative correlation be-tween both (r = -0.37; t = -40, df = 9998, p-value < 0.001). Fig. 3.6 showsthe distribution of a trade-off between both resources (as similar resultswere obtained for substitutable and interacting resources we only presentthe results from the later). We discussed above the influence of spatialdistribution on habitat selection across scales. Fig. 3.6 demonstrates howthe range of the trade-off is determined by the most clumped resource(i.e. the one with the largest range) and that on the other hand the cor-relation at lag 1 is determined by the lowest correlation at lag 1 (aka thenugget) from both resources. As a result, home range selection (10% withthe highest home range quality with respect to the trade-off from 250 ran-dom home ranges) will be completely determined by the distribution ofthe most clumped resource; selection based on the trade-off leads to a sig-nificant increase of this highly clumped resource (home range quality ofthe highly clumped resource in the random and selected home ranges isrespectively 0.51 and 0.90; t = -14.90, df = 77, p-value < 0.001), whereas nosuch increase, even a decrease occurs in the less clumped resource (homerange quality of the lowly clumped resource in the random and selectedhome ranges is respectively 0.49 and 0.44; t = 3.77, df = 35, p-value <0.001). Consequently, there is no reduction in the variability of the patchesfor this lowly clumped resource (patch sd of the random and selectedhome ranges is respectively 0.49 versus 0.50; t = -2.16, df = 47, p-value =0.04), whereas as expected this reduction did occur for the highly clumpedresource (0.40 versus 0.27; t = 4.88, df = 26, p-value < 0.001). Due to thelow autocorrelation of the trade-off at small lags (see Fig. 3.6) there is highwithin home range variability left (average sd within the selected home
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ranges = 0.50), thus within home range selection will still be very impor-tant. The within-home-range selection should occur mainly based on theresource with the highest variability at this level. The correlation withinthe selected home ranges between the patches with a beneficial trade-offand the lowly clumped resource is significantly higher than for the highlyclumped one (for the lowly and highly clumped variable this correlationis respectively: r = 0.86 versus 0.25; t = -18.65, df = 42, p-value < 0.001);whereas at the landscape level the correlation is for both resources thesame (r = 0.43). Thus, facing trade-offs animals should select at the largerscale for the large-scale resource, whereas at the smaller scale they shouldselect for the small-scaled resource.
3.4.3 Summary

In summary, the spatial structure of the trade-off will depend on the spatialstructure of both resources. Its range will be the largest range availablein the resource, whereas its autocorrelation at lag 1 will be largely deter-mined by the smallest autocorrelation in the resources. Animals trying tooptimize a trade-off should select at the largest scale for the large-scaleresource and for the small-scale resource at the small scale. Alternatively,when the environment contains a gradient, then optimizing a trade-off be-tween two limiting factors that are not perfectly negatively correlated couldhappen by selecting for transition zones as these are the regions wherethe most locations will occur with a beneficial outcome for the trade-off.
3.5 Conclusion

Rettie and Messier (2000) proposed that animals should select for the mostlimiting factor at the highest scale. They, however, did not explicitly takeinto account the variability of the limiting factors. As reported for thepopulation dynamics of species, factors for which population growth isless sensitive can compensate this by a higher variability and still play animportant role in explaining population dynamics. Similarly, higher vari-ability might result in increased habitat selection for a resource despite itbeing not related to the most limiting factor; variability is, however, scaledependent. Animals should select for the resource that has a combinationof high sensitivity and high variability, i.e. with a high selective pressure.
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Figure 3.6: The correlogram for a trade-off between two limiting factorswith different spatial structure. The two upper panels show the distributionof two limiting factors with different spatial structure (Moran’s I of 0.75and 0.25 for respectively the environment in the left and right panel). Thelower left panel shows the distribution of the trade-off, which is the resultof multiplying the two upper panels. The lower right panel shows in greythe correlogram for both upper panels, in black the correlogram for thetrade-off is shown. Note that the range of the trade-off corresponds withthe range of the factor with the longest range and that the correlation atlag 1 is determined by the factor with the lowest correlation at lag 1.
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Selection for a resource at one scale in general leads to reduction of vari-ability at the lower scale; the amount of reduction depends on the spatialdistribution of the resource. Thus, depending on the distribution of theresource, the variable should also be selected at the smaller scale. Con-crete, variables with a high spatial autocorrelation and large range shouldbe narrow and only selected at the home range level, since within thehome range this variable will be rather homogeneous. Whereas, variableswith a small range will only be selected within the home range. Variableswith a large range and lower spatial autocorrelation, i.e. high variabilityat the small scale, should be selected for at different spatial scales; theseresources have a wide range for habitat selection.Whereas home range selection for a resource in general leads to in-creased homogeneity of this resource within the home range, we haveidentified two situations when selection for increased heterogeneity withinthe home range might occur. First, when animals are faced with limit-ing factors that are temporally variable then selection for heterogeneoushome ranges can occur, especially when these changes in limiting factorsshow low temporal autocorrelation. Second, when animals are optimizinga trade-off between two resources, home range selection should favor het-erogeneous areas as there are more spots providing beneficial solutionsfor this trade-off.Previous studies on hierarchical habitat selection focused almost exclu-sively on the change of habitat selection across scales, without consider-ing the changes in variation of resources and co-variation between theseresources across different spatial scales. Tools like variograms and cor-relograms provide promising avenues to increase our understanding ofresource selection across spatial scales by incorporating these changes inscale-dependent variability in the analysis.
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“The old truth is that most data sets have 2.5 dimensions:
those two that you can show in a printed plot, and that half a
dimension that you must explain away in the text. Wouldn’t

that be a sufficient solution?”Jari OKSANEN.

THIS AXIOM OF THE 2.5 DIMENSIONS, ATTRIBUTED TO KRUSKAL, is a verygood summary of this Part of the thesis. During my Master year, Imainly focused on how to reduce a niche dimensionality in order tointerpret it more easily. In other words, I was interested in reducing it to adimensionality small enough to be plotted. My master work dealt with theENFA (“Ecological-Niche Factor Analysis”, Hirzel et al., 2002a; Basille et al.,2008), which is a method based on a Design I, (both use and availabilitydata collected at the population level, Thomas and Taylor, 1990, 2006). Atthe same time, Clément CALENGE was working on Designs II and III (usedata collected at the individual level, availability data collected either atthe population level or at the individual level), specifically on the K-selectanalysis (Calenge et al., 2005). We were both working on how to studyand represent niches in the ecological space, he as a biometrician, me asa biologist with some methodological skills. Here started our joint work.Above all, I have to reveal that this work preceded the previous Partin time, especially Chapter 2, relative to the habitat and niche confusion.While it is more logical to present the tools after the theory, it mightpresent some inconsistencies regarding the niche and habitat concept.Concrete, Clément and I worked on the study of habitat selection with themodel presented by Hutchinson (1957) for his niche concept, followingother authors (e.g. Doledec et al., 2000; Hirzel et al., 2002a). This appar-ent contradiction can be quickly resolved, by acknowledging that everymethod applicable to the niche can be automatically applied to the habi-tat (and vice versa). Thus, for the following three chapters, the niche
sensu Hutchinson used as a model is to be understood as the conceptualabstraction of the niche. In other words, we focused on the geometricalrepresentation of it instead of its biological meaning. However, whereas
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it does not solve the probable mistakes in the text, it is important to notethat the three analyses detailed hereafter can interchangeably be used forniche or habitat studies.
The premises: the ENFA

When I started my Master work, in 2003, the ENFA was a brand newmultivariate method, carrying great promises. The ENFA was actually anattempt to split all niche dimensions into a few relevant dimensions ofmarginality and specialization. The marginality expresses the departureof the ecological niche from the average available habitat (in other words,the marginality is a multi-dimensional version of the mean), whereas thespecialization expresses the narrowness of the niche (that is, a multi-dimensional version of the variance). With an approach similar to a PCA(Principal Component Analysis), the ENFA was able to extract first one axisof marginality, and second, several axes of specialization. The method wasthen used to compute habitat suitability maps (maps that give the proba-bility of a species to be in every place) based on the position of the nicheon these axes.However, while the ENFA was very similar to a PCA, it did not use oneof its strength: factorial maps, and in particular biplots (i.e. factorial mapswith the projection of both variables and individuals at the same time). Ourfirst step was thus to enable this kind of plots. As each specialization axisis orthogonal to the marginality axis, it was actually possible to project thescores of both variables and individuals on the orthogonal plane formed bythe marginality axis and any of the specialization axes. To anyone familiarwith factorial maps, this biplot gives a lot of information at first glance.Details on this are the subject of the next Chapter (Chapter 4).Beyond this refinement, the method itself was not yet totally satisfac-tory. By computing first the marginality, the ENFA was actually removingone dimension that could be particularly relevant. This first step was in-deed a prerequisite for the specialization extraction; for the specializationto be computed, it needed to be centered twice, both on the niche andon the environment (i.e. use and available data). But the marginality axiswas actually carrying a part of specialization by itself. In other words,the niche variance may be smaller on the marginality axis than the avail-able variance. Additionally, the extent of specialization was related to the
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extent of marginality: the more marginal a niche, the greater potentialfor specialization (we could say that a very marginal niche has no furtherroom to express a great variance). The specialization could be highly mod-ified depending on the marginality: if the marginality was very high, themarginality axis could carry most of the specialization, and thus lead tospecialization axes that could only express a weak residual specialization.On the contrary, if the marginality was very weak, the marginality axiscould be oriented in any direction. Thus, the constraint of orthogonal-ity to compute specialization axes may lead them to be not relevant anymore. Altogether, the specialization procedure, which is the core of theENFA (see Chapter 6), was not pure and could just be an artifact of themarginality.Of course, it was possible to calculate the amount of specializationaccounted for in the dimension of the marginality axis, but still this wasn’ttotally satisfactory as the method was actually extracting axes of differentmathematical nature (marginality and specialization).
Development: the MADIFA

This led me to ask Clément the following question: “Can we get rid of themarginality axis?”, or in other words: “Is it possible to extract specializationonly?” The answer came quite indirectly, but the question as usual ledto most interesting trails. While working on the ENFA, we were tryingto implement every feature provided by the initial authors (Hirzel et al.,2002a). For instance, we implemented the algorithm of this paper, andwhile several other ad-hoc algorithms later appeared (Hirzel and Arlettaz,2003a,b), it became quite clear that the original one was not optimal, andthat the authors were looking for one more accurate. We thus started towork on the Mahalanobis distances, a method previously used to derivehabitat suitability maps by itself (Clark et al., 1993), as an algorithm toderive such maps on the reduce dimensionality of the ENFA.This solution did not solve the major problem of the ENFA though:the extracted axes were of different mathematical nature, and it is difficultto combine all these axes into one single index of environmental suitabil-ity. We were thus caught between two unsatisfactory alternatives: in orderto derive habitat suitability maps, we could either use the ENFA with theMahalanobis distances algorithm on top of it (or any other ad-hoc algo-
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rithm), with the former problem of axes of different nature; or we coulduse directly the Mahalanobis distances, with the problem of not being ableto interpret them regarding the environmental variables included in theanalysis. The results of the two approaches were however highly similar,not surprisingly since the core of both methods rely on the same metric.There was actually so many similarities that Clément started to workon the Mahalanobis distances as a sister-method of the ENFA. The Ma-halanobis distances were not yet a classical multivariate analysis, but soonbecame one. This is the story of the second Chapter of this Part (Chap-ter 5). Clément was actually able to develop a new method to partitionthe Mahalanobis distances into a restricted set of biologically meaning-ful axes. This method, which was called MADIFA (“Mahalanobis distancefactor analysis”) extracted successive axes that support the greatest Ma-halanobis distances, all with the same mathematical nature. This allowedus to compute habitat suitability maps based on a small number of axes,which extracted most of the relevant information.
Synthesis: the GNESFA

The MADIFA was thus a step further towards our aim, but not the fi-nal destination. By dint of examining the similarities between the ENFAand the MADIFA, Clément managed to build a common framework thatencompasses both methods, the “General niche-environment system fac-tor analysis” (GNESFA). In the process of this unification, a new methodappeared, the FANTER (“Factor analysis of the niche, taking the environ-ment as the reference”), which can be seen as the reverse point of viewof the MADIFA, applied to the same problematic. Thus, the FANTER hadthe same advantages as the MADIFA: the FANTER is another multivariateanalysis, that was extracting uncorrelated axes of the same mathematicalnature. With the three methods together, the GNESFA actually allowed anextensive exploration of the niche within its environment (Fig. 3.7), as isshown in the last Chapter of this Part (Chapter 6).But the best thing was given by the FANTER properties: this methodactually extracted axes that support on one hand most of the marginality,and on the other hand most of the specialization. That is the first axes ofthe FANTER were axes of marginality, whereas the last ones were axes ofspecialization. With this method, after more than 3 years of work, we were
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Figure 3.7: A summary of the GNESFA. The GNESFA allows an extensiveexploration of the niche within its environment, taking the point of viewof the expert of the study area (FANTER), the point of view of the expertof the studied species (MADIFA), or an intermediate approach (ENFA, withtwo equivalent possibilities). See details in Chapter 6.
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finally able to extract specialization axes without worrying about marginal-ity (note that the marginality was still extracted but the interpretation ofspecialization axes no longer needed to detail the marginality first).This work on the exploration of the (abstraction of the) niche wastypical for a scientific study. I started with a simple question for the bio-metrician, but we faced new problems which raised in turn new questions,and trying to solve them, we found out new properties and ended up witha global framework that is much more comprehensive than the initialquestion.
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“All models are wrong but some are useful.”George E. P. BOX.
AbstractWe propose here some refinements of the Ecological-Niche Fac-tor Analysis (ENFA) to describe precisely one organism’s habitat se-lection. The ENFA is based on the concept of the ecological niche,and provides a measure of the realised niche within the availablespace from the computation of two parameters, the marginality andthe specialization. By measuring the departure of the ecological nichefrom the average available habitat, the marginality identifies the pref-erence of the individual, population, or species for specific conditionsof the environment among the whole set of possibilities. The special-ization appears as a consequence of the narrowness of the niche onsome environmental variables. The ENFA is a factorial analysis thatextracts one axis of marginality and several axes of specialization.We present here the use of biplots (i.e. the projection of both thepixels of the map and the environmental variables in the subspaceextracted by the ENFA) as a way to identify the key-variables for man-agement, assessing which habitat features are of prime importanceand should be preserved or reinforced. With the help of this tool, weare now able to describe much more precisely the habitat selectionof the organism under focus. In our application to the lynx in theVosges mountains, based on sightings as well as other indices of lynxpresence, we thus underlined a strong avoidance of agricultural areasby the lynx. We also highlighted the relative indifference of the lynxto the proximity of artificial areas and at the opposite, the sensitivityto the proximity of highways. The ENFA provides a suitable way tomeasure habitat use/selection under a large range of ecological con-texts and should be used to define precisely the ecological niche andtherefore identify the characteristics searched for by the organismunder study.

Keywords: biplot; ENFA; Lynx; Lynx lynx; marginality; presence-only data; specialization; Vosges mountains

4.1 IntroductionASSESSING THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN INDIVIDUALS in a population andtheir environment is required in most ecological studies, both froma theoretical and a management viewpoint. In particular the habi-tat use and the intensity of habitat selection displayed by individuals arelikely to influence markedly the response of organisms to density depen-dence and environmental variation (Gilpin and Hanski, 1991; Tilman andKareiva, 1997). The increasing availability of advanced tools such as GIS
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(Geographic Information System), and the ever increasing power of com-puters offer the possibility to include much more biological informationin the analyses. This allows habitat use/selection to be assessed in a muchmore precise way (Guisan and Zimmermann, 2000). Consequently, workhas been performed to develop new multivariate statistics in order to ac-count for the complexity of the environment.
The lack of absence data in most sampling designs so far applied tostudy habitat use or selection, is one of the major problems ecologists haveto solve (Hirzel et al., 2002a; Soberón and Peterson, 2005). While collectingreliable data on animal presence is straightforward in most case studies, itis difficult to assess the true absence of an animal in a given habitat. Arethe animals really absent because the environment is not suitable for thespecies? Or because the animals did not yet colonize their whole suitablehabitat (hunting, history of colonization, demographic stochasticity)? Or dowe face an apparent absence because the animals are present, but not de-tected during the sampling, or temporarily absent (Martin et al., 2005)? Forall these reasons, the absence of observation at a given location cannot bereliably interpreted as a true absence, thus we have to rely on the presencedata only. The well-known concept of ecological niche (Hutchinson, 1957)provides a suitable way to analyse presence-only data. It is defined as then-dimensional hypervolume, in which every point corresponds to a stateof the environment which would permit the species to exist indefinitely.Each environmental variable then corresponds to a dimension in the so-called ecological space which defines the available habitat for the animalsunder study. The observed presences are used to assess the utilizationof the space by the animals, i.e. the ecological niche (Fig. 4.1). Althoughoriginally developed to describe the ecological requirements of a species,the concept of ecological niche can easily be applied to other scales ofbiological organisation (community for larger scale, see e.g. Doledec et al.,2000, individual for finer scale, see e.g. Calenge et al., 2005). Here, we willfocus on the analyses of the distribution of populations of a given species,i.e. corresponding to a second-order selection study according to Johnson’sselection order (Johnson, 1980). However, the concept of ecological nicheas defined above could be used for the study of habitat selection at all lev-els (e.g. the selection of the distribution range by a species, the selectionof the home range of an animal within a region, the selection of patches
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Figure 4.1: Representation of the ecological niche. The arrows identifythe environmental variables defining the ecological space. The dark greycloud stands for the available habitat and the light grey cloud stands forthe used habitat, i.e. the ecological niche.
within home range, . . . ).Several statistical analyses have been recently developed to assess habi-tat selection using presence-only data (Elith et al., 2006). These methodscan be classified into two complementary approaches (see a review inPearce and Boyce, 2006): exploratory analyses, which aim at extracting thecharacteristics of the environment used by a given organism (e.g. Calengeet al., 2005; Doledec et al., 2000) and modelling analyses (Manly et al.,2002). Exploratory analyses can be seen as a required preliminary formodelling analyses as they lead to select the variables of interest to modelthe habitat. Among these, the ENFA (Ecological-Niche Factor Analysis,Hirzel et al., 2002a) searches for directions in the ecological space so that(i) the difference between the conditions used in average by the speciesand the conditions available on the study area (i.e. the marginality) is max-imised, and (ii) the ratio between the variance of available conditions onthe variance of conditions used by the species (specialisation) is maximised.According to the structure of (Austin, 2007), the ENFA belongs to the the-ory of the ecological niche, relies on presence-only data and takes placein the well-studied family of multivariate analyses. Up to now, biologistshave used the ENFA in order to build habitat suitability maps. Such mapsrely on the assumption that habitat suitability in a given pixel of a map canbe estimated by the probability of presence of the individual, population,or species under study. Several algorithms have been proposed and com-pared to assess the reliability of the maps (Hirzel and Arlettaz, 2003b,a).
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The ENFA has then been used to predict the potential habitat in a largerange of animal taxons (insects: e.g. Gallego et al., 2004; cetaceans: e.g.Compton, 2004; birds: e.g. Hirzel et al., 2004; mammals: e.g. Dettki et al.,2003; Zimmermann, 2004), in some plants (e.g. Zaniewski et al., 2002) andrare or endangered species (e.g. Reutter et al., 2003).However, the usefulness of the ENFA in other ecological contexts havebeen overlooked. In addition of providing an answer to the where-question(“Where can the organisms establish?”), the ENFA can be used to answerthe what-question (“What do the organisms search for?”).The ENFA is indeed suitable to assess the habitat features that arepreferred by the individual, population or species under study. Therefore,while valuable, the construction of habitat suitability maps appears to us asa secondary task after having identified the processes behind the habitatuse or selection by a given individual, population, or species.In this paper, we develop the required refinements of the ENFA toreach such a goal, and we show how the use of biplots (i.e. the projec-tion of both the ecological-niche and the environmental variables on thesubspace defined by the axes of the ENFA) is an essential step in thatdirection. As an illustration of the usefulness of our approach, we usethese extensions of the ENFA in the study of the habitat selection by thelynx (Lynx lynx) in the Vosges mountains (France). The data used cor-responds to sightings as well as other indices (scats, hairs, carcasses, . . . )of lynx presence, the kind of presence-only data that perfectly fulfills therequirements of the ENFA. All the statistical procedures are implementedin the R-software (R Development Core Team, 2008) within the R-package“adehabitat” (Calenge, 2006).
4.2 The Ecological-Niche Factor Analysis

4.2.1 Description of the design

The available habitat is described by a set of raster maps of the study area,giving the values of P environmental variables in N pixels. Let Z be the
N×P matrix with the values of the P variables in the N pixels; Z defines acloud of points (the available space) in the P-dimensional ecological space(Fig. 4.2A). The Z matrix is column-centered and scaled so that its varianceis equal to 1 and the centroid (barycenter) of the scatterpoint corresponds
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Figure 4.2: Construction of the biplot built from the ENFA. (A) The ecolog-ical space is defined here by 3 environmental variables z1, zj and zp. Themarginality vector m connects the centroid of the available space O to thecentroid of the used space G. The vector q corresponds to the marginalityvector normed to 1. The vector u1 corresponds to the first vector of spe-cialization. (B) The vectors q and u1 are orthogonal and define the planeon which the points are projected. (C) The variables are projected in thesame plane. (D) The simultaneous representation of coordinates of thepoints and the variables on the same plot leads to the best representationof the ecological niche, and an easy interpretation of it.
to the origin O of the ecological space and represents the average avail-able habitat. To each available pixel is associated an “availability weight”describing the availability of the pixel to the species, population or individ-ual (with weights summing to 1; defaulting to 1/N for all pixels). Let D bethe N × N matrix containing these weights on the diagonal (defaulting to
D = Diag(1/N)).The locations of the individual, population, or species sampled definethe used habitat. The vector p of length N provides the proportion oflocations in each pixel and defines the utilization weights (with weightssumming to 1). Let Dp be the N × N matrix containing these utilisationweights p on the diagonal: Dp = Diag(p).The points in the available space for which the corresponding utilization
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weights are upper than zero define the used space, i.e. the ecological niche.Therefore the centroid G of the niche corresponds to the average usedhabitat (Fig. 4.2A).
4.2.2 Concept of marginality

The marginality is measured as the squared distance from the mean avail-able space to the mean used space. It is geometrically defined as thesquared norm of the vector from the origin O of the ecological space tothe centroid G of the niche (Fig. 4.2A). Let m be this vector:
m = ZtDp1N (4.1)

where Zt is the transpose of Z, 1N is a N–vector of 1.The marginality is then the squared norm of the vector m:
M = mtm (4.2)

The vector of marginality is normed for further analyses:
q = m√

mtm
(4.3)

The marginality measures a position and expresses the magnitude ofthe deviation of the niche relative to the available space (Fig. 4.2A). Thehigher the marginality, the more the niche deviates from the averageconditions of the available habitat. When marginality is high, the individual,population, or species are present in areas displaying quite different habitatfeatures compared to what is available.
4.2.3 Concept of specialization

The specialization measures the narrowness of the niche. The specializa-tion corresponds to the axes on which the ratio of variance of the availablehabitat to the used habitat is the highest. We are thus looking for the P−1vectors orthogonal to the vector of marginality that lead to extract mostof the specialization. Such a procedure is equivalent to find a vector umatching the following conditions:
utu = 1 (4.4)
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utm = 0 (4.5)
R = ytDy

ytDpy
Max (4.6)

where Zu = y.In other words, the vector u is of length 1, and is orthogonal to themarginality vector m. Because the vector u is normed, the vector y is theprojection of the rows of Z on the vector u. The vector y contains thescores of the pixels projected on u. The condition (4.6) therefore impliesthat the specialization is maximized on the vector u.We compute the covariance matrices S = ZtDpZ and G = ZtDZ anddefine x = S− 12 m, b = x√
xtx

and W = S− 12 GS− 12 .Let the matrix H:
H = (Iv − bbt )W(Iv − bbt ) (4.7)

If H is of rank v , then this matrix has v non-null eigenvalues, associatedto v eigenvectors vi . Hirzel et al. (2002a) have shown that the eigenvectors
vi of the matrix H are related to the vectors ui by the equation:

ui = S− 12 vi√
vtiS−1vi (4.8)

The vector ui is the ith vector of the analysis. The eigenvalues λi arethe values of the specialization on the vectors ui .Note that:
utiuj = vtiS−1vj√

vtiS−1vi ·√vtjS−1vj 6= 0 (4.9)
The axes of specialization are therefore not orthogonal.The specialization measures the dispersion of the ecological niche andexpresses the restriction of the ecological niche on some particular di-rections (Fig. 4.2A). The higher the specialization, the more restricted isthe niche in that dimension. A high specialization on a given dimensionindicates that the individual, population, or species does not tolerate largevariation of the habitat features that mostly determine that dimension.
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4.2.4 Identifying the ecological niche

The vectors q and ui provide the scores of the environmental variableson respectively the marginality axis and the specialization axes (Fig. 4.2B).The coordinates of the pixels are defined with f = Zq on the marginalityaxis, and yi = Zui on the specialization axes since the vectors q and ui areof length 1. Since the vectors of specialization ui are orthogonal to thevector of marginality m (or q), the plot of f and yi displays the projection ofthe rows of Z on the plane q−ui , which exactly (i.e. not altered, Fig. 4.2C)corresponds to the best possible ’photograph’ of the ecological niche sensuHutchinson (1957).We can project the used and available points in the ecological spaceon the plane defined by the marginality axis and one specialisation axis toobtain a biplot (Fig. 4.2D) in the sense of Gabriel (1971). This biplot is ofprimary help to assess the habitat selection, with respect to the marginal-ity and the specialization. On the biplot, the environmental variables arerepresented by an arrow with 2 components of importance: the lengthand the direction. The length of the arrow identifies the contribution of agiven environmental variable to the definition of the axes of the ENFA, i.e.their influence on the position and volume of the ecological niche withinthe available habitat. The direction measures how this contribution is de-composed on the marginality or specialization axes. The first step is thento identify the variables which correspond to the longest arrows. Theseare the critical variables in terms of habitat selection. In the second place,the relative contribution of the marginality or specialization is assessed bythe coordinates of the arrow on the corresponding axis.
4.2.5 The relationship between the marginality axis and the spe-

cialization axes

It is noteworthy that the specialization is constrained by the marginality:all the specialization axes are orthogonal to the marginality axis, but not toeach other. To conserve the distances and angles of the projection of bothvariables and pixels in the biplot, the use of an orthogonal base is required.Therefore, we can only use the plan formed by the marginality axis andany specialization axis to compute the biplot with a representation of theniche not altered, i.e. the distances and angles between points are exact.
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Conversely, the specialization axes are not necessarily orthogonal so thatthe projection of the niche in the plan formed by two specialization axeswill be twisted because of the straightening of the specialization axes inthe biplot. Note that the marginality axis in itself expresses some special-ization (the higher the marginality, the higher is the specialization, due tothe departure of the ecological niche from the centroid of the ecologicalspace). If the ecological niche is most narrow in the dimension of themarginality axis, the main part of the specialization will already be takenon this axis. The first axis of specialization which is next extracted is con-strained to be orthogonal to the marginality axis and will not explain themain part of specialization but the remaining part of it, thus resulting in ameaningless analysis of specialization. However, it is possible to estimatethe specialization accounted for in the dimension of the marginality axis:it is given by the ratio of variances projected on the marginality axis ofthe available habitat to the used habitat. This ratio is computed in the sameway as the eigenvalues of specialization and can be compared to them.
4.3 Application to a case study: The lynx in the Vos-

ges mountains (France)

4.3.1 Study area

From 1983 to 1993, 21 lynx have been reintroduced to the Vosges moun-tains (Vandel et al., 2006). The issuing population later colonized the wholesouthern part of the massif. The study area is about 16 500 km2 (Fig. 4.4A)and is bordered by an intensive human-used area on the eastern part(along the Strasbourg-Mulhouse connection) connected by highways tothe northern and southern directions. The lynx mainly colonized the cen-tral part of the area that includes a large patch of high-elevation deciduousforests (from 500 to 1 400 m a.s.l.), with almost no agriculture and urban-ized areas. The surrounding area has lower elevation (less than 500 ma.s.l.) and is more used for agriculture and human activities.
4.3.2 Data

The French Lynx network organised the collection of all signs of presenceof the lynx, including sightings, carcasses (of both lynx and preys), hairs,
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Figure 4.3: Signs of presence collected by the French Lynx network. Fromleft to right, top to bottom: a sighting of lynx in a garden; a lynx founddead; tracks of lynx; scats of lynx; a roe deer killed by a lynx. Photo credit:Réseau Lynx – Oncfs.
tracks, and scats (Vandel and Stahl, 2005, , see Fig. 4.3). During the studyperiod (1998-2002), 292 indices were collected. A minimum convex poly-gon was drawn from these locations, and a buffer of 5 km was added todefine the available habitat for the lynx. The choice of a 5 km buffer cor-responded to the average radius of a female lynx home-range in the area(around 80 km2, see Vandel et al., 2006). We selected some environmentalvariables that could a priori affect the use of space by the lynx within theavailable habitat. We included characteristics of the physical environmentand the vegetation, as well as the influence of humans (Table 4.1).
4.3.3 Assessing the ecological niche of the lynx: results and

interpretation

We first normalized through a square root transformation all the envi-ronmental variables that deviated from normality. Indeed, although theENFA is quite robust to departure from normality, it is optimal when theenvironmental variables are unimodal and roughly symmetric. We thenperformed the first step of the ENFA that involves the selection of thenumber of specialization axes to retain. The diagram of the eigenvaluesclearly indicated that only one axis accounted for the main part of special-
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Name Descriptionagri Proportion of agricultural areas within a radius of 5 kmartif Distance to artificial areasdem Digital Elevation Model: altitudeforest Proportion of forests within a radius of 5 kmhighway Distance to highwaysquickway Distance to main roads (without highways)railway Distance to railwaysrivers Distance to riversroads Density of all kind of roads within a radius of 5 kmslope Slope
Table 4.1: Environmental variables used in the analysis.

ization (Fig. 4.4B). Thus, in the present case, only two axes (i.e. the axis ofmarginality and the first axis of specialization) accounted for most of theinformation.The biplot of the ENFA provided us much information. The distancebetween the centroid of the ecological niche and the centroid of the avail-able habitat was quite high, resulting in a pronounced marginality (X-axis,Fig. 4.4B), i.e. the optimum of the species was rather different from themean available conditions. On the other hand the specialization (Y-axis,Fig. 4.4B) corresponded to an eigenvalue of 8, which means that the vari-ance of the available habitat was 8 times higher than the variance of theecological niche in this dimension, thus the ecological niche was much nar-rower than the available habitat. The significance of both the marginalityand the first eigenvalue of specialization was assessed with a Monte-Carlotest. One thousand sets of 292 localizations were randomly distributedover the area. For each one, the marginality and the specialization werecomputed, and the actual values were compared with these random dis-tributions. Both statistics were highly significant (P < 0.001). The mostrelevant information was provided by the projection of the environmentalvariables in this new space (Fig. 4.4B). Five variables were of prime impor-tance for the analysis: the elevation, the slope, the proportion of deciduousforest, the distance to highways and the proportion of agricultural areas.The elevation and the slope contributed the most to the marginality, fol-lowed by the proportion of agricultural areas, the proportion of deciduousforest, and to a lesser extent the distance to highways. The lynx searched
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Figure 4.4: Results of the illustration. (A) The study area is situated in theeastern part of France, in the southern part of the Vosges mountains. Thelines represent the highways and the dots are the locations of lynx usedin the analysis. The elevation is represented in the background. (B) Biplotof the ENFA, in the plane formed by the marginality axis (X-axis) and thefirst specialization axis (Y-axis). The light and dark areas correspond tothe minimum convex polygon enclosing all the projections of the availableand used points respectively. The white dot G corresponds to the centroidof the used habitat. The arrows are the projections of the environmentalvariables. The insert gives the eigenvalues of specialization. One axisof specialization explains most of the specialization and is kept for theanalysis.
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for high values of both elevation and slope, for low use of agriculturalarea, for high proportions of forest, and avoided highways. The propor-tion of deciduous forest, the distance to highways and the proportion ofagricultural areas contributed the most to the specialization axis. However,the proportions of deciduous forest and agricultural areas were stronglynegatively correlated (correlation of -0.95) so that their contribution at thesame level on the specialization axis vanishes. The lynx was thus not toler-ant to the variation of distance to highways (i.e. the lynx was restricted on alimited range on this variable), with a mean shifted toward high distances.The lynx was reintroduced to the central part of the study area char-acterized by a high elevation, a dense forest cover, and a low human use,however, later colonizing the whole central part, but avoiding the proxim-ity of the surrounding area and particularly the eastern part, character-ized by the Strasbourg-Mulhouse highway. Based on the interpretation ofthe marginality using the biplot, we can assess that the lynx was actuallysearching for a high elevation (and therefore high slopes), a dense forestcover and was avoiding highways and high agricultural use. Even more in-terestingly, the ENFA allowed us to assess the high specialization (i.e. lowtolerance of variations) on the distance from highways. We thus foundthat the lynx was restricted to areas with low values of agricultural use,far from highways, and with a high proportion of forest, and was reallysensitive to departure from a high distance to highways.Another important result highlighted by the ENFA was the weak in-fluence of artificial areas on lynx habitat use. While apparently counter-intuitive, such a result is actually not really surprising. The lynx can beseen really close to houses (Bunnefeld et al., 2006); additionally, Sunde et al.(1998) already showed that the lynx could endure a high human activity,provided that there is a high density of forested plots. From a human pointof view, the lynx was just restricted to low agricultural-use areas far fromthe highways, thus, the eastern part was avoided due to a high proportionof agricultural areas and the presence of a highway, but not because of thepresence of two big cities. Finally, the critical habitat features for the lynxinclude the proportion of forest and agricultural areas, and the distancefrom highways. The apparent selection for a high elevation and steepslopes could just be a byproduct of the proportion of forest, agriculturalareas, and highways in the area. High elevation and steep slopes indeed
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occur in areas which are not suitable for agriculture and highways.
4.4 Discussion

In habitat selection studies, the where-question (“Where can the organismsestablish?”) has been under focus for many years. With the assumptionthat this probability of occurrence is proportional to the quality of habitat,many methods have been developed to compute habitat suitability maps(Clark et al., 1993; Guisan and Zimmermann, 2000). Computing habitatsuitability maps allows the identification of suitable areas not yet, or notanymore colonized, and critical areas that need to be preserved, such asfaunistic corridors (Gibson et al., 2004; Chefaoui et al., 2005). It can also beused to assess the habitat loss and fragmentation (Ciarniello et al., 2003), toestimate the population size, and to simulate spatial population dynamics(Mladenoff et al., 1995; Fielding and Bell, 1997).Although answering the where-question is of first importance, Rushtonet al. (2004) pointed out the need to understand the factors determiningthe distribution of the population or species. This answer to the what-question (“What do the organisms search for?”) is needed to know as wellas possible the ecology of the individual, population or species under study.Before a conservation plan is set, any decision should be taken with a lotof care, based on the knowledge of the processes that drive the speciesdistribution. Soberón and Peterson (2005) underlined the lack of effectivetools for exploring, analyzing, and visualizing ecological niches in many-dimensional environmental space. We present here such a tool with a newdevelopment of the ENFA (Ecological-Niche Factor Analysis).The ENFA is based on the concept of the ecological niche, and pro-vides a measure of the realised niche within the available space from thecomputation of two parameters with a clear biological meaning, as firstdescribed by Perrin (1984). By measuring the departure of the ecologi-cal niche from the average available habitat, the marginality identifies thepreference of the individual, population, or species for specific conditionsof the environment (e.g. high proportion of forests, high altitude, . . . in ourcase study) among the whole set of possibilities. When the niche is uni-modal, the position of the centroid of the niche defines the optimum of theindividual, population, or species, i.e. the conditions of the environment as-
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sociated to the highest probability of presence. The specialization appearsas a consequence of the narrowness of the ecological niche that involvesthe restriction of the occurrence on some environmental variables. It canalso be interpreted as the sensitivity of the individual, population or speciesto variations around its optimum, highlighting limiting factors for the useof the space.The ENFA presents several advantages. First, being fundamentally adescriptive analysis, it does not rely on any underlying hypothesis for thedata, in particular autocorrelation is not a problem as such. However, forthe sake of interpretation, the niche is supposed to be normal multivariate.Second, the ENFA relies on the concept of ecological niche and is thereforeespecially suited to a presence-only design (Hirzel et al., 2002a). The ENFAwas first implemented in the Biomapper software (Hirzel et al., 2002b)which is aimed at computing habitat suitability maps, i.e. answering thewhere-question. The widespread use of this software resulted in biologistscomputing such maps, without looking carefully at the factors that areresponsible for this map. Moreover, the accuracy of such maps has beenquestioned (Calenge et al., 2008) and as it depends on the ad-hoc algorithmused (Hirzel and Arlettaz, 2003b,a), it can be less accurate than classicallinear modelling techniques in some cases (see Olivier and Wotherspoon,2006, for an example). The ENFA, however, provides a way to identifyprecisely the ecological niche and therefore to answer the what-question.For this task the biplot we proposed here is probably one of the best tools(Gabriel, 1971). Marginality and specialization can be used to identify key-variables for management, assessing which habitat features are of primeimportance and should be preserved or reinforced. In our applicationto the lynx in the Vosges mountains, we thus underlined the importanceof the proportion of agricultural areas, on which the lynx had a clearpreference for low values. Highlighting the relative indifference of thelynx to the proximity of artificial areas and at the opposite, the sensitivityto the proximity of highways, we got a precise picture of the influenceof the human use of land for the ecology of the lynx. Thus, balancingthe development of human activities and the conservation of viable lynxpopulations, such information will be crucial.The ENFA provides a suitable way to measure habitat use/selection un-der a large range of ecological contexts. The ENFA allows us to compute
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uncorrelated axes from correlated variables. The method presented hereuses the same core procedure as in Hirzel et al. (2002a) but we incorpo-rated the utilization weights so that the method can handle the case whereseveral occurrences of the species fall in the same pixel. Additionally, al-though we only used quantitative variables as an illustration, Calenge (2005)generalized the theory to show that qualitative variables can be includedin the analysis as well. Consequently, the ENFA is probably the only anal-ysis based on the concept of ecological niche that describes precisely thespecialization, in addition to the marginality. As the marginality and thespecialization are two complementary measures of the niche with differentstatus, future work would need to tease apart the analyses of marginalityand specialization. By proceeding step by step we could have a proper rep-resentation of the specialization of the organism under study, in additionto its marginality.
Software availability

The ENFA is implemented in the R-package “adehabitat” (Calenge, 2006),which collects many tools for the analysis of habitat selection by animalsand trajectories of individuals. The R-software itself (R Development CoreTeam, 2008) is freely available on the Internet at the URL http://www.r-project.org/.
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“There are three kinds of lies: lies, damned lies, and
statistics.”Leonard H. COURTNEY.

AbstractThe Mahalanobis distances have been introduced in habitat se-lection studies for the estimation of environmental suitability maps(ESMs). The pixels of raster maps of a given area correspond topoints in the multidimensional space defined by the mapped envi-ronmental variables (ecological space). The Mahalanobis distancesmeasure the distances in this space between these points and themean of the ecological niche (i.e. the hypothesized optimum for thespecies) regarding the structure of the niche. The map of these dis-tances over the area of interest is an estimated ESM. Several authorsrecently noted that the use of a single optimum for the niche of aspecies may lead to biased predictions of animal occurrence. Theyproposed to use instead a minimum set of basic habitat requirements,found by partitioning the Mahalanobis distances into a restricted setof biologically meaningful axes. However, the statistical approachthey proposed does not take into account the environmental condi-tions on the area where the niche was sampled (i.e. the environmentalavailability), and we show that including this availability is necessary.We used their approach as a basis to develop a new exploratory tool,the Mahalanobis distance factor analysis (MADIFA), which performsan additive partitioning of the Mahalanobis distances taking into ac-count this availability. The basic habitat requirements of a species canbe derived from the axes of the MADIFA. This method can also beused to compute ESMs using only this small number of basic require-ments, therefore including only the biologically relevant information.We also prove that the MADIFA is complementary to the commonlyused ecological-niche factor analysis (ENFA). We used the MADIFAmethod to analyze the niche of the chamois Rupicapra rupicapra ina mountainous area. This method adds to the existing set of tools forthe description of the niche.
Key words: chamois; ecological-niche factor analysis; environmen-tal suitability maps; exploration; French Alps; habitat selection; Ma-halanobis distances factor analysis; niche; Rupicapra rupicapra.

5.1 IntroductionTHE DETAILED KNOWLEDGE OF SPECIES DISTRIBUTION is of major concernfor a large range of ecological topics. Among the tools available toimprove this knowledge, environmental suitability maps (ESMs) oc-cupy the first place (Guisan and Zimmermann, 2000; Manly et al., 2002;
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Elith et al., 2006). Such maps are essential for decision making in wildlifemanagement (Knick and Rotenberry, 1998) and for building conservationplans (Araújo and Williams, 2000).Most methods developed to build ESMs rely on the concept of eco-logical niche (Guisan and Zimmermann, 2000). These maps are generallyestimated using a sample of species occurrences on an area mapped forseveral environmental variables (e.g. elevation, slope, vegetation). Eachenvironmental variable defines a dimension of a multidimensional space,hereafter termed “ecological space.” The values of these variables canbe determined for each species occurrence, so that the whole set of oc-currences defines a cloud of points in the ecological space, the speciesniche. Environmental suitability mapping implies the computation of oneenvironmental suitability index for each pixel of the map, based on theposition of the corresponding point in the ecological space relative to thespecies niche. These indices are then mapped in the geographical spaceto provide an ESM.The commonly used Mahalanobis distance between the available pointand the mean of the niche is such an index (Mahalanobis, 1948; Clark et al.,1993; Knick and Dyer, 1997; Knick and Rotenberry, 1998; Corsi et al., 1999;Farber and Kadmon, 2003; Cayuela, 2004; Thompson et al., 2006). Themean of the niche is supposed to reflect the environmental conditionsoptimal for the studied species. The Mahalanobis distance for a givenpoint expresses the distance between this point and the species optimumin the ecological space, regarding the niche structure (see Appendix Afor a precise graphical description of these distances). If we assume thatsmaller distances correspond to areas that are more likely to be occupiedby the species, the Mahalanobis distances can be mapped over the studyarea to provide a reliable ESM.Recently, several authors noted that the mean of the niche of a specieson a given study area can be a poor proxy for its optimum (Dunn andDuncan, 2000; Rotenberry et al., 2002, 2006; Browning et al., 2005). Moresuitable characteristics of the environment found in another area, but notin the original one, will be characterized by large Mahalanobis distances,and therefore low estimated suitability. The Mahalanobis distances maytherefore lead to biased predictions of animal occurrence under differentenvironmental conditions. These authors proposed to use, instead of this
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optimum, a minimum set of basic habitat requirements. They advocatedthat the variables that maintain a consistent value where the species occur(i.e. the variables with a low “used” variance) are those most likely to beassociated with basic habitat requirements. For this reason, they arguedthat the last axes of a principal component analysis (PCA) of the niche,on which the variance is the smallest, can be used to define this basicset. Moreover, they demonstrated that this PCA is a natural way to parti-tion the Mahalanobis distances. Therefore, these authors recommendedestimating ESMs by computing a reduced-rank Mahalanobis distance foreach pixel of the map of the study area, by considering only this restrictedset of principal components. They consider this statistic as the distancefrom the pixel to this minimum set of basic requirements.However, although this linear partitioning of the Mahalanobis distancerelies on both solid mathematical bases and sound biological issues, it isalso problematic. The PCA recommended by these authors is performedon the table giving the value of the environmental variables (columns) inthe sites used by the species (rows), without consideration of the availabilityof the environmental variables. Note that this table is standardized beforethe PCA is applied, so that all the environmental variables have a unit vari-ance. This preliminary operation is necessary, as the variables may not bemeasured on the same scale (e.g. the elevation measured in meters andslope measured in percent). However, this scaling has an unexpected con-sequence: maximizing the variance of the standardized niche on the firstaxes of the PCA is just a way of maximizing the sum of the squared cor-relations between the environmental variables and the first axis (Legendreand Legendre, 1998).However, the fact that some environmental variables are strongly cor-related among each other does not imply that these variables cannot beused to define a basic set of required habitats. For example, hydrobiol-ogists often measure the velocity, the depth, and the flow of a streamwhen they want to study the niche of a fish species (e.g. Mäki-Petäys et al.,1997). These variables are often strongly correlated among each other,even when the correlations are computed only with the sites used by thespecies. These variables are therefore likely to define the first axis of thePCA of the niche. However, they are strong limiting factors for manyspecies, in the sense that the range of variation actually experienced by
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the species is very small relative to the range that could be potentiallyencountered by the species.The crucial point here is that the identification of variables with a “low”variance implies that we know what a “normal” variance is for these vari-ables: a reference value is needed. Actually, the used sites are generallysampled on a given area, which defines the context in which the nichetakes place. The whole set of pixels of this area defines a cloud of “avail-able points” in the ecological space, of which the niche is a subset. Theshape of the niche in the ecological space is partly the result of the influ-ence of this context. Actually, we defend the idea that the identification ofthe required habitat for a species distribution from a sample of used sitesshould also take into account the environmental availability at the time ofsampling in some way.However, the biological issue raised by Rotenberry et al. (2002, 2006)is important. The definition of a restricted set of basic habitat require-ments could improve the predictive capabilities of ESMs based on the Ma-halanobis distances. In this paper, we used the work of Rotenberry et al.(2002, 2006) as a basis to solve the problem of the identification of the basichabitat requirements. We therefore developed a new exploratory approachto tackle the problem, which we called the “Mahalanobis Distances FactorAnalysis” (MADIFA). This approach also performs an additive partitioningof the Mahalanobis distances, but the first components of the analysis nowexplain most of the Mahalanobis distances for the set of available pointson a given area. The factorial maps of these axes allow both the explo-ration of the niche in the ecological space and the identification of theenvironmental variables corresponding to basic habitat requirements. Thefactorial axes can also be used to compute ESMs on a lower number of di-mensions (and therefore with increased generality) that take into accounta large part of the niche restriction. We illustrate how this analysis mayfind its place among other exploratory tools of the niche with the analy-sis of the niche of the chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra) in a mountainousenvironment.
5.2 The computation of the Mahalanobis distances

We assume that the values of P environmental variables are known for Npixels (where N can be a random sample or the whole set of pixels of a
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map). We consider here that the N available pixels have the same weightin the analysis, contained in the N ×N (rows × columns) diagonal matrix
D = Diag(1/N). Moreover, we consider a set of N utilization weights,summing to one, which reflects the use of the N pixels by the focus species.For example, these weights may correspond to the proportion of locationsof the studied species in the pixels of the map. These weights are storedin an N × N diagonal matrix Dp . In the rest of this paper, we will term“available pixels” the whole set of N pixels of the analysis, and “used pixels”or “niche” the set of pixels for which the utilization weights are greaterthan zero.Let the matrix Z contain the value of the P environmental variables(columns) in each one of the N available pixels (rows). The matrix Z iscentered and scaled for the weighting Dp (i.e. respectively, the origin of thespace defined by the columns of Z is located at the mean and the varianceis 1 for all columns of Z). Finally, let Σ = ZTDpZ be the correlation matrixas the columns of Z have a unit variance (where ZT is the transpose of Z).The squared Mahalanobis distance D2

i between any available point i(associated to a pixel in the geograph- ical space) and the mean of the nicheprovides an index of the environmental suitability at this place. Let Zi• bethe row vector containing the values of the P environmental variables forthe ith pixel (that is, the ith row of the matrix Z). In these conditions, thesquared Mahalanobis distance between the point i and the mean of theniche can be computed with
D2
i = Zi•Σ−1ZT

i• (5.1)
5.3 Linear partitioning of the Mahalanobis distances:

The point of view of Rotenberry et al. (2002,
2006)

Rotenberry et al. (2002, 2006) noted that the computation of these distancesrelies on the computation of the inverse of the matrix Σ (Eq. 5.1). Thiscomputation may be performed by its diagonalization (i.e. the computationof its eigenvectors and eigenvalues). More formally,
Σ = AδAT
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where the matrix δ is the diagonal matrix containing the P eigenval-ues λj of the matrix Σ, i.e. Diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λp), and A is the matrix con-taining the P eigenvectors αj of the matrix Σ concatenated by columns,i.e. [α1, α2, . . . , αP ]. The inverse of the matrix Σ is given by the following(Harville, 1997):
Σ−1 = Aδ−1AT

Consequently, the Mahalanobis distance between the point i and themean of the niche can be computed using
D2
i = Zi•Aδ−1ATZT

i• (5.2)
Rotenberry et al. (2002, 2006) noted that this formula provides a nat-ural way of partitioning the Mahalanobis distances, as it is related to theprincipal components analysis (PCA) of the niche (i.e. a PCA of the table

Z using the matrix Dp as row weights; as in Fig. 5.1B). The axes of thisPCA correspond to the eigenvectors of Σ (i.e. α1, α2, etc.). The first axesrepresent the directions in the ecological space for which the niche widthis maximal. The variance of the niche projected onto a given axis j of thisPCA is the corresponding eigenvalue λj . Note that because Z has beenscaled, this maximized variance is just the sum of squared correlationsbetween the environmental variables and the axis j of the PCA (Legen-dre and Legendre, 1998). The vector Zi• contains the coordinates of theavailable point i in the ecological space. Therefore the coordinate of theavailable point i projected onto the jth axis of the PCA is computed by
Zi•αj . The normed coordinate bij of the point i on the jth factorial axiscorresponds to the raw coordinate divided by the standard deviation of theniche on this axis. Then, using Eq. 5.2, it is straightforward to show thatthe Mahalanobis distances can be computed by the sum of the squared bij :

D2
i = p∑

j=1 b
2
ij = p∑

j=1
(

Zi•αj√
λj

) (5.3)
Rotenberry et al. (2002, 2006) advocated the use of a limited set of PCAaxes to compute reduced-rank Mahalanobis distances. They noted that thefirst axes of the PCA are unlikely to describe required habitats, preciselybecause they thought that the large variance on these axes indicated that
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Figure 5.1: The MADIFA procedure (see The three steps to perform the
MADIFA). The black dots are points considered as available to the species.To each available point is associated one utilization weight proportional toits use by the species (indicated by a gray circle with an area proportionalto this weight). The values of the Mahalanobis distance to the optimum ofthe niche are indicated by gray levels (i.e. the darker the shade, the fartherfrom optimum). (A) The ecological space is defined by two environmentalvariables, HV1 and HV2, and is centered on the mean of the niche. (B)The first principal component analysis (PCA) of the niche (PC1 and PC2are the principal components). (C) The scores of the points on the twoprincipal components are divided by the square root of their respectiveeigenvalues. (D) The second PCA (not centered) maximizes the mean-squared Mahalanobis distances between the available points and the meanof the niche on the first axes, MAD1 and MAD2.
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the ecological variation experienced by the species was large (whereas thisvariance is just the sum of squared correlation with the environmental vari-ables). They proposed instead to compute the reduced-rank Mahalanobisdistances using the last eigenvectors of the PCA, arguing that the dimen-sions on which the niche is the narrowest are likely to describe requiredhabitats. For example, using the last R axes of the PCA, the reduced-ranksquared Mahalanobis distances D̃2
i is computed using

D̃2
i = P∑

j=P−R b
2
ij

5.4 Some refinements of this point of view: The MAD-
IFA

5.4.1 The three steps to perform the MADIFA

We develop here a new partitioning of the Mahalanobis distances, whichidentifies the directions in the ecological space for which the niche is thenarrowest in comparison to the width of the cloud of available points (seeFig.5.1). We call it the “Mahalanobis Distances Factor Analysis” (MADIFA).This analysis is performed in three steps. The first two steps of this analysisare exactly the approach proposed by Rotenberry et al. (2002, 2006).A PCA is first performed on the table Z using the matrix Dp as rowweights, which returns the directions partitioning the variance of the stan-dardized niche into orthogonal components (Fig. 5.1B), i.e. the set of eigen-vectors αj and of eigenvalues λj (j = 1, . . . , P) of the matrix Σ as definedin Eq. 5.2. Second, the ecological space is distorted: the correlation struc-ture is removed by rescaling the variance of all axes to one (Fig. 5.1C).The scores of the available pixels in this distorted space are stored in the
N × P matrix B:

B = ZAδ−1/2 (5.4)
The matrix B contains the normed scores bij as defined in Eq. 5.3(Rotenberry et al., 2002, 2006).Thereafter, we add another step to this approach: we perform a PCAon matrix B using the uniform row weights stored in D. This second PCA
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is the core of the MADIFA, and we show hereafter that it returns linearcombinations of the environmental variables so that the width of the nicheis the smallest in comparison to the width of the cloud of available points(Fig. 5.1D).
5.4.2 Mathematical properties of the second PCA

The matrix being diagonalized is G = BTDB. This analysis returns a set of
P orthogonal eigenvectors vk stored in a matrix V, and P correspondingeigenvalues θk stored on the diagonal of the matrix β, so that G = VβVT.The pixel scores are computed by L = BV:

L = ZAδ−1/2V (5.5)
This formula summarizes the three steps of the MADIFA (Fig. 5.1): thefactorial axes of this analysis are found after a rotation (matrix A), a distor-tion (matrix δ−1/2), and another rotation (matrix V) of the cloud of availablepoints in the ecological space (matrix Z). All these transformations of Zcan be summarized in a matrix C = Aδ−1/2V. The pixels scores are thelinear combinations of the environmental variables (i.e. L = ZC).The value maximized on the first axes of the MADIFA is equal to thefollowing:
θj = 1

N

N∑
i=1 l

2
ij = ∑N

i=1 1
N

(
lij − l

u
j

)2
∑N

i=1 ui (lij − luj )2 (5.6)
where lij is the score of the pixel i on the jth axis of the MADIFA, lujis the mean of the scores of the used pixels on the jth axis of the analysis,and ui is the utilization weight associated with the pixel i. This resultderives from the observation that the used variance (denominator of θj ) isequal to 1 on the axes of the MADIFA, and that luj = 0 (as the origin of theecological space is the mean of the niche).Thus, the denominator of θj is the variance of the niche on the first axisof the MADIFA. However, the numerator is not a variance: it is the meanof the squared deviations of the available points from the mean of thescores of used points. Consequently, the MADIFA indicates the directionswhere the niche is the narrowest (low variance) compared to the width of
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the distribution of available points. This direction is likely to define a basichabitat requirement.We show in Appendix B that
D2
i = P∑

j=1 l
2
ij (5.7)

Note that this result implies that the sum of the eigenvalues θj over allthe axes j of the analysis is equal to the mean of the squared Mahalanobisdistances for the available pixels. It is therefore possible to compute theproportion of the mean-squared Mahalanobis distances explained by eachaxis.Now, like Rotenberry et al. (2002, 2006), we can compute reduced-ranksquared Mahalanobis distances with the set of R first axes (chosen so thatthe variance of the niche is the smallest as compared to the variance ofthe available points), reflecting the distance between the available pointsand the set of basic habitat requirements. From Eq. 5.7, one can derive thereduced-rank squared Mahalanobis distance:
D̃2
i = R∑

j=1 l
2
ij (5.8)

The scores of the pixels on the axes of the MADIFA can be used todraw factorial maps to identify the structures of the niche in the ecologi-cal space (as in Fig. 5.1D). Alternatively these scores can be used to mapreduced-rank Mahalanobis distances over the area, to provide clearer andsharpened environmental suitability maps (ESMs; using Eq. 5.8). The bi-ological meaning of the factorial axes can be found either by using thecoefficients in C or the correlations with the original environmental vari-ables.The MADIFA is programmed in the function madifa() of the freepackage adehabitat (Calenge, 2006) for the R software (R DevelopmentCore Team, 2008). It can be used as a classical exploratory tool (Legendreand Legendre, 1998) to draw a conceptual model of the studied biologicalsystem.
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5.4.3 The MADIFA and the ecological-niche factor analysis

The MADIFA is closely related to the ecological- niche factor analysis(ENFA) developed by Hirzel et al. (2002a). Indeed, these authors noted thatbasic habitat requirements are likely to be associated with the directionsof the ecological space where the variance of the niche is very small incomparison to the variance of the available points. The ratio of these twovariances computed for a given variable is an index of the specializationof the species on this variable. The ENFA is a factor analysis of the nichemaximizing this index on the first axis. More formally, for a given axis j ,the specialization ratio S is equal to
S(wj ) = ∑N

i=1 1
N

(
wij −wa

j

)2
∑N

i=1 ui (wij −wu
j

)2 (5.9)
where wij is the score of the ith pixel on the jth axis of the ENFA, wa

jis the mean of the scores of available points on the jth axis of the ENFA,and wu
j is the mean of the scores of the used points on the same axis.Note that S(wj ) is very similar to θj (compare Eq. 5.6 and Eq. 5.9). Theonly difference is that the former uses the variance of available points asa measure of the width of the distribution of available points, while thelatter uses the mean of the squared deviation of available points from themean of the scores of used points.Maximizing the ratio S(wj ) is possible only if the marginality vectorhas first been extracted from the data (i.e. the vector connecting the meanof the cloud of available points to the mean of the cloud of used points;Hirzel et al., 2002a). However, the marginality vector is often biologicallyimportant, and several authors stressed the need to take into account thisvector in the interpretation of the results (e.g. Hirzel et al., 2002a). Con-sequently, the available and used points are projected onto this vector todefine a marginality axis as a first step. The interpretation of the resultsof the ENFA includes the interpretation of the scores of used and availablepoints on this marginality axis.Note that the ratio θj maximized by the axes of the MADIFA can berewritten:
θj = m2

j

v2
j

+ S(wj )
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where m2
j is the squared difference between the mean of the scores ofused points and the mean of the scores of available points on the jth axis ofthe analysis (i.e. the marginality), and v2

j is the variance of the niche on the
jth axis of the analysis. The MADIFA therefore combines the marginalityand the specialization into one single measure of niche restriction.Thus, the ENFA may be used to complement the results of the MADIFAas it allows identification of the part of the Mahalanobis distances corre-sponding to the specialization and to the marginality, respectively. Usedjointly, these two approaches lead to a more precise conceptual modelelaborated for the niche of the focus species. The ENFA can also be usedto draw factorial maps of the niche (Basille et al., 2008).On the other hand, as the marginality axis does not have the samemathematical status as the specialization axes of the ENFA (the marginalityaxis is orthogonal to the specialization axes, but the specialization axes arenot orthogonal among each other; Hirzel et al., 2002a), it is often difficult tocombine all these axes into one single index of environmental suitability.So far, existing methods trying to combine the marginality and specializa-tion axes use ad hoc algorithms (Hirzel et al., 2002a; Hirzel and Arlettaz,2003b). Although these ENFA-based methods have proven to return bio-logically consistent environmental suitability maps (ESMs; e.g. Bryan andMetaxas, 2007), the MADIFA is probably a better way to build environmen-tal suitability maps: it returns axes, all with the same mathematical status,which can be combined into ESMs in a consistent manner.
5.5 Application: Exploration of habitat selection by

the chamois

We explored the habitat component of the niche of the chamois (Rupi-
capra rupicapra; see Fig. 5.2) in open areas of the wildlife reserve of LesBauges (French Alps, 45◦25′ N, 6◦5′ E; Fig. 5.3A). The data were collectedduring censuses carried out every year from 1994 to 2004 in June usingthe same protocol (flash counts; see e.g. Houssin et al., 1994). Volunteersand professionals working in various French wildlife and forest manage-ment organizations walked along 24 transects and looked around two fixedpoints, which were distributed over the reserve so that all open areas (i.e.nonforested areas) were visible to the observers. All transects were trav-
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eled simultaneously at dawn by teams of two observers, and each detectedchamois group was located on a map of the reserve (precision of ∼10 m).At the end of the census, hours and locations of observations were com-pared in order to delete the double counts. Because the study of habitatselection requires a homogeneous sampling effort, we used the upper el-evation limit of the forests to delimit our study area (6430 ha dominatedby open meadows located at an elevation >1200 m). Preliminary analysisshowed that the number and the spatial distribution of the detected groupsdid not vary greatly among years (C. Calenge and G. Darmon, unpublisheddata). We therefore considered the pooled data set here to reduce thesesampling fluctuations. During the seven years of the study, 650 chamoisgroups were detected (Fig. 5.3B). We split the data set in two, one forcalibration (from 1994 to 2000; 400 groups detected), and one for valida-tion (from 2001 to 2004; 250 groups detected). Seventeen environmentalvariables were included in the analysis of the chamois habitat (Table 5.1,Fig. 5.3C). These variables were supposed to reflect the chamois distribu-tion, either because they reflect the location of secure areas (e.g. distanceto trails, visibility, slope; von Elsner-Shak, 1985), or because they representvegetal associations in which the chamois may search for food (Ferrariet al., 1988; Garcia-Gonzalez and Cuartas, 1996). Note that although we fo-cused only on the chamois distribution in the open areas, we also includedin the analysis the distance to forested areas, because these surroundinghabitats may also influence the habitat use by the chamois in open areas(Hamr, 1985).We first investigated habitat selection using the calibration data set.Before the application of the MADIFA, we explored the structure of theenvironmental composition over the study area, using a principal compo-nent analysis of the table giving the values of the environmental variables(columns) in the pixels of the maps of the area (rows). One main patternis highlighted (see Appendix C): the elevation, which is the variable bestcorrelated with the first axis, affects the value of several environmentalvariables. Such an altitudinal structure was expected in this mountainousarea. Areas close to the screes, to the meadows dominated by Sesleria and
Carex sempervirens, and to the meadows dominated by Carex ferrugineaare generally found at high elevations (Rameau et al., 2001).We also performed a PCA restricted to the pixels where chamois were
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Figure 5.2: A chamois (Rupricapra rupricapra) photographed in theBauges mountains (French Alps). Photo credit: Marc Cornillon.
Abbreviation Variable nameElev elevationD.Alder distance to alder woodsD.Screes distance to screesD.Forest distance to forested areasD.Fodder distance to foddersD.Brachy distance to meadows dominated by BrachipodiumD.CarexF distance to meadows dominated by Carex ferrugineaD.TallHe distance to meadows dominated by tall herbsD.Nardus distance to meadows dominated by Nardus sp.D.SeCarS distance to meadows dominated by Sesleriaand Carex sempervirensD.Rhodo distance to moors dominated by RhododendronD.Trail distance to recreational trailsHydro hydrographySlope slopeSunshine sunshineVisib visibility (area seen from each pixel, computedusing Elev)Visib1000 visibility computed within a radius of 1000 m

Table 5.1: Variables included in the “Mahalanobis Distances Factor Analy-sis” (MADIFA).
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Figure 5.3: (A) Location of the wildlife reserve of Les Bauges in France; (B)distribution of the chamois detected on the area from 1994 to 2000; and(C) maps of the 17 environmental variables over the area, where levels ofeach environmental variable increase from light to dark gray (see Table 5.1for the full names of the variables).
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located (i.e. on its habitat). The altitudinal structure highlighted on the studyarea was also the main structure of the chamois habitat (Appendix C). Thecorrelation between the first axis of the PCA of the available points andthe first axis of the PCA of the habitat is very strong (R = −0.87). Actually,the altitudinal structure is so strong in the study area that it also affectsthe shape of the cloud of used points in the ecological space. However,the fact that the variance of used pixels is maximal on this direction doesnot imply that it does not describe a habitat required by the chamois, asshown next.We then studied habitat selection of the chamois with the MADIFA. Wefirst performed a preliminary Monte Carlo test to determine whether thehabitat selection is significant in at least one direction of the ecologicalspace. At each step of the process, we simulated a random habitat useby the chamois by generating a uniform distribution of 400 points overthe study area, and we computed the first eigenvalue of the MADIFA ofthis simulated data set. We repeated this simulation 500 times to derive adistribution of eigenvalues under the hypothesis of random habitat use. Wefinally compared the first eigenvalue of the MADIFA of the observed 400chamois groups to this simulated distribution to derive a P value. Thereis actually a highly significant habitat selection value (θ1 = 3.7, P < 0.002).The proportion of the mean of the squared Mahalanobis distances ex-plained by each axis j is measured by the corresponding eigenvalue θj .The exploration of these eigenvalues helps in choosing a number of axesto interpret (Fig. 5.4A). The MADIFA returned one main eigenvalue (15%of the mean of the squared Mahalanobis distances are explained on thefirst axis). The percentage of the mean of the squared Mahalanobis dis-tances explained by the following axes is much lower (10.5%, 9.5%, and7.6% for the second, third, and fourth axis, respectively). We thereforefocused our interpretation on the first axis of the MADIFA.The biological meaning of this axis can be deduced from the corre-lation coefficients between the first axis of the MADIFA and the environ-mental variables (Fig. 5.4E). The positive scores on this axis correspondto areas located at high elevations (correlation between elevation and thefirst axis: R = 0.59), close to the screes (D.Screes, R = −0.67), and, aboveall, close to the meadows dominated by Sesleria and Carex sempervirens(D.SeCarS, R = −0.78). The negative scores correspond to areas with the
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Figure 5.4: Results of the MADIFA performed to analyze the chamois dis-tribution with respect to the 17 environmental variables. Despite the factthat only one axis is highlighted by the analysis, results are presented forthe first two axes in panels (E) and (F). For panels (B)-(D), levels of eachenvironmental variable increase from light to dark gray. (A) Bar plot ofthe eigenvalues; (B) environmental suitability map of the area computedusing the first axis of the MADIFA; (C) environmental suitability map ofthe area computed using the 17 environmental variables (full-rank Maha-lanobis distances); (D) environmental suitability map of the area computedusing the last seven axes of the PCA of the niche (method of Rotenberryet al., 2002, 2006); (E) graph of the correlations between the environmentalvariables and the first (x-axis) and second (y-axis) axes of the MADIFA (seeTable 5.1); and (F) factorial map of the ecological niche of the chamois onthe first (x-axis) and second (y-axis) axes of the MADIFA. The gray pointscorrespond to the available points (pixels of the maps), and their intensityof use is proportional to the area of the black points. The whole set ofblack circles defines the niche of the species.94



5.5. Application: Exploration of habitat selection by the chamois

opposite characteristics. The chamois habitat is the narrowest on this di-mension of the ecological space, regarding the width of the distributionof available points. The factorial map of the ecological space indicates thatthe distribution of the available environment is shifted to the negative val-ues of the first axis (whereas the used points are still centered on zero; seeFig. 5.4F). Within the studied context, it seems that the chamois select theareas close to the screes (50% of the detections within 111 m of this envi-ronment type) and, above all, close to meadows dominated by Sesleria and
Carex sempervirens (75% of the detection within 70 m of this vegetationtype).The environmental suitability maps (ESMs) built using the first axisconfirmed these results (Fig. 5.4B). The comparison of the ESMs with themaps of environmental variables showed that the most suitable areas arefound close to meadows dominated by Sesleria and Carex sempervirens,and close to screes (Fig. 5.3C). The effect of the elevation here seemsindirect: the most suitable areas are found at high elevation, which cor-respond to low distances to meadows dominated by Sesleria and Carex
sempervirens (this environment type is on average located at an elevationof 1588 ± 183 m [mean ± SD]) and to screes (which were, on average,located at an elevation of 1748 ± 163 m). The indirect effect is consistentwith the sharp aspect of the map that indicates a clear frontier betweensuitable and unsuitable environments, whereas the elevation map is morecontinuous. Note that the main spatial structures of the map of the full-rank Mahalanobis distances (Fig. 5.4C) are clearer on the ESMs built fromthe analysis (Fig. 5.4B): the increased precision (reduced generality) of thefull-rank Mahalanobis distances is manifest in the identification of lessarea as potentially suitable (more noise is included in this measure).Female chamois give birth to young in May and need a lot of resourcesto feed them (Hamr, 1985; Ferrari et al., 1988). The prolific regrowth ofthe vegetation results in many energetic shoots in the meadows domi-nated by Sesleria and Carex sempervirens, which may therefore explainthe abundance of the chamois in such environments at this time of theyear. The distance to screes is also well-correlated with the first axis ofthe MADIFA, but this probably results from a confounding effect, as thescrees are close to such meadows. This proximity of the screes probablyincreases the chamois preference for these meadows, as the screes may
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provide both an escape in case of predators (Bleich et al., 1997) and salineresource.We then measured the goodness of fit with the validation data set. Fol-lowing, Knick and Dyer (1997), we computed the cumulative frequency ofthe reduced-rank Mahalanobis distances (Fig. 5.4B) for (i) the pixels of thestudy area, (ii) the pixels containing chamois detections of the calibrationset, and (iii) the pixels containing detections of the validation set (Fig. 5.5).We used the curves of both the study area and the validation set to derivea measure of the predictive capabilities of the analysis. The area locatedabove the curve of the study area and below the curve of the validationset on this graph measures the quality of the prediction. Indeed, this areawould be maximum in the case of a perfect prediction, because the valueof the cumulative frequency of distances for the validation set would beequal to one whatever the value of distance (indicating that these distancesare equal to zero for all the detections of the validation set). Therefore,dividing the quality of prediction of the validation set by the area locatedabove the curve of the study area and below the line Y = 1 (theoreticalperfect prediction) on this graph gives a standardized measure Q of qualityof prediction. We also computed this ratio for the calibration data set, togive a measure G for the goodness of fit.The goodness of fit of the MADIFA is rather high (G = 74%; Fig. 5.5A).The curve of cumulative frequency distribution for the validation set issimilar to the curve of the calibration set, indicating good predictive capa-bilities (Q = 73%). Indeed, 94% of the detections of these sets are in thetop 75% of the reduced-rank Mahalanobis distances of the pixels of thestudy area.Finally, we compared the results of the MADIFA with those of thePCA of the used points advocated by Rotenberry et al. (2002, 2006). Wecomputed an ESM using the last seven axes of the PCA of the used points(Fig. 5.4D). The goodness of fit was lower than for the MADIFA (G = 66%),and the predictive capabilities of this ESM were even lower (Q = 59%,Fig. 5.5B). In fact, the main factor limiting the chamois distribution isclosely related to the elevation, which is the main pattern on the studyarea. Therefore, this basic habitat requirement is unlikely to define thelast axes of the PCA of the used points. Using the last axes of the PCAto build an ESM is likely to keep only the “noisy part” of the Mahalanobis
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Figure 5.5: Cumulative frequency distribution of the reduced-rank Maha-lanobis distances computed for the pixels of the study area in the Baugesmountains (French Alps, solid black line), for the calibration data set (pix-els where chamois groups were detected from 1994 to 2000, dashed grayline), and for the validation data set (pixels where chamois groups weredetected from 2001 to 2004, dashed black line). (A) Reduced-rank Maha-lanobis distances computed using the first axis of the MADIFA; and (B)reduced-rank Mahalanobis distances computed using the last seven axesof the PCA of the niche.
distances. This again stresses the need to take into account the availabilitywhen one wants to identify habitat requirements.
5.6 Discussion

We developed Mahalanobis distance factor analysis (MADIFA) to explore,analyze, and visualize the niche in the ecological space. Furthermore, theseresults can be used to derive environmental suitability maps (ESMs) to vi-sualize the patterns of the niche in the geographical space. This methodled us to identify the main characteristics of the environment selected bythe chamois, and provided an ESM of the area. We pointed out that theelevation is correlated to all the environmental variables included in theanalysis (e.g. screes, meadows dominated by Sesleria and Carex semper-
virens are generally found at high elevation) and is also the main structureof the chamois habitat: the variance of the species habitat is maximal forthe elevation. However, although the chamois habitat is wider on thisdimension, it is narrow relative to the range of available environment, in-dicating that this dimension contributes to the definition of a basic habitat
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requirement for this species (although indirectly, through its effect on thevegetation). This example clearly illustrates the need to take into accountthe availability in the partitioning of the Mahalanobis distances.Accounting for the environmental availability at the time of sampling isalso important for the “classical” Mahalanobis distances method. In mostpapers using this method, the environmental suitability is estimated on thearea where the sample of used site has been collected (e.g. Clark et al.,1993). However, the environmental conditions may vary beyond the limitsof this area. If the limits of the area on which the Mahalanobis distancesare mapped are not carefully checked, the environmental conditions on themapped area may not be representative of what was actually available to thespecies at the time of sampling. In such a case, the Mahalanobis distancesmay indicate an unsuitable environment in areas where the environmentalconditions vary in a biologically positive direction (Knick and Rotenberry,1998). Consequently, even if the Mahalanobis distances method is a pow-erful method for ESM modeling, it does not circumvent the problem ofthe definition of availability.
5.6.1 Hypotheses underlying the MADIFA

The main assumption underlying the MADIFA is that the maximized statis-tic θj is relevant to capture the patterns of the niche in its environment.Because this statistic is a ratio between two sums of squared deviationsfrom the mean of the niche, this assumption will be met if the mean ofthe niche is close to its mode (i.e. unimodal and symmetric niche). Thishypothesis is also required by all factorial methods relying on the conceptof ecological niche (ter Braak, 1985, 1986; Knick and Rotenberry, 1998;Hirzel et al., 2002a). It ensures that the sum of squared deviations fromthe mean of the niche is a measure of the distance from the conditionsmost frequently used by the species.This sum of squared deviations is very sensitive to outliers (Cleveland,1993), and so is the optimality criterion θj . Although this criterion allowsMADIFA to be placed in a consistent theoretical framework (including theecological-niche factor analysis [ENFA] and the Mahalanobis distances),further research needs to be done on factor analyses relying on morerobust criteria, for example based on the median of absolute deviationsfrom the median of the niche (Cleveland, 1993).
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5.6. Discussion

Finally, one of the main issues regarding the statistical analysis of thistype of data (therefore including MADIFA) is that most of the time thesample is not obtained using proper sampling designs that lead to unbi-ased estimation (e.g. random sampling or systematic sampling). The dataconcerning the chamois in the mountains of Les Bauges were obtainedafter a complete, therefore unbiased, census of the population in open ar-eas, so that we did not meet this kind of problem. However, such sourcesof bias should be carefully checked in studies carried out at very largescale, especially in biogeography, where proper sampling is not possible(e.g. Spichiger et al., 2004).
5.6.2 Conclusions

The MADIFA is to be used jointly with other exploratory methods to visual-ize the structures of the niche. Classical PCAs can be used to identify cor-relates between environmental variables both in the species niche and onthe study area. The MADIFA returns an image of the ecological space, andalso allows visualization of the niche patterns in the geographical space,through the computation of an environmental suitability map (ESM). TheENFA may, in addition, be used to distinguish the parts of the Mahalanobisdistances caused by the specialization and the marginality of the species.By matching all these results and the results of simpler descriptive statis-tics (e.g. histograms), the researcher can build a conceptual model of thebiological system under study. The understanding of this system may beof major use for the estimation of more complex predictive models.
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Appendix AMahalanobis distances (Ecological Archives E089-030-A1).
Appendix BDemonstration: the sum of the squared scores of the pixels on thefactorial axes of the MADIFA is equal to the Mahalanobis distances(Ecological Archives E089-030-A2).
Appendix CResults of the principal component analyses performed to iden-tify the correlations on the study area, and in the chamois niche(Ecological Archives E089-030-A3).
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“If you can’t win by reason, go for volume.”“Calvin and Hobbes”, by Bill WATTERSON.
AbstractWe propose a new statistical framework for the exploratory anal-ysis of the ecological niche, the “General niche-environment systemfactor analysis” (GNESFA). The data required for this analysis are (i)a table giving the values of the environmental variables in each en-vironment unit (EU, e.g. the patches of habitat on a vector map), (ii)a set of weights measuring the availability of the EUs to the species(e.g. the proportion of the study area covered by a given patch), and(iii) a set of utilization weights describing the use of the EUs by thefocal species (e.g. the proportion of detections of the species in eachpatch). Each row of the table corresponds to a point in the multi-dimensional space defined by the environmental variables, and eachpoint is associated with two weights. The GNESFA searches the direc-tions in this space where the two weight distributions differ the most,choosing one distribution as the reference, and the other one as thefocus. The choice of the utilization as the reference corresponds tothe MADIFA (Mahalanobis distances factor analysis), which identifiesthe directions on which the available EUs are in average the furthestfrom the optimum of the niche, allowing habitat suitability modelling.The choice of the availability as the reference corresponds to theFANTER (Factor analysis of the niche, taking the environment as thereference), which identifies the directions on which the niche is thefurthest from the average environment (marginality) and those onwhich the niche is the narrowest compared with the environment(specialization). The commonly used ENFA (Ecological niche factoranalysis) is at the middle point between the MADIFA and the FAN-TER, considering both distributions as the reference and the focussimultaneously. When used concurrently, these three analyses allowan extensive exploration of the system.

Keywords: Multivariate analysis; Factor analysis; inertia ratio; habitatselection; General niche-environment system factor analysis

6.1 IntroductionTWO KINDS OF STUDIES CAN BE CARRIED OUT to study the relationships be-tween a species and its environment (Morrison et al., 2006; Calengeet al., 2005). On one hand, hindcasting studies aim to emphasizeamong a large set of environmental variables those that are of interestfor the species. On the other hand, forecasting modelling is used to pre-dict suitable environments for the species in new unsampled areas, and/orunder different environmental conditions (Guisan et al., 2006; Knick and
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Rotenberry, 1998). With the predicted global warming of the climate, it isof increasing importance to predict the behavior of keystone species inresponse to various scenarios of future climate (e.g. Araújo et al., 2005).For this reason, the social and scientific demand for predictive modelsis presently very strong (Elith et al., 2006). However, statistical methodsallowing forecasting modelling, such as general linear model or relatedmethods, can deal only with a limited number of environmental variables(Guisan and Zimmermann, 2000). For this reason, it is generally supposedin such studies that “the modeller knows the limiting factors that influ-ence the distribution and abundance of the study organism” (Boyce andMcDonald, 1999). All these methods rely on the hypothesis that a largeamount of biological knowledge concerning the species is available priorto the study (Burnham and Anderson, 1998). In other words, hindcastingstudies should necessarily precede a forecasting approach (Soberón andPeterson, 2005).
Visualization is an essential step of hindcasting studies. As noted byCleveland (1993), “visualization is critical to data analysis. It provides afront line of attack, revealing intricate structure in data that cannot beabsorbed in any other way. We discover unimagined effects, and we chal-lenge imagined ones”. In particular, only the use of a visualization ap-proach would reveal hidden structures and other “surprises” in the data(Cleveland, 1994).
The graphical exploration of the relationships between a species and itsenvironment may rely on the formal concept of ecological niche (Hutchin-son, 1957). Each environmental variable can define a dimension of a mul-tidimensional space, namely the ecological space. In that space, the dis-tribution of the species occurrences represents the niche, which can becompared to the environment defined as available to the species (e.g. pixelsof a raster map). This concept allows both a graphical and a quantitativeexploratory analysis, in order to identify the directions in the ecologicalspace where the distribution of the species is most different from thedistribution of points describing the environment available to the species.However, the present “lack of effective tools for exploring, analysing, andvisualizing ecological niches in many-dimensional environmental space”(Soberón and Peterson, 2005) may render this task difficult.
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Factor analyses have numerous desirable qualities for data explorationin highly multidimensional spaces, especially for visualizing structures inthe data (e.g. Hill, 1974; Blondel et al., 1988; Thioulouse and Chessel, 1992;Dray et al., 2003). For this reason, factor analyses may have a key role inhindcasting studies of species-environment relationships. They could beused to sort factorial axes which support most of the difference betweenthe niche and its environment. The patterns of the niche-environment sys-tem identified by the analysis can then be related to the choices (habitatselection) or the requirements (niche characteristics) of the species con-cerning its habitat.The Ecological-niche factor analysis (ENFA, Hirzel et al., 2002a) andthe Mahalanobis distances factor analysis (MADIFA, Calenge et al., 2008)are two such methods. On one hand, the ENFA distinguishes two kindsof information measured in the niche-environment system, marginalityand specialization. The marginality is a measure of the eccentricity of theniche relative to the distribution of available points in the ecological space,whereas the specialization is a measure of the niche restriction relativeto the distribution of available points. The ENFA comes up with the di-rections in the ecological space where first the marginality, and then thespecialization are maximised. On the other hand, the MADIFA relies onlyon one measure of habitat suitability, Mahalanobis distance, computed inthe ecological space from the centroid of the distribution of the speciesoccurrences to all available points. The Mahalanobis distance gives anindex of the environmental suitability at this place, as it indicates the de-parture from the species’ optimum (a low distance value is supposed toindicate a strong suitability, see Clark et al., 1993; Knick and Dyer, 1997).The MADIFA returns the directions in the ecological space where the Ma-halanobis distances of the available sites are, on average, the largest. Boththe ENFA and the MADIFA have been proposed as appropriate tools fordrawing factorial maps of the niche in the ecological space, or for buildingreduced-rank environmental suitability maps (Hirzel et al., 2002a; Calengeet al., 2008).From a formal point of view, the ENFA and MADIFA are actuallyclosely related (Calenge et al., 2008). In this paper, we extend the math-ematical relationships between the ENFA and the MADIFA to develop amore general framework encompassing these two methods, the General
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Niche-Environment System Factor Analysis (GNESFA). This frameworkalso includes another factor analysis of the niche-environment system, theFactor analysis of the niche, taking the environment as the reference (FAN-TER), which offers a third point of view regarding this system. These threeexploratory methods return complementary results, as illustrated by twoexamples. When used concurrently, they provide an extensive summaryof the patterns in the data.
6.2 The algorithm

6.2.1 Notations and Definitions

We suppose that the study area is made of a set of N discrete environmentunits (EU), on which P environmental variables are measured (Fig. 6.1).These EUs may be, for example, the pixels of a raster map, or the patchesof environment on a vector map. These values are stored in the (N × P)matrix X. Because the environmental variables may not be measured usingthe same units (e.g. the elevation is measured in meters, and the slope inpercent), we suppose that the columns of X have been standardised priorto the analysis (with zero mean and unit variance).
A weight describes the availability of each EU to the focal species.This “availability weight” could be, for example, the proportion of the studyarea covered by a patch of environment (in the case of raster maps, allthese availability weights may be equal). This set of weights —defining the“availability distribution”— is stored on the diagonal of the (N ×N) matrix

DA (the values of the non-diagonal elements of DA are set to 0).
Additionally, an “utilization weight” describes the intensity of use of eachEU by the focal species. This weight could be, for example, the proportionof detections of the species located in the patch during a census operation.The set of utilization weights —defining the “utilization distribution”— isstored on the diagonal of the (N × N) matrix DU (the values of the non-diagonal elements of DU are set to 0). Note that both the utilization andavailability weights sum to 1 by construction. The aim of the GNESFAis to identify the directions in the ecological space where the two weightdistributions differ most, which we call “niche patterns”.
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Figure 6.1: The data design required by the GNESFA: the study area ispartitioned into a set of N discrete environment units (here, patches ofenvironments). For each patch, P environmental variables are measured(here, V1, V2, and V3 and stored in the matrix X). Each variable defines adimension of the ecological space. For each environment unit, an “avail-ability weight” (stored in the diagonal matrix DA) defines its availability tothe species, and an “utilization weight” (stored in the diagonal matrix DU )measures its intensity of use by the species.
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6.2.2 Choice of a reference

The GNESFA implies a choice of one of these two weight distributionsas a reference distribution, and the other as a focus distribution (Fig. 6.2).The cloud of points defined by the rows of X will be distorted so that thiscloud, considered from the point of view of the reference distribution, willtake a standard spherical shape (i.e. with a variance of the available EUsequal to one for all directions of the ecological space). Then, the shapeof the cloud of points considered from the point of view of the focusdistribution will be investigated in this standard space, and any deviationfrom this spherical shape will indicate a pattern. The choice of a referencedistribution depends on the needs of the analyst.On one hand, when the main interest of the analysis is related to theidentification of the variables affecting the shape (unimodal vs multimodalniches), the central tendency (marginal species or not), and the spread ofthe niche relative to the environment (specialized species or not), the avail-ability distribution should be chosen as the reference, and the utilizationdistribution as the focus. Such a choice implies that the patterns of theavailable EUs are known (i.e. the correlation structure of the environmen-tal variables on the study area), and would correspond to the point of viewof the expert of the study area. Therefore, the choice of the availability asa reference allows a detailed exploratory analysis of the patterns displayedby the niche in the ecological space. This is the case of the Factor analysisof the niche, taking the environment as the reference (FANTER, Fig. 6.2).On the other hand, in some cases, we are more interested in the pat-terns of the environment relative to the niche. For example, the suitabilityof the available EUs can be measured by the distance between these EUsand the utilization distribution as a whole (Clark et al., 1993). It follows that,if one wants to know the most suitable conditions of an area consideredas available to the species, the utilization distribution should be chosenas the reference. The distribution of used EUs will then take a standardshape, and the GNESFA will indicate the direction of the ecological spacein which the available EUs are the most different from this distribution.Such a choice implies that the patterns of the utilization distribution areknown, and corresponds to the point of view of the expert of the studiedspecies. In that context, we are mainly interested in whether the species
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Figure 6.2: The three possible analyses encompassed by the GNESFA. Thelight grey ellipse represents the distribution of availability weights in theecological space and the dark grey ellipse represents the distribution ofutilization weights in the ecological space. The FANTER uses the avail-ability distribution as reference and the utilization distribution as focus.The MADIFA uses the utilization distribution as reference and the avail-ability distribution as focus. The ENFA can use both approaches (RD =Reference distribution; FD = Focus distribution).
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“considers” the proposed environment (available EUs) as suitable (withinthe niche) or not (far from the niche). This is the approach used by theMahalanobis distances factor analysis (MADIFA, Fig. 6.2).Finally, another point of view is possible, for which each of the twodistributions are both the reference and the focus distribution. This sym-metrical point of view has the advantage of not relying on the choice ofone distribution as the reference. However, we will later prove that thischoice also implies the loss of one dimension of the ecological space, adimension which may carry important biological information. This specialcase is the basis of the Ecological-niche factor analysis (ENFA, Fig. 6.2).These three approaches define the framework of the GNESFA thatwe describe now more formally. The reference distribution is describedby the weight matrix R, and the focus distribution is described by theweight matrix F. For example, if the availability distribution is chosen asreference, then R = DA and F = DU . In this paper, we will refer to the“reference mean”, “reference variance”, “focus mean” or “focus variance” ofa variable, depending on the computed statistic (mean or variance) and theweight distribution chosen to compute this statistic (R and F, respectively).We call the “centroid of the reference distribution” the point in the eco-logical space defined by the vector XtR1N (i.e. the P-vector of referencemeans computed for all the environmental variables). Similarly, we willrefer to the “centroid of the focus distribution” if the chosen weight matrixis the matrix F.
6.2.3 The centering

The first step of the GNESFA is the centering of the table X. Actually,“mathematically and geometrically, centering involves the specification ofthe origin (...). It is the ‘point of zero information’; anything that is at it,is trivial and uninteresting; anything that deviates from it is information”(Noy-Meir, 1973). Therefore, it seems logical to choose the centroid of thereference distribution as the origin of the ecological space to perform theGNESFA. The centered table Z is thus computed by (Seber, 1984):
Z = (IN − 1N1tNR

)
X

where IN is the N ×N identity matrix, and 1N is a N-vector of 1s.
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6.2.4 First Principal Component Analysis

The second step of the GNESFA consists of a principal component analysis(PCA) of the table Z, using the matrix R as row weights. Actually, thePCA of Z consists of the search for the eigenstructure of the variance-covariance matrix V:
V = ZtRZ

Let U be the (N × P) matrix containing the P eigenvectors uj of Vconcatenated by column, and let δ be the diagonal matrix containing thecorresponding eigenvalues λj , on the diagonal. In other words:
VU = Uδ

The (P × P) matrix U contains the scores of environmental variables(rows) on each principal axis of the analysis (columns). Moreover, the(N ×P) matrix L• = ZU contains the coordinates of the EUs (rows) on theprincipal components of the analysis (columns) (Legendre and Legendre,1998).Because the table Z is centered for the weight matrix R, this analysisis just a classical PCA, i.e. a rotation of the cloud of points so that: (i) thereference variance of the EU coordinates on the first principal compo-nents is maximised (it is equal to the corresponding eigenvalues), and (ii)the correlation between the coordinates of the EUs on different principalcomponents is equal to 0 (Legendre and Legendre, 1998). Let the (N × P)matrix L be equal to:
L = L•δ−1/2 = ZUδ−1/2

This matrix contains the normed coordinates of the EUs (rows) onthe principal components (columns) of the analysis. This matrix has thefollowing property:
LtRL = IP (6.1)

where IP is the P × P identify matrix. This equation shows that theproduct of the EU coordinates and δ−1/2 results in a distortion of the cloudof EUs in the ecological space, so that the reference variance of these
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coordinates after distortion is equal to 1 for all the principal components.As these components are still uncorrelated, it follows that the cloud ofpoints described by X has been “sphericized”, from the point of view ofthe reference distribution.
6.2.5 Second Principal Component Analysis: the core of the

GNESFA

The last step of the GNESFA is the analysis of the focus distribution inthis distorted ecological space. This analysis is done using a non-centeredPCA of the table L, with the matrix F as row weights.Since the cloud of points has been “sphericized” with respect to thereference distribution, it should also be spherical from the point of viewof the focus distribution, if it is identical to the reference distribution.In other words, all the eigenvalues of this PCA should be equal, whichwould indicate that: (i) the centroid of the focus distribution is the sameas the centroid of the availability distribution (because the analysis is notcentered), and (ii) the variance of the focus distribution is the same in allthe directions of the ecological space. More formal justifications will begiven in the next section.This PCA is performed by computing the eigenstructure of the matrix
H:

H = LtFL

This PCA is non-centered because L is not centered for the weightmatrix F. Let W be the matrix P × P containing the eigenvectors wjof H concatenated by column, and the diagonal matrix α containing theeigenvalues γj of H on the diagonal:
HW = Wα

The coordinates of the EUs on the principal components of the GNESFAare contained in the N × P matrix P:
P = LW = ZUδ−1/2W

This equation summarizes the GNESFA: it consists of a first rotation(matrix U), a distortion (matrix δ−1/2) and a second rotation (matrix W) ofthe cloud of points in the ecological space (matrix Z).
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Note that the cloud of points is still spherical with respect to the refer-ence distribution on the components of the GNESFA:
PtRP = WtLtRLW = IP (6.2)

This arises from equation 6.1 and from the observation that W is anorthogonal matrix (i.e. WtW = WWt = IP).Factorial maps of the niche in the ecological space can be obtained byplotting the coordinates of the EUs on a restricted number of principalcomponents, as in classical PCA. The biological meaning of the principalcomponents can be derived from the correlations between the environ-mental variables and the principal components of the analysis. Note thatsome school of thought prefer to interpret the meaning of the principalcomponents from the scores of the environmental variables on the prin-cipal axes of the GNESFA, contained in the matrix A (Rotenberry et al.,2006):
A = Uδ−1/2W

We advocate the use of the correlations to interpret the meaning ofthe principal components. Indeed, the coefficient associated with a givenenvironmental variable may be misleading when this variable is correlatedwith other environmental variables in X (Basille et al., 2008).To choose the number of components to keep for the interpretation,we can look for a break in the decrease of the eigenvalues (broken-stickmethod, Barton and David, 1956; Frontier, 1976). The biological meaningof these eigenvalues depends on the weight matrix chosen as referencedistribution, as developed in the next section.
6.2.6 The inertia ratio

We now investigate the mathematical meaning of the statistic maximisedby the GNESFA on the first components of the analysis. Because thesecond step of the GNESFA is a PCA, the j th eigenvalue γj of this analysisis equal to:
γj = ptjFpj (6.3)

where pj is the j th column of P (i.e. the j th component of the analysis).Note that, as in classical PCA, this statistic is at its maximum on the first
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axis of the analysis. For this reason, we focus on this first axis to makeexplicit the properties of this statistic. The first axis of the GNESFA a1 (i.e.the first column of A) fulfills the following conditions:
Za1 = p1 (6.4)

pt1Rp1 = 1 (6.5)
γ1 = pt1Fp1 Max (6.6)

The condition 6.4 means that the vector p1 contains a linear combina-tion of the environmental variables, using the values stored in a1 as coef-ficients. This linear combination gives the coordinates of the EUs on theprincipal components of the analysis, such that: (i) the reference varianceof these coordinates is equal to 1 (condition 6.5, arising from equation 6.2),and (ii) the focus mean of squared coordinates is maximised (condition 6.6,arising from equation 6.3).Actually, we can show that the conditions 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6 define a prob-lem mathematically equivalent to the search for a P-vector g1, fulfillingthe following conditions (see appendix A):
gt1g1 = 1 (6.7)
Zg1 = y (6.8)
γ1 = ytFy

ytRy Max (6.9)
The vector g1 is normed to 1 (condition 6.7). Consequently, the vector

y contains the coordinates of the orthogonal projections of the undistortedcloud of EUs in the ecological space on the vector g1 (condition 6.8). Thecoordinates of these projections are such that the ratio γ1 is maximised(condition 6.9). This equivalence between the two problems is demon-strated in appendix A, with
g1 = a1√

at1a1
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Therefore, the first eigenvalue γ1 of the GNESFA is equal to:
γ1 = ∑n

i=1 fi(yi − ȳr)2∑n
i=1 ri(yi − ȳr)2

where yi is the ith element of the vector y, ȳr is the reference meanof y, ri is the ith reference weight, and fi is the ith focus weight.The denominator of γj is the reference variance of y. On the contrary,the numerator is generally not a variance, except if the focus mean of y isequal to its reference mean: it is the focus mean of the squared distancesbetween the EUs and the centroid of the reference distribution. Such asum of squared distances is sometimes called “inertia” (Dray et al., 2003).For this reason, we named γj the “inertia ratio” of the j th component of theGNESFA. The biological meaning of this ratio depends on the distributionchosen as the reference (see below).
6.3 Three special cases

As explained before, the GNESFA encompasses three methods, dependingon the choice made by the analyst for the focus and reference distributions(Fig. 6.2). When the utilization distribution is chosen as reference, the re-sulting analysis is the MADIFA (Calenge et al., 2008). When the availabilitydistribution is chosen as reference, the resulting analysis is a new analysis,which we called the Factor analysis of the niche, taking the environmentas the reference (FANTER). Finally, the ENFA (Hirzel et al., 2002a) is alsoa special case of the GNESFA, provided that a special transformation ofthe table X has been carried out prior to the analysis. Because the pointof view of the ENFA is central to the understanding of the differencesbetween these three analyses, we first describe how the ENFA takes placewithin the framework of the GNESFA.
6.3.1 The ENFA: a prior transformation of the table

A classical approach for characterizing a statistical distribution is to pro-vide a measure of its central tendency (e.g. mean, median) and a mea-sure of its spread (e.g. variance, interquartile range). The ENFA relieson this approach, in a multidimensional space, to characterize the niche-environment system.
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On one hand, the “central tendency” of the utilization distribution rel-ative to the availability distribution is measured by the vector connectingthe centroids of the two distributions, named the “marginality vector”. Itscomputation can be performed in the following way: first the table X iscentered for the weight matrix DA:
C = (IN − 1N1tNDA

)
X

Then the marginality vector m can be computed as the P-vector con-taining the utilization means of the columns of C:
m = CtDU1N

This vector contains the differences between the utilization and avail-ability means of all the environmental variables. Its squared length (equalto m2 = mtm), named “marginality”, is a measure of the eccentricity ofthe utilization distribution relative to the availability distribution.On the other hand, the spread of the utilization relative to the avail-ability distribution may vary according to the considered direction of theecological space. Hirzel et al. (2002a) proposed the use of the specializationratio S:
S = availability varianceutilization varianceFor a given environmental variable, a large S indicates that the envi-ronmental variability experienced by the species is much smaller than therange of variability that is actually available, and therefore that the speciesis highly specialized on this variable. The aim of the ENFA is to identifythe directions, in the ecological space, where the specialization ratio S ismaximised.The equivalence of the ENFA and the GNESFA can be proved by not-ing that the specialization ratio S is a special case of the inertia ratio γj .We noted previously that the numerator of γj is a variance only if the cen-troid of the reference distribution is the same as the centroid of the focusdistribution. Therefore, the only way to compute the specialization ratiois to consider only those directions of the ecological space orthogonal tothe marginality vector. For these directions, both the availability meansand the utilization means are equal to zero. The projection of the EUs on
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the hyperplane orthogonal to m is carried out by the following operation(Harville, 1997):
Cc = C(Iv − mmt

mtm ) (6.10)
The GNESFA of the table Cc , using DU as the reference distribution,and DA as a focus distribution, is the solution to the following problem:

gt1m = 0 (6.11)
gt1g1 = 1 (6.12)
Zg1 = y (6.13)
S = ytDAy

ytDUy Max (6.14)
The conditions 6.12 and 6.14 are identical to the conditions 6.7 and6.9 previously defined. The condition 6.11 derives from equation 6.10 (asthe EUs are all located on the hyperplane orthogonal to the marginalityvector). The condition 6.13 derives from the condition 6.8 (i.e. in this case

Ccg1 = y) and the condition 6.11. This problem is exactly the problem ofthe ENFA defined by Hirzel et al. (2002a). The ENFA is therefore a specialcase of the GNESFA.We can see that the first component of the GNESFA of the table Ccusing DA as reference distribution maximises 1/S. Consequently, this com-ponent is the same as the last component of the GNESFA of the table Cc ,using DU as reference distribution. Thus, the GNESFA of the table Cccan be seen as an ENFA, whatever the weight distribution chosen as ref-erence. When DU is chosen as the reference, the GNESFA is the classicalENFA. When DA is chosen as the reference, the GNESFA is a “reversed”ENFA (with the first axes of the classical ENFA being the last axes of the“reversed” ENFA). Therefore, the roles of the utilization and availabilitydistributions are symmetric in the ENFA (see Fig. 6.2). This correspondsto the symmetrical point of view described previously.Whatever the importance of the specialization, the dimension of theecological space defined by the marginality vector may carry importantinformation about the niche-environment pattern, and the biological mean-ing of this dimension should also be interpreted (Hirzel et al., 2002a). Thus,
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the EUs are also projected on this vector, to define the marginality com-ponent b:
b = C m√

mtm

and the values in b can be plotted vs. values in y (row coordinates onthe specialization axes) to build factorial maps of the niche-environmentsystem. Basille et al. (2008) have proved that such maps give an opti-mal image of the niche from the point of view of the ENFA (distinctionbetween marginality and specialization), and are undistorted because themarginality vector is orthogonal to the specialization axes of the ENFA.However, the ENFA may give problematic results in three cases: (i)for some datasets, the marginality is not biologically significant. In suchcases, imposing the constraint of orthogonality of the specialization axesto the marginality vector may lead to meaningless results. Indeed, even ifthe marginality is not strong, the specialization may be important for themarginality component, and the orthogonality constraint may obscure thischaracteristic of the data; (ii) although this method has been widely usedto build habitat suitability maps (e.g. Zaniewski et al., 2002; Reutter et al.,2003), we believe that this method should not be used to reach such a goal.Because the marginality component does not have the same mathematicalstatus as the successive specialization components, it is very peculiar tocombine all of them into a single value of habitat suitability. Even thoughthe ad hoc methods existing in the literature (Hirzel and Arlettaz, 2003b)have returned biologically consistent results, we believe that the ENFA isnot designed to build such maps, and that better methods exist for thisobjective (see below); (iii) finally, the ENFA relies on the hypothesis thatboth the utilization and the availability distributions are symmetric andunimodal (Hirzel et al., 2002a). In the case of a multimodal niche, theENFA is not recommended (see examples below).
6.3.2 The MADIFA: utilization distribution as reference

The specialization and the marginality are clear measures of the nichepatterns in the ecological space. We can express the inertia ratio γj as afunction of the marginality and the specialization, in order to give insightinto the differences between the ENFA, the MADIFA and the FANTER.
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When the reference is the utilization distribution (i.e. R = DU and
F = DA), the ratio γ(m)j (subscript “m” stands for “MADIFA”), maximised bythe analysis can be reformulated:

γ(m)j = m2
j

s2(u)j + Sj

where s2(u)j is the utilization variance of the j th component, m2
j measuresthe marginality on this component (the squared difference between theavailability mean and the utilization mean of this component), and Sj isthe specialization on this component. Thus, this analysis combines themarginality and the specialization into one single value: the larger theinertia ratio, the higher the marginality and/or the specialization.Calenge et al. (2008) has already described this special case of theGNESFA, and called it MADIFA (Mahalanobis distances factor analysis).The authors noted an interesting property of this analysis: the sum ofsquared scores of an available EU over all the components of the analysisis equal to the Mahalanobis distance between this EU and the centroid ofthe utilization distribution. More formally,

D2
i = Pi•Pt

i• = P∑
j=1 p

2
ij

where the P-vector Pi• is the ith row of the matrix P, and pij is thecoordinate of the ith EU on the j th component of the GNESFA. Thus, thesquared coordinate of a EU on a given component of the GNESFA can beconsidered as the contribution of this component to the Mahalanobis dis-tance between this EU and the centroid of the reference distribution. Thisproperty is interesting because the Mahalanobis distances have been usedin many studies as indices of environmental suitability for species (Clarket al., 1993; Farber and Kadmon, 2003; Knick and Dyer, 1997; Cayuela,2004; Browning et al., 2005; Corsi et al., 1999), especially to build environ-ment suitability maps.Recalling equation 6.3, the inertia ratio on the j th component of theGNESFA is equal to:
γj = ptjDApj = N∑

i=1 aip
2
ij
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Where ai is the availability weight associated with the ith EU. It followsthat the j th eigenvalue of the analysis corresponds to the availability meanof the contributions of the j th component to the Mahalanobis distancesbetween the EUs and the centroid of the utilization distribution.Therefore, the MADIFA finds the directions of the ecological spacewhere these distances are the largest, corresponding to the environmentalconditions that are scarcely used by the species. Because they all have thesame mathematical status, these components can be easily combined tobuild reduced-rank environment suitability maps with increased generality(see Calenge et al., 2008, for details). These directions are those where themarginality and/or the specialization are the largest. Thus, this analysisidentifies all the patterns of the niche-environment system on the firstprincipal components.Note that the MADIFA relies on the hypothesis that the utilization dis-tribution is both unimodal and symmetric (Calenge et al., 2008) and istherefore not recommended for the study of multimodal niches (as theENFA). However, this analysis does not rely on any assumption concern-ing the shape of the availability distribution.
6.3.3 The FANTER: availability distribution as reference

When the reference is the availability distribution (i.e. R = DA and F = DU ),the ratio γ(f )j (subscript “f” stands for “FANTER”) maximised by the GNESFAcan be reformulated:
γ(f )j = 1

Sj
+ m2

j

s2(a)j
where s2(a)j is the availability variance of the j th component. Conse-quently, a large γ(r)j may indicate that the marginality is large, but also thatthe specialization is low. On the other hand, a low γ(r)j indicates a strongspecialization and/or a low marginality. Therefore, the first componentsof this analysis are those for which the marginality is maximised, whereasthe last components are those on which the specialization is maximised.As such, both the first and the last components are of interest. Thus, theFANTER could be used as a preliminary to the ENFA, because it assesseswhether it is of interest to partition the niche inertia into marginality andspecialization components.
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As for the MADIFA, it is straightforward to show that the j th eigenvalueof the analysis corresponds to the utilization mean of the contributions ofthe j th component to the Mahalanobis distances between the EUs and thecentroid of the availability distribution. The first components are thoseon which the utilization distribution is the furthest from the availabilitydistribution (i.e. the most marginal), whereas the last components are thoseon which the used EUs are the most concentrated around the availabilitymean (the most specialized).Although the FANTER supposes that the availability distribution is sym-metric and unimodal, it does not make the same hypotheses about theniche (contrary to the ENFA and the MADIFA). Thus, this analysis is suit-able for the exploration of multimodal niches.
6.4 Examples

We illustrate here the framework of the GNESFA with the concurrentuse of the ENFA, the MADIFA and the FANTER, based on two datasetscollected on the chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra). For these two datasets,we performed these analyses to develop a conceptual model of the niche-environment system under study. For each analysis, we also tested the sig-nificance of the first (and last, for the FANTER) eigenvalue of the analysisusing a randomisation test. At each of the 500 steps of the randomisationprocess, and for a given analysis, we randomly distributed the chamoislocations on the area considered as available to it, and we computed againthe eigenvalue of the analysis. We finally compared the observed eigen-value with the distribution of eigenvalues simulated under the hypothesisof random habitat use, to derive a P-value. We also tested the signifi-cance of the marginality value (i.e. m2), using similar randomization tests(see Basille et al., 2008), to assess the importance of this dimension in theENFA. Because all the pixels of the raster maps cover the same area, wegave to them an equal availability weight (i.e. 1
N ) in the analyses.

6.4.1 The chamois population in the Chartreuse mountains

The first dataset was collected during censuses of the chamois populationcarried out in November 1997 in the Chartreuse mountains (French Alps,N. 45.33◦, E. 5.80◦) by the Departmental association of hunters of Isere.
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Abbreviation DescriptionSlope SlopeDeciduous Distance to deciduous woodlandConiferous Distance to coniferous woodlandMixed Distance to mixed woodlandOpen Distance to open landEcotone Distance to the ecotone between open and forestedareas (takes a positive value in open areasand a negative value in closed areas)
Table 6.1: Variables included in the analyses of habitat selection by 239chamois groups detected during a census in the Chartreuse mountains(French Alps).
During the census, 239 chamois groups were detected in the study area.More details about the sampling protocol can be found in Michallet (2003).The raster maps of six environmental variables describing the habitat wereused to define the ecological space (Table 6.1). We used the GNESFA tocompare the distribution of the locations of the animals (utilization) vs.the distribution of the pixels of the entire area (available) in the ecologicalspace.The eigenvalue diagram of the FANTER indicates two patterns in thedata, on the first and on the last components of the analysis (Fig. 6.3A).Indeed, the tests of the first (γ1 = 1.61, P < 0.002) and of the last eigenvalue(γ6 = 0.53, P < 0.002) were both significant. A clear “break” is apparenton this diagram before the last eigenvalue, and a slight break appearedafter the first one. The first component was mainly correlated with theslope (R = 0.84), while the last was defined by the distance to the ecotoneopen/forested areas (R = 0.62), and to a lesser extent, by the distance tothe mixed woodland (R = 0.51, fig 6.4A). The factorial map of the nicherevealed that the niche was rather marginal on the first axis (fig. 6.4B):chamois were rarely located on flat terrain (only 16% of the chamois weredetected on slopes lower than 25%, while this habitat type represented 40%of the study area). On the other hand, the specialization of the chamoispopulation was maximum for the distance to the ecotone open/forestedareas (25% percent of the chamois were located at an absolute distancevalue less than 100 meters, while this distance class represented only 13%of the study area) and, to a lesser extent, for the distance to the mixed
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Figure 6.3: Barplots showing the eigenvalues of the GNESFA performedto identify correlates between the distribution of chamois detections in theChartreuse mountain (French Alps) and 6 environmental variables (listedin Table 6.1) of the study area: (A) eigenvalues of the FANTER, the firstand the last are kept for the analysis, (B) eigenvalues of the ENFA, onlythe first is kept, (C) eigenvalues of the MADIFA, the first two are kept.
woodland (40% percent of the chamois were located between 10 and 150meters from this vegetation type, while this distance class represented only30% of the study area).The ENFA confirmed these results. A randomisation test of the firsteigenvalue of this analysis indicated a significant specialization on at leastone component (S1 = 1.87, P < 0.002). There was a clear break afterthe first eigenvalue (Fig. 6.3B), so that we kept only the first specializationcomponent —and the marginality component as it is a prerequisite of theanalysis— for the interpretation. Note that the marginality value in theENFA was also highly significant (m2 = 0.56, P < 0.002). As expected,there was a very strong correlation between the marginality componentof the ENFA and the first component of the FANTER (R = 0.92), andbetween the first specialization component of the ENFA and the last com-ponent of the FANTER (R = −0.99). Thus, in this example, the two anal-yses highlighted the same patterns. The position of the niche relative tothe availability distribution was mainly determined by the slope, while itsnarrowness was determined by the distance to the ecotone open/forestedareas, and to a lesser extent, by the distance to the mixed woodlands.The test of the first eigenvalue of the MADIFA was also highly signifi-cant (γ1 = 1.93, P = 0.008). The eigenvalue barplot indicated a clear breakafter the second eigenvalue (Fig 6.3C), and we therefore focused our in-terpretation on the first two components. Actually, the first component ofthe MADIFA was correlated with both the first specialization component of
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Figure 6.4: Results of the FANTER performed to identify correlates be-tween the distribution of chamois detections in the Chartreuse mountain(French Alps) and 6 environmental variables (listed in Table 6.1) of thestudy area. (A) the correlations between the environmental variables andboth the first (abscissa) and the last (ordinate) component of the analysisare indicated by arrows. For each variable, the length of an arrow ona given axis gives the value of the correlation between the variable andthis component. Grid lines (separated by a distance of 0.2) can be used tomeasure these correlations on the graph; (B) scatterplot diagram of thecloud of available (grey circle) and used (black squares) points on the firsttwo axes of the MADIFA.
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Figure 6.5: Environment suitability map for the chamois in the Chartreusemountain (French Alps), computed by summing the squared coordinatesof the pixels on the first two components of the MADIFA (approximateMahalanobis distance between the pixels and the centroid of the niche).Lighter pixels correspond to suitable areas (low Mahalanobis distance)whereas darker pixels correspond to unsuitable areas (high Mahalanobisdistance). The distribution of the chamois detections are also displayed.
the ENFA (R = 0.94) and the last component of the FANTER (R = −0.96).The second component of the MADIFA was strongly correlated with boththe marginality component of the ENFA (R = 0.90), and the first com-ponent of the FANTER (R = −0.96). The coordinates of every pixel onthe principal components of the MADIFA were combined to compute areduced-rank environment suitability map (Fig. 6.5). This is done, for eachpixel, by summing its squared coordinates on the first two components ofthe analysis (Calenge et al., 2008). This map can then be examined to iden-tify the areas where rarely used environmental combinations are found,an additional information which helps to interpret the results.The three analyses identified similar and consistent patterns in the data,and helped to draw a conceptual model of the niche. Chamois avoided flatterrain and preferred the ecotone between open land and mixed wood-land. However, the three analyses were used to deliver different outputs.The FANTER was used as a preliminary analysis to identify the patterns in-
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Abbreviation DescriptionElev ElevationD.FR Distance to fallen rocksD.SeCarS Distance to meadows made of
Sesleria and Carex sempervirensD.Trail Distance to recreational trailsHydro HydrographySlope SlopeSunshine SunshineVisib1000 Visibility computed withina radius of 1000 m

Table 6.2: Variables included in the analyses of habitat selection by onechamois monitored using a GPS collar in the Bauges mountains (FrenchAlps).
volved in the determination of the niche-environment system, whereas theENFA distinguished precisely between the patterns determining the posi-tion and the spread of the niche. On the contrary, the MADIFA was unableto explicitly disentangle between marginality and specialization. Rather, itwas used to combine these results to compute an environment suitabilitymap. The three analyses returned the same pattern here, but they canhighlight dramatically different results in some cases, as demonstrated bythe next example.
6.4.2 The chamois radio-tracking in the Bauges mountain

The second dataset describes 56 daily relocations of one chamois in theBauges mountains (French Alps, N. 45.63◦,E. 6.23◦). These data were col-lected from October 1st to November 27th 2003, using a GPS collar. Westudied the habitat selection by this individual within its home range (thirdlevel of selection according to Johnson, 1980). We therefore computedthe home-range limits of this chamois using the minimum convex poly-gon (Mohr, 1947), and defined the environment by eight environmentalvariables describing different characteristics potentially important for thechamois, measured for each pixel of a raster map (Table 6.2). We used theGNESFA to compare the distribution of the relocations of the monitoredchamois (utilization) vs. the distribution of the pixels of its home range(available) in the ecological space.
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The FANTER indicated a very clear structure driven by the first com-ponent (Fig. 6.6), confirmed by a randomisation test of the first eigenvalue(γ1 = 2.85, P = 0.02). This component contrasted the areas located athigh elevations, far from recreational trails, and located on the crests ofthe mountains (low hydrography), with areas with opposite characteristics.The niche of the individual was bimodal on this component: there was afirst mode around the origin, and a second one located on the positive sideof this component. Such a pattern can be understood by considering thatthe shape of the “niche” resulted from both a function giving the proba-bility of selection by the chamois, and by the distribution of the availablepoints. Because the distribution of available points showed a high peakat coordinates around zero, a moderate probability of selection for zerocoordinates resulted in a peak at these coordinates (the proportion of usedpoints was high at zero because the proportion of available points washigh at zero). However, the peak on the positive side of this componentrevealed a strong selection of the mountain crest by this chamois (Fig. 6.6).In other words, the utilization distribution is a mix between a random useof space by this chamois (same shape as the available distribution) and asearch for mountain crest (with a peak on the positive side). Note thatthe last eigenvalue of the FANTER, on which the specialization was max-imised, did not differ significantly from the hypothesis of random habitatuse (γ8 = 0.33, P = 0.73).

The MADIFA did not highlight any particular pattern since the ran-domisation test of the first eigenvalue was not significant (γ1 = 3.29,
P = 0.28). Similarly, the test of the first eigenvalue of the ENFA did notreject the hypothesis of random habitat use (γ1 = 2.842, P = 0.24). Notethat the marginality was significant in the ENFA (m2 = 0.44, P = 0.01). Ac-tually, the marginality component of the ENFA was related to the first axisof the FANTER (R = 0.76). However, it does not make sense to use theENFA or the MADIFA in such situations, as they both rely on the hypoth-esis of unimodal and symmetric niches. In such situations, the FANTERproves to be very useful, allowing one to describe the shape of the nicheunder study.
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Figure 6.6: Results of the FANTER carried out to identify correlates be-tween the distribution of the chamois relocations in the Bauges mountain(French Alps) according to 8 environmental variables (listed in Table 6.2)mapped in its home range. (A) eigenvalue diagram of the analysis. Onlythe first axis is kept for the analysis; (B) the correlations between theenvironmental variables and the first (abscissa) and the second (ordinate)component of the analysis. Grid lines (separated by a distance of 0.2) canbe used to measure these correlations on the graph; (C) histogram andsmoothed density (using a kernel smoothing with smoothing parameterequal to 0.3) of the coordinates of the available points (white bars and con-tinuous curve) and of the used points (grey bars and dashed curve) on thefirst component of the FANTER; (D) map of the chamois relocations on amap of the elevation in its home range (darker areas are higher); (E) mapof the scores of the pixels of the home range on the first component ofthe FANTER (darker areas are higher).
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6.5 Discussion

We introduced a new general framework for the analysis of the niche-environment system. Because the GNESFA is by its very nature exploratory,it does not rely on many constraining hypotheses (e.g. no minimum samplesize required), which renders it appealing. This framework encompassesthree consistent factor analyses. Among these analyses, the FANTER of-fers a new point of view on the niche-environment system. We also provedthat the ENFA and the MADIFA can be viewed as special cases of theGNESFA. Finally we showed that the application of these three methods tobiological data may give different outputs, as they are based on differentbiological points of view of the niche-environment system.On one hand, the MADIFA corresponds to the point of view of theexpert of the studied species: when the biologist has a good prior knowl-edge of the kind of environment required by the species, an examinationof the niche itself is not of prime interest. In this kind of studies, theaim is frequently to determine whether the environment in the study area(the available environment) is similar to the environment the species usu-ally occupies (the reference). This is typically the point of view used forenvironmental suitability modelling.On the other hand, the FANTER corresponds to the point of view of theexpert of the studied area: when the biologist has a good prior knowledgeof the environmental structure in the study area (e.g. correlates betweenenvironmental variables), an examination of the availability distribution inthe ecological space may not be of prime interest. In this kind of studies,the aim is frequently to identify the patterns of the niche itself, and in whatit differs from the study area (classical point of view in habitat selectionstudies). The patterns identified by the analysis may be due to a particularlystrong or low inertia of the niche within the cloud of available points. Astrong inertia is likely due to the marginality of the niche, but may alsobe the result of a multimodal niche. A low inertia indicates that the nicherestriction is high on some directions of the ecological space. However,this method will fail to identify the directions of the ecological space wherethe niche is both marginal and very restricted, as the first characteristiccounterbalances the second one (Calenge, pers. obs.). Fortunately, theother analyses belonging to the framework of the GNESFA can be used
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to detect such cases. The main advantage of the FANTER is that it doesnot assume the unimodality of the niche, contrary to the other analyses ofthe framework.Finally, the ENFA is at the middle point between the FANTER and theMADIFA. Both distributions are used simultaneously as reference and fo-cus distributions. This symmetric role of the two distributions is gainedto the detriment of the ecological space, with the loss of one of its dimen-sions through the marginality vector. The ENFA can be used to distinguishbetween the position and the narrowness of the distributions relative toeach other. Eventually, only the concurrent use of the three methods withgraphical displays of the niche within its environment would lead to a con-sistent knowledge of the system. This statement underlines the interest ofthe GNESFA as a general framework for the statistical exploration of theecological niche. In most cases, the two points of view described previously(species and study area) are of interest for the biologist (as in the examplespresented in this paper), so that the three complementary analyses may beused concurrently to build a conceptual model of the niche-environmentsystem under study.The GNESFA is easy to perform with any statistical software, as it relieson a succession of two principal component analyses, which are widelyavailable in most standard statistical packages. In particular, the packageadehabitat (Calenge, 2006) for the R software (R Development Core Team,2008) contains a set of functions allowing the application of the GNESFA(function gnesfa()) and several graphical displays of the results. Thispackage also contains numerous functions for managing raster maps, andis especially well-designed for the exploration of the niche-environmentsystem.We presented here the GNESFA for the exploratory analysis of one sin-gle ecological niche. However, radio-tracking studies (involving numerousanimals) and multi-species designs are frequent among ecological studies,and most of them aim to identify the common characteristics of the envi-ronment affecting the distribution of the organisms under study (whetheranimals or species). Preliminary results indicated that the framework ofthe GNESFA can be extended to cover more complex study designs: inparticular, canonical OMI analysis (Chessel and Gimaret, 1997) and theeigenanalysis of selection ratios (Calenge and Dufour, 2006) can be refor-
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mulated as special cases of the FANTER (Calenge et al., in prep). Thesefirst results also allow for relating the GNESFA to the large family ofmethods belonging to the duality diagram framework (Escoufier, 1987),a family also containing most factor analysis (principal component anal-ysis, discriminant analysis, etc.). This family has very interesting proper-ties for the exploration of multidimensional spaces, especially in ecology(see Calenge and Dufour, 2006, for a deeper discussion). Further studiesare required to clarify the relationships between these analyses and theGNESFA. With the increasing concern of the ecological community forthe study of ecological niches subject to climate change, there is an urgentneed to have more than one string to our bow, to ensure the reliability ofour conclusions. A multi-niche generalization of the GNESFA would allowfor a more effective exploration of a species niche within a community inthe ecological space, and would allow for the building of habitat suitabilitymaps for several species at once.
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Appendix A: Equivalence between the two problems
of the GNESFA

In this appendix, we demonstrate that the first problem of the GNESFA:
Za1 = p1 (A.1)

pt1Rp1 = 1 (A.2)
γ1 = pt1Fp1 Max (A.3)

is equivalent to the second problem of the GNESFA:
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gt1g1 = 1 (A.4)
Zg1 = y

β1 = ytFy
ytRy Max (A.5)

We demonstrate this equivalence, with:
g1 = a1√

at1a1 (A.6)
and

a = g1√
gt1ZtRZg1 (A.7)

And finally, we prove that β1 = γ1.First, we demonstrate that if a1 is a solution to the first problem, thenthe use of equation A.6 gives the vector g1 as a solution to the second prob-lem. Note that the equation A.6 implies that the condition A.4 is fulfilled.Moreover,
β1 = gt1ZFZg1

gt1ZRZg1 = at1ZtFZa1
at1ZtRZa1 = at1ZtFZa1 = γ1

It follows that the condition A.5 is fulfilled. Consequently, if the vector
a1 is a solution to the second problem, the solution g1 to the first problemcan be found using equation A.6.Now, we prove that if g1 is a solution to the second problem, then theuse of equation A.7 gives the vector a1 as a solution to the first problem.First note that

at1ZtRZa1 = gt1ZtRZg1
gt1ZtRZg1 = 1

The condition A.1 is fulfilled. Moreover,
γ1 = at1ZtFZa1 = gt1ZtFZg1

gt1ZtRZg1 = β1
and the condition A.2 is fulfilled.This completes the demonstration: the two problems are mathemat-ically equivalent, and the relationships between the solutions of the twoproblems are described in equations A.7 and A.6. Furthermore, β1 = γ1.
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Lynx predation in a human
dominated landscape
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“In theory, there is no difference between theory and
practice. But, in practice, there is.”Jan L. A. VAN DE SNEPSCHEUT.

IN THIS LAST PART, WE FINALLY REACH THE ULTIMATE FUNCTION of the the-sis, the question that is at the origin of this work: “How can we describe
the spatial relationships between lynx, roe deer, and human?” Nowthat we know the necessary theory and tools developed in the previousParts (Parts I & II), we need some information about the system understudy, to show why it is particular in southern Norway. I will then presentthe next two chapters, with some additional elements that need to be care-fully checked before publication.

A three components system in southern Norway

There are very few systems that can be considered as closed in terrestrialecosystems. Among the exceptions, some islands present predator-freesystems of ungulate populations, and allow thus intensive studies on thefocal species. It is the case for example on the Isle of Rum (Scotland,McLoughlin et al., 2006), with a large population of red deer or on Stor-fosna Island (Norway, Andersen and Linnell, 1998) with an increasing roedeer population, both in a natural state (free range, predator-free, unhar-vested). Compared to these ideal areas, the system lynx–roe deer–humanin southern Norway is surely far from perfect, but presents indeed a fewinteresting characteristics.First of all, predator-prey relationships between lynx and roe deer arepredominant in southern Norway. Roe deer are available in most partsof southern Norway, but at very low densities (0.3 per km2, Odden et al.,2006). Despite this relative scarcity, roe deer constitutes the main part oflynx diet. Indeed, whereas around 20 species are found in the diet of lynxin Norway, roe deer represent up to 83% of ingested biomass by lynx inwinter (Odden et al., 2006). It is more contrasted in summer, while sheep(Ovis aries), when available, can constitute a consequent alternative prey,
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with up to 26% of the ingested biomass (Odden et al., 2006). Conversely,lynx are also the main predator for roe deer throughout most of theirsouthern range, with low numbers of alternate predators such as wolves(Canis lupus, Wabakken et al., 2001) or wolverines (Gulo gulo, Flagstadet al., 2004). Lynx mainly prey on adults but fawns are also commonlykilled: 68% of lynx-killed roe deer in a study conducted in the area wereadults (among which 65% of females), whereas only 32% were fawns (notethat this proportion would be much lower in terms of ingested biomass).Lynx are however not the main cause of death for roe deer fawns, sinceanother study showed that red foxes were responsible for 62% of all fawnsmortality in a neighbouring area (Panzacchi et al., 2008).On the other hand, both roe deer and lynx are heavily hunted by hu-mans. As such, humans may be regarded as top predators in the system,like would be hyenas (Crocuta crocuta) and lions (Panthera leo) comparedto cheetahs (Acinonyx jubatus) in the Serengeti (Durant, 1998). Both lynxand cheetahs are subject to intra-guild predation and present low com-petitive ability in this respect. Contrary to lynx, humans mainly harveston male roe deer (Andersen et al., 2007, reported 44% of adult males vs.28% of adult females). So far, no lynx have been reported to kill humansin Norway, and the species is not regarded as being threatening (Røskaftet al., 2003). Thus lynx are hunted as a game species, using quotas since1994. Legal hunting and poaching are by far the main causes of death:a study conducted in southern Norway reported that these were the onlycauses of mortality for yearling males and adult males and females (An-drén et al., 2006). To sum up, the system may be idealized as a threecomponent system, with humans on top, being the only cause of mortalityof lynx, together accounting for most of roe deer mortality (Melis et al.,data, see Fig. 6.7).
What shapes Eurasian lynx distribution in human dominated land-
scapes: selecting prey or avoiding people?

The next Chapter (Chapter 7) present the analysis of lynx distributionin southern Norway. In this study we examined the factors that wereresponsible for the large-scale distribution of lynx. This study actuallyraised the general concern about the spatial scale defined in terms of“extent” and “grain” (Wiens, 1989). Extent is the overall area encompassed
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Figure 6.7: Illustration of the three components system in Norway. Up-per left corner: lynx hunted by humans. Upper right corner: roe deerbucks hunted by humans. Lower left corner: a roe deer fawn killed by alynx. Lower right corner: a roe deer buck killed by a lynx. Photo credit:Scandlynx & John Linnell.
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by a study; grain is the size of the individual units of observation. In ourstudy case, the extent was thus around 100,000 km2, while the grain wasapproximately 50 km2. Extent and grain together delineate the resolutionof a study: as explained by Wiens (1989), they defined the upper and lowerlimits of resolution. Follows from this a logical rule of thumbs: we cannotdetect any process below the grain, whereas generalization beyond theextent would be at the cost of assumptions about the independence of thestudied process and the scale. It is of outermost importance that the dataused and collected correspond to the hypotheses investigated. Otherwisewe may not detect patterns at a given scale just because they were studiedat a wrong resolution (Coulson et al., 1997). We believe that in our casethe conclusions were drawn at the appropriate resolution.Large-scale data may show large imprecision due to their broad na-ture. However, they are likely to express a strong biological signal forthe same reason. In other words, the signal-to-noise ratio for large scaledata may not be so unfavourable as generally expected. On the contrary,fine-scale data allow one to investigate processes more deeply, and to testmore refined hypotheses, but at the cost of a cautious treatment of thenoise. It is not unlikely that the signal-to-noise ratio becomes weakerat finer scales. As underlined by Wiens (1989), while “fine-scale studies
may reveal greater detail about the biological mechanisms underlying
patterns”, “generalizations are more likely to emerge at broader scales.”With a large-scale approach of lynx distribution, we were able to high-light a clear trade-off between abundance of prey and avoidance of humanactivity. This trade-off is however a result of the species distribution at thisspecific scale and may thus not hold at finer scale. This should be indeedcarefully investigated in order to acknowledge the hierarchical nature oflynx habitat selection (see Chapter 1).
Predation by lynx has the greatest impact on roe deer population
growth at lower environmental productivity.

After demonstrating that lynx select areas with high prey abundance, weaddressed the question of the impact of predation (i.e. lynx) on roe deerdynamics, in the following chapter. While carnivores are expected to limitherbivore biomass, it seemed from our preliminary results that the impactof lynx was even higher than expected. As a matter of fact, in the absence
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of lynx, all roe deer populations were stable along a wide range on theproductivity gradient. In the presence of lynx, however, only in thoseareas with high productivity populations were able to sustain this additionalpredation, whereas in unproductive areas, populations were decreasing.Two concerns should be addressed on this preliminary study. First,we used relatively high correlated variables in our regression model. Forinstance, there was a positive correlation between annual net primary pro-ductivity and mean annual temperature (rp = 0 57, df = 176, t = 9 292, P <0.001). The multicollinearity between environmental variables may be mis-leading and lead to confounding results (Graham, 2003). Two approachescould be developed to circumvent the problem. First, we might perform aPCA on the whole set of environmental variables (3 climatic variables and 3phenology variables, all highly correlated) in order to extract uncorrelatedaxes with most of the variance for the regression (Graham, 2003). Thisapproach seems quite promising and the preliminary results showed astrong effect of lynx, as well as an interaction between environmental con-ditions (scores of the PCA) and lynx presence. Another approach wouldbe to reduce the data set to temperature and productivity only (in order toimprove the interpretation), and regress one on the other (Graham, 2003).As we are mainly interested in environmental productivity, we could useproductivity and the residuals from temperature.The second issue follows from the data we used. The trends in roe deergrowth rate were estimated using hunting statistics from every municipal-ity. We assumed for the analysis that these statistics reflects actual changesin the population’s abundance (see details in the text). However, we couldexpect a direct effect of hunting on the dynamics of these populations: if ahigh number of roe deer is harvested one year, it is likely that the harvestthe year after will be reduced. This possible occurrence of density depen-dence may be handled by different means (Freckleton et al., 2006). Forexample, let us assume that the number of roe deer harvested at the year
t is given by Nt . We might expect a negative relationship between Nt+1and Nt (that is: a year with a high harvest is followed by a year with a lowharvest, see Fig. 6.8). A covariance analysis with all municipality togetherwould assess a common trend (common slope), and we could thus removethis trend and use the residuals by municipality instead in the regressionmodel.
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Nt

Nt+1

Figure 6.8: A proposition to correct for a possible hunting effect. Becausehunting has a direct impact on roe deer numbers, we would expect anegative relationship, per municipality, between two successive years. Acovariance analysis might remove the common trend, if needed. Heredark points and empty points represent two different municipalities.
However, these two concerns need further developments and valida-tion before being used. Unfortunately, I ran out of time before finalizingthe analyses. Consequently the results presented in Chapter 8 should beconsidered cautiously.
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“There’s another way to phrase that and that is that the
absence of evidence is not the evidence of absence. It is

basically saying the same thing in a different way. Simply
because you do not have evidence that something does exist
does not mean that you have evidence that it doesn’t exist.”Donald RUMSFELD.

AbstractIn the multi-use landscape of southern Norway, the distributionof lynx Lynx lynx is likely to be determined both by the availabilityof their favoured prey —the roe deer Capreolus capreolus— andthe presence of humans because hunter harvest of lynx is used as atool to manage conflicts with depredation on livestock. We describedthe distribution of the reproductive part of the lynx population basedon snow-track observations of females with dependent kittens col-lected over 10 years (1997–2006) in southern Norway. We used theEcological-Niche Factor Analysis to examine how lynx distributionwas influenced by roe deer, human activity, habitat type, environmen-tal productivity and elevation. Our first prediction that lynx should befound in areas of relatively high roe deer abundance was supported.However, our second prediction that lynx should avoid human ac-tivity was rejected, and lynx instead occupied areas more disturbedthan available. Finally, our third prediction of a trade-off betweenabundance of prey and avoidance of human activity was supported.While roe deer benefit to a large extent from current human landuse practices, allowing them to escape predation from lynx, the sit-uation seems not so favourable for the predators who are restrictedin competition refuges at medium to low prey density. At the sametime, lynx are very efficient predators and can survive on numerousalternative prey species. Management plans for the conservation ofthe lynx should therefore focus primarily on regulating lynx hunting(both legal and poaching) to ensure that the most favourable part ofthe habitat are freely available.
Keywords: attractive sink, competition refuge, Ecological-Niche Fac-tor Analysis, Eurasian lynx, habitat selection, human activity, roe deer

7.1 IntroductionLARGE MAMMALIAN CARNIVORES typically occupy the upper trophic levelin terrestrial ecosystems. They often have a keystone role, as theyare strongly interactive species. Their absence usually coincides withmarked changes in structure and composition, resilience to disturbance,or species diversity of ecosystems (Jędrzejewska and Jędrzejewski, 2005;
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Soulé et al., 2005). Large carnivores also cause severe conflicts with hu-man interests, through competition for prey and depredation on livestock,which in the past often led to extermination campaigns that have seriouslyreduced their distribution and numbers (Breitenmoser, 1998). In the ab-sence of large carnivores, humans have usurped the role of top-predator,in addition to modifying the original habitat through conversion and infras-tructure development. The last three decades have seen a global reversalof carnivore policy with the passing of conservation legislation. As a result,and through both natural expansion and reintroduction, a widespread in-crease in the abundance and distribution of large carnivores is currentlytaking place in most European countries. However, after a long periodof continuous human development, the landscape which large carnivoresare returning to is very different from the landscape they left one ortwo centuries ago. There has been much debate about both the ability oflarge carnivores to persist in human dominated landscapes (Woodroffe,2000; Linnell et al., 2001b) and the ecological role that they will play inthese new, highly modified ecosystems (Linnell et al., 2005). For instanceWoodroffe (2000) found a positive relationship between historical patternsof large carnivore extinction probability and human population density.However, in the presence of favourable legislation, large carnivores canusually recover much of their past range despite the presence of highhuman densities (Linnell et al., 2001b).
Eurasian lynx Lynx lynx in Norway have followed the general tem-poral pattern of large carnivore abundance and distribution in Europe.Subject to a state sponsored bounty program from 1846, they were nearlyexterminated by the mid 20th century, persisting in one or two remnantpopulations in southeastern and central Norway. However, under increas-ingly restrictive hunting legislation lynx expanded during the late 20thcentury and are now widespread throughout the whole country with theexception of the southwest. In response to conflicts with sheep farmers(depredation on domestic sheep; Odden et al., 2002) and hunters (compe-tition for game species; Odden et al., 2006), Norwegian lynx populationsare managed as a game species and objectives have been set for limitingtheir density and distribution (Ministry of the Environment, 2004). Whenplanning for the conservation of large carnivores in human-dominatedlandscapes, one needs reliable information about their range of habitat tol-
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erance (Linnell et al., 2005). Lynx habitat tolerance is likely to be shaped bytwo main factors: access to food and mortality risk. In Europe, the majorprey item for Eurasian lynx are roe deer (Odden et al., 2006), althoughthey can survive on alternative prey such as hares Lepus sp., tetraonidsand other small ungulates. In most cases, lynx mortality is human-caused(hunting, poaching, vehicle collisions; Andrén et al., 2006), and lynx, espe-cially for females with kitten, avoid human-dominated areas (Bunnefeldet al., 2006). However, high roe deer densities often occur in fragmentedand disturbed areas associated with high human activity. Lynx may thushave to balance selection for prey density against mortality risk from hu-mans. Habitat selection should then reflect the response of animals to thetrade-off between food and mortality.
Previous studies at the landscape scale have focused on modelling lynxtolerance to habitat fragmentation and human infrastructure in Centraland Eastern Europe. In historical areas of lynx presence (e.g. Niedzi-ałkowska et al., 2006), the habitat of native lynx populations was character-ized by a higher proportion of forest and a lower fragmentation than ob-served nowadays. Conversely, lynx occurrence was negatively associatedwith human settlements and transportation infrastructure. Zimmermannand Breitenmoser (2002) provided support for the importance of forest androads from a reintroduced population in Switzerland. However, the mainfactors were here elevation and slope, which were likely to include boththe presence of forest and roads as a result of human activities in this area.Guisan and Zimmermann (2000) stated that such models should only beapplied to regions and situations similar to those where the basic data wereoriginally gathered. Schadt et al. (2002) however extended these findingsto design a Germany-wide conservation plan, and found that the criticalfactor was the connectivity of forested and non-forested semi-natural ar-eas. Using the natural recovery of lynx in southern Norway, where boththe level of fragmentation and the degree of human infrastructure devel-opment are much lower than elsewhere in Europe, we aimed to assesshow lynx distribution at the population scale (i.e. southern Norway) relatesto a range of environmental characteristics including an index of preyabundance, different habitat types, and human impact using recent devel-opments of the Ecological-Niche Factor Analysis approach (ENFA, Basilleet al., 2008). We expected that (1) lynx should select areas with high prey
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availability and therefore the habitat of the lynx should be associated withrelatively high roe deer availability; (2) lynx should avoid areas of high hu-man activity and therefore the habitat of lynx should be associated with arelatively low level of human activity; (3) as roe deer abundance and humanactivities should co-vary positively to some extent because roe deer takeadvantages of human transformation of the landscape, lynx should tradesearching for food for avoiding humans, so that some optimal combinationbetween roe deer availability and human disturbance should occur.
7.2 Material and methods

7.2.1 Study area

The study took place in southern Norway, between approximately 58◦Nand 63◦N (Fig. 7.1). The study area (c. 100,000 km2) was defined as the 8southern counties with a permanent lynx presence and where roe deer arethe main prey. We did not include the county of Oslo that is too denselypopulated to provide reliable estimates of both lynx and roe deer.The study area covers a gradient from highlands covered with alpinetundra in the northwest to lowlands covered with a matrix of boreal forestand farmland in the southeast. The proportion of forest that has beenconverted to farmland or given over to human infrastructure increasesclose to the coast.
7.2.2 Lynx distribution data

Since 1996, lynx have been monitored using a standard methodology basedon non-replicated counts of family group (i.e. a female with dependentyoung of the year). Records of tracks in the snow (see Fig. 7.2) are collectedby hunters, game wardens and the public, and checked by game wardens(Linnell et al., 2007). Outside the mating season (late March and April),observations of 2 or more lynx together are attributed to a family group.We used these data to measure lynx distribution: the occurrence of afamily group indicates that lynx are resident in the area. We pooled 10years of data, from 1997 to 2006 (911 observations).As adult females lynx are territorial (Breitenmoser et al., 1993), severalobservations in the same pixel from one year are likely to be from thesame female. We therefore used as an index of distribution the number of
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Figure 7.1: The study area situated in southern Norway. Family groupobservations are represented by white dots. Elevation is represented bythe gray scale.
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Figure 7.2: Records of lynx tracks in the snow in southern Norway. Photocredit: Lars Gangås / Scandlynx
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Name DescriptionAgri Proportion of agricultural areasAlpine Proportion of alpine areasBare Proportion of bare groundDEM Mean elevationDEMslope Mean slopeDEMstd Standard deviation of the elevationForest Proportion of forestHuman Mean value of human densityNDVIderived Derived of the annual NDVI-curve in springNDVIint Integrated NDVI between spring and autumnNVDIpeak Peak of the annual NDVI-curveNDVIspring The week number in spring when NDVI-valuesreach levels corresponding to leaf burst on birchPublR Total length (km) of public roads (paved roads, rang-ing from municipality roads to national highways)per km2PrivR Total length (km) of private roads (roads in connec-tion to farming and logging or some recreationalresorts) per km2Roe Mean number of roe deer shoot by legal huntingfrom 1997 to 2005Simpson Simpson’s index of habitat type diversityUrban Proportion of urban areas
Table 7.1: Environmental variables used in the analysis. See details in thetext.
years of monitoring during which lynx reproduction was observed withina given pixel. Thus, the distribution variable varied from 0 (pixels withno observation of lynx during the ten years) to 10 (pixels with at least 1observation of a family group every year).
7.2.3 Environmental variables

A range of environmental variables were used as potential habitat vari-ables. We included information on habitat type, elevation and environmen-tal productivity, as well as roe deer density and human activity (Table 7.1,see below).
Environmental phenology derived from NDVI. The Normalised Differ-ence Vegetation Index is an index based on the difference in re-
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flectance between the red and near-infrared wavelengths. NDVI isclosely related to photosynthetic activity and plant productivity (Reedet al., 1994). Thus, by using annual curves of NDVI for a specific area,it is possible to calculate several indices that can be interpreted as thechange in plant productivity, or environmental phenology, throughthe year (Pettorelli et al., 2005). We used the GIMMS-dataset 1982–2002 to calculate four parameters of environmental phenology: Theonset of spring measured as the date when the green-up of the veg-etation starts, the derived NDVI corresponding to the rate of changein NDVI at this date, the peak value representing the highest NDVI-value reached during the season, and the integrated NDVI calculatedas the sum of NDVI-values throughout the growing season. TheNDVI dataset we used in this study had a spatial resolution of ap-proximately 7×7 km (Karlsen et al., 2006), and this resolution there-fore determined the spatial resolution of our analyses, henceforthreferred to as the grand pixel resolution. The GIMMS dataset wasavailable from summer 1981–2003 (Tucker et al., 2005). To avoidcalibration problems, we used the GIMMS dataseries only based onaverage phenological values. We justify the use of environmentalphenology covering only 60% of our study period (1997–2006) withthe rather small change in climatic conditions during the study pe-riod.
Habitat type. We used the habitat typology based on the Global LandCover 2000 database (Bartholomé et al., 2002). This dataset has aspatial resolution of approximately 1×1 km in our study area andconsists of 23 different habitats types. We redistributed these habitatstypes into five main classes: Urban areas, agricultural areas, forest,alpine tundra, and bare rock-gravel. We then calculated the propor-tion of each of these classes per grand pixel (7×7 km). Based onthe composition of habitat types inside each grand pixel, we calcu-lated the Simpson’s index of diversity as L =∑S

i=1 p2
i , where pi is theproportion of habitat type i inside the grand pixel. This index goesfrom low values when there are many different habitat types in lowproportion, to high values when there are a few dominating habitattypes.
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Elevation measures. The elevation data were obtained from the Norwe-gian Mapping Authority as a raster digital elevation model (DEM)with a spatial resolution of 100×100 m. We then calculated, for eachgrand pixel, the mean elevation and slope, as well as the standarddeviation in elevations in order to get a measure of the variationwithin each grand pixel.
Measure of roe deer abundance. An index of roe deer abundance wascalculated from the Norwegian hunting statistics on a municipalitybasis (Herfindal et al., 2005). The data from 1997 to 2005 were aver-aged to match the data of lynx family group. All but 3 municipalities(N = 157) had data for at least 7 years. For the three missing munici-palities, we used the mean of roe deer abundance of the neighboringmunicipalities.
Human impact. We measured human impact as road density and humandensity. Data on road density were obtained from the NorwegianMapping Authority. Road density was calculated as the total lengthof roads (km) within each grand pixel for private and public roadsseparately. The human density map was obtained from StatisticsNorway (Takle, 2002), and corresponded to the number of inhabitantsper square kilometre, with a spatial resolution of 1×1 km. Such datawere re-sampled to the grand pixels by summarising the values ofthe 1× km pixels within each grand pixel.
7.2.4 Habitat selection

We had data on observations of lynx throughout the study area, based ona presence-only design (Pearce and Boyce, 2006). The Ecological-NicheFactor Analysis (ENFA; Hirzel et al., 2002a) is a factorial analysis designedfor presence-only data that summarizes the habitat selection into two com-ponents, the marginality and the specialization, to distinguish the habitatused from the availability. The marginality measures the position of thehabitat within the environment (i.e. deviation of the average conditions inthe habitat used from the average conditions available in the environment).The specialization measures the dispersion of the habitat within the avail-able environment (i.e. tolerance of the species according to characteristicsof its environment). The ENFA is like a Principal Component Analysis
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(PCA); however, it is based on two components with well-defined a prioribiological meaning to assess the position of the habitat within the environ-ment. Using the ENFA we first extracted one axis of marginality, followedby several uncorrelated axes of specialization which successively accountfor the maximum of the specialization until the number of initial variableshave been exhausted. The number of axes of specialization to keep wasdefined using the broken-stick method (Jackson, 1993). The ENFA can beused to build factorial maps of the habitat (Basille et al., 2008) with a projec-tion of the environmental variables on the marginality and specializationaxes. Such factorial maps provide an optimal (in terms of distinction be-tween marginality and specialization) and undistorted representation of thehabitat within the environment. A Monte-Carlo procedure was used to as-sess the significance of both marginality and specialization axes. The samenumber of localisations as observed ware randomly distributed 1,000 timesover the study area and an ENFA was run at each step. A comparison ofthe 1,000 sets of marginality and first eigenvalues of specialization with theobserved values provides the significance of each component, expressedas the proportion of random values higher than the observed value.
The ENFA is an exploratory tool that allows identifying the variablesresponsible for the position and the shape of the habitat. These analysesallowed us to test our two first predictions. For the last prediction, weconfronted lynx space use, roe deer abundance and human-related vari-ables. This was done in two steps, first from a lynx perspective and secondfrom a roe deer perspective. To test the use of roe deer abundance andhuman-related variables by the lynx over their whole range, we dividedeach of the variables into a few classes in order to get approximately equalnumbers of pixels in each, and no empty classes. Roe deer abundance andpublic road density were square root transformed, and human densitywas log-transformed to get approximately equal bin sizes. When the ra-tios of density of used pixels over density of available pixels per class wasgreater than 1, the class was more used than expected by chance (selec-tion), whereas when it was less than 1, the class was less used than expectedby chance (avoidance). We then created 1,000 random distributions withthe same number of used pixels and constrained by the observed availabledistribution per class. At each step, we again computed the ratios so thatwe obtained a distribution of 1,000 random ratios. The comparison of the
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observed value to the 95% confidence interval of the random distributiongave us an assessment of the significance of the selection for each class.Finally, to assess the relationship between roe deer abundance andhuman-related variables, we fitted a generalized linear model with a nega-tive binomial error and a log link function to handle overdispersed countdata (Ver Hoef and Boveng, 2007). The roe deer abundance at the munici-pality level was the response variable with the human-related variables asexplanatory variable, and the municipality area as offset variable (Venablesand Ripley, 2002). We tested the influence of the different explanatory vari-ables using likelihood ratio tests. We computed Monte-Carlo simulation toderive confidence intervals of the conditional mean and the optimal value.All statistical analyses were conducted using R 2.4 (R DevelopmentCore Team, 2008) and the R-package “adehabitat” (Calenge, 2006).
7.3 Results

Using the ENFA we found a clear structure in the selection of the habitatby lynx (Fig. 7.3); both marginality and specialization were highly signif-icant (P < 0.001). The specialization was very strong on the first axisof specialization (variance ratio of 8.9, which means that the used habitatwas almost 9 times narrower compared to what was available), and to alesser extent on the following three axes (variance ratios of 4.8, 3.5 and2.7 respectively), which were retained from our analysis (Fig. 7.3A). Theposition of the used habitat was clearly distinct from the available habitaton the scatterplot (Fig. 7.3A) enabling us to interpret the correlations of thevariables with the axes of the analysis (Table 7.2). Using the marginalityaxis we identified the preferred habitat of the lynx as including a higherintegrated NDVI, a higher NDVI peak value, a larger proportion of forest,a higher Simpson’s index, a lower proportion of alpine areas, an earlieronset of spring and a lower elevation than what was available on average,with absolute values of correlations ranging from 0.75 to 0.87 (Table 7.2;Fig. 7.3B). The habitat of lynx also included higher roe deer abundancethan what was generally available (correlation of 0.37), therefore validat-ing our first prediction. However, contrary to our second prediction, thedensity of private and public roads were positively associated with the lynxdistribution (correlations of 0.68 and 0.35, respectively). Only agricultural
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Figure 7.3: Results of the ENFA. (A) Display of the habitat in the planeformed by the marginality axis (x axis) and the first specialization axis (yaxis). The grey squares represent the available pixels, whereas the blacksquares represent the used pixels, with a side proportional to the frequencyof lynx observations. This graph shows both the position and the shape oflynx habitat within the environment. The lower-right insert presents theeigenvalues of specialization from the analysis. (. . . )
areas seemed to be slightly avoided in comparison to what was availableon average (correlation of -0.05). A strong specialization of lynx on theproportion of urban areas and human density on the second specializa-tion axis (correlations of -0.77 and -0.38, respectively, Table 7.2; Fig. 7.3C),however, indicated that lynx distribution was negatively influenced by bothextremely low and extremely high values of human occupancy. Note thatthe high specialization on the first axis against the proportion of bareground (correlation of -0.92, Fig. 7.3B) simply meant that lynx were al-most never found at medium to high proportion of bare ground and weretherefore strongly restricted on areas with a very small proportion of bareground.Additionally, there was a marked selection of areas characterized byintermediate values of roe deer abundance, whereas areas with very lowor very high abundance were used less than expected (Fig. 7.4A). Thesame pattern also occurred for the public road density (with an optimumbetween 0.39 and 0.6 km of roads per km2, Fig. 7.4B) and human den-sity (with an optimum between 2.3 and 6.5 inhabitants per km2, Fig. 7.4C),therefore lending strong support for our third prediction. Lynx used ar-
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Figure 7.3: Results of the ENFA (continued). (B) Graph of the correlationsbetween the environmental variables and the marginality axis (x axis) andthe first specialization axis (y axis). The projection of the arrows on theaxes give the contribution of each variable to the definition of the axes.Compared to the horizontal axis, long arrows towards the right (respec-tively the left) indicate that the habitat is characterized by high (respectivelylow) values on these variables. Compared to the vertical axis, long arrowsindicate that the habitat is restricted on some characteristics of the variable,regardless to the direction (the sign of the specialization is not important).(C) Graph of the correlations between the environmental variables and themarginality axis (x axis) and the second specialization axis (y axis).
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Name Mar Spe1 Spe2Agri -0.050 0.026 0.173Alpine -0.874 -0.139 0.184Bare -0.555 -0.922 0.084DEM -0.796 -0.100 0.095DEMslope -0.167 -0.205 0.013DEMstd -0.215 -0.180 0.013Forest 0.751 0.268 -0.099Human 0.090 -0.022 -0.378NDVIderived 0.222 0.205 -0.046NDVIint 0.848 0.214 -0.096NDVIpeak 0.775 0.280 -0.109NDVIspring -0.804 -0.204 0.052PublR 0.348 -0.014 -0.131PrivR 0.683 0.107 -0.045Roe 0.366 -0.011 -0.025Simpson 0.766 0.195 0.005Urban 0.018 -0.026 -0.767
Table 7.2: Correlations of the environmental variables with the axes ofthe ENFA, given for the marginality axis (Mar) and the first two axes ofspecialization (respectively Spe1 and Spe2).

eas with lowest and highest roe deer abundance and human disturbanceless than expected, whereas areas with intermediate values were selectedfor, indicating that a trade-off occurred between these two variables. Thistrade-off was furthermore supported by similar findings for roe deer, withhowever higher optima. Indeed, roe deer abundance was strongly relatedto both public road density and human density, both simple and quadraticterms being highly significant in both cases (χ2
Roads = 1941.6, df = 1,

p < 0.001; χ2
Roads2 = 490.9, df = 1, p < 0.001; χ2

Human = 1474.6, df = 1,
p < 0.001; χ2

Human2 = 369.6, df = 1, p < 0.001). There was an optimum of1 km of public roads per km2 (with 95% confidence interval ranging from0.97 to 1.02, Fig. 7.5A), and an optimum of 136 inhabitants per km2 (with95% confidence interval ranging from 115 to 163, Fig. 7.5B), both optimabeing higher than for lynx (about twice and 30 times, respectively).
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Figure 7.4: Ratios of density of used pixels over density of available pixelsfor different environmental variables. The observed ratio is representedby a thick line and should be compared to the random distribution withits 95% confidence interval in grey. The horizontal line at y = 1 indicatesa null selection. (a) Roe deer abundance. (b) Public road density (c) Hu-man density. For reading convenience, the x axis has been square roottransformed for (a) and (b) and log-transformed for (c).
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Figure 7.5: Lynx selection ratios (thick lines) and roe deer abundance(dashed lines) for (a) public road density, and (b) human density. For roedeer abundance, 95% confidence intervals of the predictions are provided.The grey bins indicate lynx and roe deer optima. The x axis has been trans-formed prior the analysis to match the scale transformation of Fig. 7.4, i.e.with a square root function for (a) and a log function for (b).
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7.4 Discussion

We found that (1) lynx were found in areas with a higher roe deer densitythan generally available in the study area, therefore validating our firstprediction; (2) lynx occupied areas with more human activity (relatively toroads primarily) than generally available, therefore rejecting our secondprediction; (3) there was a clear trade-off in lynx habitat selection so that anoptimal combination of intermediate roe deer abundance and intermediatehuman disturbance occurred.The distribution range of lynx in southern Norway is characterizedby a high proportion of forests, which correspond to productive areaswith an early green-up of the vegetation and a low elevation, and by arelatively high roe deer abundance. This supports previous studies inPoland (Niedziałkowska et al., 2006), in Switzerland (Zimmermann andBreitenmoser, 2002) and in France (Basille et al., 2008). Forest can indeedbe considered as the main habitat for lynx, with roe deer as the main preyspecies.On the other hand, lynx habitat was characterized by very low valuesof proportion of bare ground and alpine tundra. This selection againstmountainous areas is potentially a side effect of the absence of a suitablemain prey species at high elevation in Norway. For instance, in the Alps ofcentral Europe, chamois Rupicapra rupicapra can constitute a significantproportion of lynx diet (up to 22% of lynx kills) with a higher preferenceof lynx to prey upon this species (e.g. Molinari-Jobin et al., 2004).Contrary to our second prediction, lynx were found in areas withslightly more human activity than generally available. Such findings sup-port previous results reported by Bunnefeld et al. (2006) who found thateven if their mortality risk is higher close to roads, houses and fields, lynxare attracted by human-dominated areas. Additionally, lynx could toler-ate human activity provided that there is a high density of forested areas(Sunde et al., 1998). Family group data are collected by hunters, gamewardens and the public, and are therefore potentially influenced by theaccessibility. If this was the case in our study, we would have expectedto find more signs of lynx presence in areas close to roads and the re-sults would have been biased towards areas of high disturbance. However,there was a minimum effort in the sampling with 1,819 transects (3 km
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long) distributed among the different counties. For instance, 80% of thecollared lynx were detected during 2 trials in Hedmark (16 collared lynx),among which all females with kittens were detected (Odden et al., 2001).Additionally, females with young take less risk than males and femaleswithout young, and stay further from human activities (Bunnefeld et al.,2006). If there is a bias in our data set, it should be towards less disturbedareas, therefore reinforcing our findings regarding to human impact.Finally, lynx avoided areas with the highest human and road densities,which matched closely with an avoidance of the highest roe deer abun-dance. At the same time, roe deer in Norway are well known to occurin fragmented and disturbed areas (Mysterud, 1999). Indeed, in our studyarea, roe deer abundance positively correlated with human density androads density up to very high thresholds. Concerning road density, theoptimum for roe deer was about twice higher than for lynx (correspondingto 0.4–0.6 and 1 km of roads per km2 for lynx and roe deer, respectively).Even more important, the human density optimum was about 30 timeshigher for roe deer than for lynx (corresponding to 2.3–6.5 and 136 in-habitants per km2 for lynx and roe deer, respectively). Roe deer weretherefore much more tolerant to human disturbance than lynx, and couldtherefore sustain themselves in most converted areas. These results sup-ported our third prediction and suggest that some areas used by lynx couldact like “attractive sinks” (sensu Delibes et al., 2001); attractive due to thepresence of abundant roe deer, but sinks because of mortality risks causedby the proximity of people. Despite these mortality risks, maladaptive be-haviors tend to the selection of these areas where the species is unableto replace itself without immigration. While the lynx population is stillexpanding in southern Norway, such attractive sinks could lead to localextinction. However, lynx seemed to select against these risky areas andtherefore perceive them as unsuitable. Further analyses are needed onthe exact locations where lynx are killed to test this hypothesis. From aprey perspective, we can also question whether roe deer are associatedwith humans as a way to escape lynx predation.Optimal Foraging Theory (Stephens and Krebs, 1986) predicts that an-imals should balance both energy intake and predation risk, which oftengrow concurrently (Houston et al., 1993), leading to a necessary trade-off.Whereas the theory is well developed for herbivores, with a particular em-
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phasis on modelling (e.g. Lima and Bednekoff, 1999), there has been littleempirical evidence of this mechanism for large carnivores. Cheetahs Aci-
nonyx jubatus in Africa have low competitive ability compared with theirprincipal competitors, hyenas and lions, which are directly responsible fortheir low density (Durant, 1998). In response to that, cheetahs activelyavoid lions and hyenas, and are therefore restricted in areas with lowerprey density, which become “competition refuges” (Durant, 2000). Our re-sults suggest that the same mechanism could occur in southern Norwaywhere lynx face competition with humans. In this context, their low “com-petitive” ability compared with humans created both “competition” refugesat low to moderate roe deer density and potential attractive sinks at highprey density.
7.4.1 Conclusion

Lynx and roe deer share a common pattern of response to human dis-turbance. However, while roe deer benefit to a large extent from currenthuman land use practices, potentially allowing them to escape predationfrom lynx, the situation seems not so favourable for the predators who arerestricted in competition refuges at medium to low prey density. At thesame time, lynx are very efficient predators even at low prey density andin addition can survive on numerous alternative prey species. Manage-ment plans for the conservation of lynx should therefore focus primarilyon regulating lynx hunting (both legal and poaching) to ensure that themost favourable part of the habitat are freely available.
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“A new statistic proves that 73% of all statistics are pure
inventions.”J.J.A. WEBER.

8.1 IntroductionFOR DECADES ECOLOGISTS HAVE DEBATED the relative importance of top-down and bottom-up forces in structuring populations and ecosys-tems (e.g. Murdoch, 1966; Ehrlich and Birch, 1967; Hunter and Price,1992). Various studies conducted on a wide range of species in a vari-ety of environments have produced a range of conflicting results, whichsupport both mechanisms. In an attempt to unify the existing data, Oksa-nen et al. (1981) developed the exploitation ecosystems hypothesis (EEH),which combines these two views, predicting that the relative strength oftop-down and bottom-up limitation will vary along productivity gradients.For instance, in a two-links system (i.e. a system with plants and herbi-vores), the EEH predicts that an increasing productivity would result in anincreasing herbivore biomass which would regulate plant biomass at a sta-ble level. In a three-links system (i.e. with the presence of carnivores), theEEH indicates that increasing productivity would result in an increasingcarnivores biomass (up to a given threshold) that would limit herbivorebiomass at a stable level. This in turn would result into an increasing plantbiomass, no longer limited by herbivores (Oksanen et al., 1981; Oksanenand Oksanen, 2000). While some studies have found support for variouscomponents of the EEH (e.g. Crête, 1999; Aunapuu et al., 2008; Bråthenet al., 2007) others have found contradictory results (Kuijper and Bakker,2005). Regardless of whether the EEH in its present form is correct, it hashelped to structure the debate and inspired research to examine how theeffect of predation varies with productivity (Meserve et al., 2003).For example, a recent longitudinal study from Białowieża PrimevalForest (Poland) (Jędrzejewska and Jędrzejewski, 2005) suggested that pre-dation exerted a stronger effect on ungulate populations when climate wasmost unfavourable and ungulates occurred at lowest densities. This resultimplies that in harsh conditions predation can not only limit (sensu Sin-clair, 1989) herbivore biomass as predicted by the EEH but even cause a
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decrease in the herbivore biomass that would be sustained by the biomassof vegetation. In order to contribute to the ongoing discussion about therelationship between on one hand environmental productivity and on theother hand top-down and bottom-up processes, we have conducted thepresent study to investigate if it is possible to observe an effect of preda-tion on wild ungulates from a recovering population of a large carnivore,and to determine how this effect varies along a productivity gradient, usingEurasian lynx Lynx lynx L. and European roe deer Capreolus capreolusL. in Norway as a case study.The European roe deer is a widespread small ungulate that has suc-cessfully recolonised Norway during the 20th century (Andersen et al.,1998, 2004). Roe deer in Norway are mainly subjected to predation byEurasian lynx, red foxes Vulpes vulpes L., wolves Canis lupus L., and tohunter harvest. In addition to predation, other important factors known toshaping their distribution and dynamics are climate (e.g. Danilkin, 1989;Grøtan et al., 2005, see Fig. 8.1) and productivity of vegetation (e.g. Pettorelliet al., 2006).Lynx in Norway have followed the general pattern of large carnivoreabundance and distribution in Europe (Linnell et al., ress). After beingalmost exterminated by the mid 20th century as consequence of a spon-sored bounty program that started in 1846, they persisted in two remnantpopulations in south-eastern and central Norway. However, as a result of arestrictive hunting legislation lynx expanded during the late 20th centuryand are now present throughout the whole country with the exception ofthe south-west. As a consequence of conflicts with humans because ofdepredation on domestic sheep (Odden et al., 2002), semi-domestic rein-deer (Pedersen et al., 1999) and competition for game species (Odden et al.,2006), Norwegian lynx populations are managed as a game species withthe aim of limiting their density and distribution (Ministry of the Environ-ment, 2004). The result has been a considerable debate about the impact oflynx populations on roe deer populations, and the extent to which huntersmust adjust their hunting quotas. Determining the extent of this impactis important in both a management context and as a step in understand-ing predator-prey interactions. Our goal in this study has been to avail ofexisting monitoring data from both lynx and roe deer to dexamine howpopulation trends of roe deer are influenced by presence of reproductive
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Figure 8.1: Roe deer in the snow in Norway. Photo credit: Svein Ulvund.
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lynx while controlling for the effects of climate, environmental productivityand roe deer density. Accordingly, based on existing literature, we formu-lated and tested the following predictions: 1) roe deer population growthrate varies along a gradient of climatic and vegetation productivity; 2) thetrend in roe deer populations is negatively influenced by the presence ofreproductive lynx, 3) the effect of lynx presence on population trend isgreater in areas of low environmental productivity and / or areas of lowroe deer density.
8.2 Materials and methods

8.2.1 Roe deer data

Roe deer are present in the whole southern part of Norway between 58◦Nand 65◦N, with the exception of western areas (Fig. 8.2). The number ofroe deer harvested annually in each municipality (H. Brøseth, pers. comm.)was divided by the square km of suitable area (i.e. excluding open waterand alpine areas) and was used as an index of roe deer density. Thistype of index has been previously used for roe deer in Norway (Herfindalet al., 2005; Mysterud and Østbye, 2006) and its validity for some part ofthe study areas has been controlled by means of other indices (Grøtanet al., 2005; Mysterud and Østbye, 2006). The hunting success of roe deerin Norway is low (Mysterud and Østbye, 2006), during the years 1995-2002 only 33% (±17.6%) of quotas were filled on average in Norway (n =1883), therefore the numbers of harvested roe deer are likely to reflectchanges in population abundance rather than being artefacts of quotas(Grøtan et al., 2005; Mysterud and Østbye, 2006). We conducted our analysison the population growth rate of roe deer instead than on roe deer densitybecause we believed that the growth rate as calculated by hunting statisticswould be more consistent throughout the country, independently frompossible local differences in hunting effort. Moreover, we wanted to detectthe impact of lynx after its reestablishment in many areas of southernNorway during the last decade and average roe deer density was morelikely to be shaped by the underlying environmental conditions beforelynx recolonisation. The population growth rate of roe deer between theyears 1997–2005 was calculated for each municipality by fitting a linearregression to the log of the density index over the years, and then by
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Figure 8.2: Roe deer growth rate between 1997-2005 in 178 municipalitiesin Norway, white = no data.
computing the exponential of the slope of that curve (n = 178) (Royama,1992).
8.2.2 Lynx data

Data on the presence of reproductive lynx in each municipality are avail-able since 1996 based on non-replicated counts of family groups (i.e. afemale with dependent young of the year) and records of tracks in thesnow collected by hunters, game wardens and the public, and checkedby game wardens (Linnell et al., 2007) within the framework of a nationallarge carnivore monitoring program. We used these data to obtain a indexof the presence of absence of a resident lynx population based on absence(no reproductive lynx were present during any of the 9 years of the study)vs. presence (the municipality hosted a reproductive lynx at least in oneyear between 1997–2005) of reproductive lynx. On the 178 municipalities,70 were categorized with lynx absence and 108 with lynx presence.
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8.2.3 Environmental data

Climatic data (annual temperature, length of the growing season and tem-perature of the growing season) were obtained by Norwegian Meteoro-logical Institute on a municipality base as normal for the years 1961–1991.Variables describing the plant phenology were extracted from the annualNDVI-curves based on the Global Inventory Monitoring and Modelling Sys-tem (GIMMS) dataset (Karlsen et al., 2006). The GIMMS dataset consist ofthe maximum values of NDVI for 15-day periods with a spatial resolutionof approximately 8 × 8 km2, covering the world and available from 1982until the present (Karlsen et al., 2006). The NDVI is based on the relation-ship between reflected red and near-infrared radiation from the ground.NDVI is closely related with the photosynthetic activity, plant biomass andnet primary productivity (Myneni et al., 1995). The GIMMS dataset allowsthe calculation of annual NDVI-curves and the extraction of variables thatdescribe the annual plant phenology (Pettorelli et al., 2005, 2006; Garelet al., 2006; Herfindal et al., 2006b). Plant phenology variables were cal-culated for each pixel in the GIMMS and averaged annually within eachmunicipality for the years 1997–2002, excluding pixels representing largeareas of open water and alpine areas. The fact that plant phenology datacover only two thirds of our study period (1997–2005) is justified by therather small changes in climatic conditions during the study period.Since plant phenology and climatic variables were highly intercorre-lated (rp > 0.8 in each group) we chose to use one for each group asexplanatory variable in our model, based on their biological meaning andon their Pearson correlation coefficient in order to reduce multicollinear-ity (Graham, 2003). We therefore retained in our dataset integrated NDVI(annual net primary productivity) and mean annual temperature.
8.2.4 Statistical analyses

We used multiple linear regression to analyze the relationship betweenroe deer population growth rate, mean annual temperature, annual netprimary productivity, the presence of reproductive lynx, an index of roedeer density (n harvested roe deer / km2 excluding unsuitable areas) andthe interactions between roe deer density and lynx presence and betweenannual net primary productivity and lynx presence. For this purpose, the
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data on density were log-transformed to improve normality and reduceskewness. We used AICc (Akaike Information Criterion corrected forsmall sample sizes, Burnham and Anderson, 2002) to select the most par-simonious model. To investigate for lack of spatial independence thatcould possibly lead to a Type I error (Legendre, 1993), a Moran test wasperformed on the residuals of the best model as selected by AICc. Sincethe test was significant for positive spatial correlation, a spatial simulta-neous autoregressive model based on generalized least squares methodwas run as suggested by Diniz-Filho et al. (2003) and the estimates werecompared to the ones of the ordinary least squares model. However, sincethe estimates of the two models were highly correlated (see Results) andthe P-values were very consistent, we retained the ordinary least squaresmodel according to the principle of parsimony. The analyses were con-ducted using R 2.6.2 Software (R Development Core Team, 2008). Spatialautocorrelation was investigated by means of the R package spdep (Bivand,2007).
8.3 Results

Roe deer population growth rate in 1997–2005 averaged 0.96 (±0.08) acrossall municipalities. It averaged 1.00 (±0.07) in the absence of lynx, and 0.94(±0.08) in the presence of lynx and was normally distributed. There werepositive correlations between annual net primary productivity and meanannual temperature (rp = 0.57, df = 176, t = 9.292, P < 0.001), annualtemperature and roe deer density (rp = 0.63, df = 176, t = 10.932, P <0.001) and between roe deer density and annual net primary productivity(rp = 0.29, df = 176, t = 4.017, P < 0.001).The most parsimonious model as selected by AICc for roe deer pop-ulation growth rate included all the explanatory variables: net primaryproductivity, mean annual temperature, lynx, roe deer density and the in-teraction between lynx and productivity and lynx and roe deer density (Ta-ble 8.1; df = 171, R2 = 0.35). This model explained 35% of the observedvariation in roe deer population growth rate. Mean annual temperaturehad a positive effect on the population growth rate, whereas presence oflynx and roe deer density had a negative effect (Table 8.2, Fig 8.3). Netprimary productivity did not influence the growth rate in a consistent di-
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n = 178 municipalitiesModel K R2 AICc ∆AICc ωiFull model: NDVI + Temp + log(Density) + Lynx + Lynx* log(Density) + Lynx*NDVI
8 0.35 -431.47 0.00 0.380

NDVI + Temp + log (Density)+Lynx + Lynx*NDVI 7 0.34 -429.82 1.43 0.185
Temp + log (Density) 4 0.32 -429.59 1.90 0.148Temp + log (Density)+ Lynx 5 0.32 -428.64 2.83 0.092NDVI + Temp + log (Density)+Lynx 6 0.33 -428.10 5.72 0.070

Table 8.1: Set of linear regression models with roe deer population growthrate (n = 178 municipalities in Norway, 1997–2005) as dependent variableand annual net primary productivity (NDVI), presence of lynx (Lynx), meanannual temperature (Temp), roe deer density (log-transformed) as explana-tory variables. The models were ranked by the corrected Aikake Informa-tion Criterion (AICc). (K = number of parameters; ∆AICc = differencein AICc between the best and the actual model; ωi = Akaike’s weights,i.e. normalized likelihoods of the models). All models contain the inter-cept. The most parsimonious model is on the top of the list and the first5 ranked models are shown.
rection. The assessment of the effect of lynx presence / absence withvarying temperature showed a consistently lower growth rate of roe deerin presence of lynx throughout the climatic gradient (Fig 8.3a). On thecontrary the visual inspection of the effect of interaction between lynx andnet primary productivity (Fig 8.3b) suggested that the effect of predationwas higher at low productivity and that in the absence of lynx, productivityhad little influence on the population growth rate. Regarding the interac-tion between lynx and roe deer density (Fig 8.3c) there was a weak highereffect of predation at lower roe deer density, however this relationship wasnot significant (Table 8.2).The inspection of the residuals revealed that there was a source ofspatial correlation not taken into account by our data set (Moran’s I =0.26, P < 0.001). An autoregressive model including the same variablesof the ordinary least squares full model gave a very similar result in termof direction of the effects and significance of all variables. The estimatesof the autoregressive model and of the ordinary least squares model werehighly positively correlated (rp = 0.99, df = 5, t = 19.108, P < 0.001),
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Coefficients Estimate S.E. t PIntercept -0.147 0.059 -2.496 *Lynx -0.278 0.094 -2.498 **NDVI -0.004 0.008 -0.539 0.590Temp 0.028 0.005 5.824 ***log (Density) -0.026 0.009 -2.784 **Lynx*NDVI 0.034 0.013 2.722 **Lynx*log(Density) -0.021 0.011 -1.876 0.062
Table 8.2: Estimates for the most parsimonious model of roe deer popula-tion growth rate in Norway (1997–2005), as selected by AICc. * < 0.05, **< 0.01, *** < 0.001, for further details see Table 8.1.
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Figure 8.3: Prediction lines according to the most parsimonious modelon population growth rate of roe deer in Norway (n = 178 municipalities)with varying (a) mean annual temperature, (b) net primary productivity,(c) roe deer density (number of individuals harvested per square km) inabsence (black line) and presence (grey line) of reproductive lynx. Theother explanatory variables are hold constant at their mean value. Thedotted curves represent the 95% confidence intervals.
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therefore minimizing the risk of making a Type I error.
8.4 Discussion

This study has shown that the presence of lynx had a negative impact onthe growth rate of roe deer, and this impact was greatest in environmentsthat had a low productivity. In other words, the strength of the top-downeffect of this predator is highly context dependent.
8.4.1 Influence of large scale patterns (prediction 1)

Among our variables describing environmental conditions, mean annualtemperature was positively associated with higher population grow rateof roe deer, whereas the main effect of net primary productivity was notsignificant. In roe deer populations climate have been considered one ofthe major causes of density independent mortality at the biogeographicscale (Danilkin, 1989, 1996). Deep snow restricts mobility and increasesthe energetic cost of movement, as well as reducing access to forage andincreasing the hunting success of predators (Holand et al., 1998). Amongnorthern ungulates roe deer may be among the most vulnerable to snowconditions (Grøtan et al., 2005), despite having a range of physiologicaland behavioural adaptations to survive during winter (Holand et al., 1998;Lamberti et al., 2004). Mysterud and Østbye (2006) found that populationgrowth rate was negatively affected by increasing snow depth in southernNorway. Ideally we would have included snow conditions in our dataset,but these data were not available on a municipality scale and they wouldanyway have increased the level of intercorrelation between explanatoryvariables. We thus included mean annual temperature as a variable thatwould give us a more general picture of weather conditions. However itis likely that the strong positive effect of mean annual temperature on roedeer population growth rate operates also through snow conditions whichare highly correlated with temperature at this study scale.NDVI-related indices have been successfully related to herbivore per-formance (e.g. Pettorelli et al., 2005; Garel et al., 2006; Herfindal et al.,2006a; Pettorelli et al., 2006). At a small spatial scale, in the roe deer popu-lation at Chizé (western France), density-dependence has also been shownto rely on the interaction between population density and habitat quality
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(Pettorelli et al., 2003). Roe deer are selective browsers (Tixier and Dun-can, 1996) and they are small compared to other cervids, thus they are lessdependent on quantity and more on quality of vegetation. Moreover, roedeer prefer early stage succession forests to aged ones (Gill et al., 1996)and avoid habitats like mountain tundra and coniferous taiga (Danilkin,1996). NDVI, which measure the quantity of radiation adsorbed by plants,including coniferous and old stages of forests, might not be the best mea-sure of food availability to roe deer. This, together with the collinearitybetween mean annual temperature, might contribute to explain why themain effect of net primary productivity on roe deer population growth ratewas not significant.On the other hand, according to the EEH, in the absence of lynx roedeer biomass should increase along the productivity gradient. Whereasin the presence of lynx, roe deer biomass would be predicted to be stablealong the productivity gradient. We would therefore expect the roe deerpopulation growth rates to be stable in the absence of lynx (although eachpopulation will stabilize at a different level according to local environmentalconditions) if climate, productivity of vegetation and hunting pressure arerelatively stable. In this respect our results are consistent with the EEH.
8.4.2 Influence of predators (predictions 2 and 3)

The presence of lynx had a negative effect on roe deer population growthrate across Norway. In accordance with the predictions of Jędrzejewskaand Jędrzejewski (2005) the impact of predation was greatest in areas withlow environmental productivity. The fact that this appears to contradictsome of the predictions of the EEH needs explanation. Along a gradientof productivity, herbivore biomass would be predicted to reach a thresh-old in absence of carnivores, and then stabilize at this level; at the sametime carnivores are increasing, indirectly exploiting the higher level ofproductivity through the herbivores. Our results suggest a top-down lim-itation of lynx on roe deer, but this limitation goes further than expectedaccording to the EEH, since roe deer populations actually appeared to bedecreasing in the presence of the predator. The implication is that lynxhave a disproportionate impact on prey at low prey densities and in areasof low productivity. This in turn requires that predator kill rates remainhigh even at quite low prey density. In other words, lynx kill roe deer with
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the same rate, regardless of their availability, therefore will only have alimiting effect which corresponds to a type II functional response (Holling,1959). Eurasian lynx vary their kill-rates only by a factor of two across arange of prey densities spanning two orders of magnitude (Breitenmoserand Haller, 1993; Linnell et al., 1996; Okarma et al., 1997; Molinari-Jobinet al., 2002; Nilsen et al., data). This, even in the absence of numericalresponses on the part of the predator, will automatically imply a greaterimpact on low density prey populations.We did not formulate any prediction about the influence of roe deerdensity on population growth rate. Reduced population growth rate athigh densities have been found in many studies (e.g. for a review Fowler,1987; Gaillard et al., 2000a). A weak density dependence in body weighthas been documented in the absence of predation in the population onStorfosna island (central Norway), a real two-link system sensu Oksanenand Oksanen (2000), where the population density was up to 10 timeshigher than inland (Andersen and Linnell, 2000). In Sweden roe deergenerally occur at higher densities and density dependence has been foundboth in body weight and reproduction (Kjellander and Nordström, 2003).A recent longitudinal study in southern Norway did not find any evidenceof density dependence in the population growth rate of roe deer (Mysterudand Østbye, 2006). Conversely, we did find a negative effect of density onthe population growth rate of roe deer. On the other hand, the analysis ofthe interaction (albeit not significant) between lynx and roe deer densitysuggested that in the presence of predation the relationship was reversedand the population growth rate was higher at higher roe deer densities.This might be due to the fact that at low densities (and productivity) roedeer are not able to recover the loss caused by predation.However, when interpreting the results of this type of analysis it is im-portant to consider the quality of the data and the wide range of confound-ing factors that can be present. The source of positive spatial correlationthat was found in the residuals might be due to the presence of smallclustered municipalities in our dataset, each of which cannot be attributedto one distinct roe deer population. Also, lynx home ranges are so largethat they are rarely, if ever, embraced by a single municipality (Herfindalet al., 2005). Nevertheless, grouping the municipalities by county wouldhave been rather artificial, since there is no biological or human-related
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background, relying on hunting traditions or management administration,for using county as a grouping variable. In addition, the size of countiesis so large that they would embrace too wide a range of environmentalconditions. Migration of yearlings between neighbouring populations (e.g.Wahlström and Liberg, 1995) might also explain the spatial autocorrelationin our data. Finally, we could not account for the impact of red fox preda-tion that exerts a strong impact on roe deer at fawn stage (e.g. Cederlundand Lindström, 1983; Aanes and Andersen, 1996; Panzacchi et al., 2008;Elmhagen and Rushton, 2007).These uncertainties underline the limitations intrinsic to this type ofbroad scale study. There was a great deal of variation that we were notable to explain. A wide range of human and non-human factors (bioticand abiotic) clearly influence roe deer populations across Norway, and itis unlikely that any model will be able to account for more than a fractionof them. However, despite this, our model was able to explain a significantproportion of the variation in terms of climate, productivity and predation.It is also highly unlikely that any of the aforementioned limitations willinduce any bias into the analysis that is likely to produce the results wehave documented. Therefore, we have a fairly high degree of confidencethat our results do reflect real biological processes, They are also consis-tent with our results on lynx kill rates, that are consistently high even atlow prey densities (Nilsen et al., data) and roe deer hunting success whichis higher on roe deer with increasing snow depth (Odden et al., data). Theresults therefore support the pattern of environmentally conditional pre-dation impacts found by Jędrzejewska and Jędrzejewski (2005) and indicatethat roe deer managers have an urgent need to adjust hunting quotas inlow productivity areas where lynx are present.
AcknowledgmentsWe are indebted to Mathieu Garel, Stéphane Dray and ChristopheBonenfant for fruitful discussions on the approach developed in thisstudy. The study was funded by the Norwegian Directorate for Na-ture Management, The Norwegian Institute for Nature Research, theResearch Council of Norway and the offices of Environmental Affairsfrom Hedmark, Oppland, Akershus, Buskerud and Østfold counties.CM was funded by a post-doctoral scholarship from the NorwegianUniversity of Science and Technology.
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“Seul le hasard peut nous apparaître comme un message.
Ce qui arrive par nécessité, ce qui est attendu et se répète
quotidiennement n’est que chose muette. Seul le hasard est
parlant. On tente d’y lire comme les gitanes lisent au fond

d’une tasse dans les figures qu’a dessinées le marc de café.”“L’insoutenable légereté de l’être”, by Milan KUNDERA.

DURING THESE ALMOST FOUR YEARS OF PHD, I think I have been con-fronted to the typical scientific process. I was faced first with a veryapplied problematic: “How can we describe the spatial relationships
between lynx, roe deer, and human?” Lynx are, as a in Norway (seeFig. 8.4). While roe deer is the main prey of lynx throughout southernNorway, and both species are heavily hunted, this question has concreteimpacts in terms of conservation and management (see Part III). But thisquestion in turn raised several theoretical concerns that soon requiredboth answers (see Part I) and tools (see Part II) to be applied. In a sense,this work may not fulfill his initial aim regarding the system lynx–roedeer–human in Norway, but probably laid the foundations of a deeper andmore fundamental knowledge of this system.
From theory to application

The first pitfall to circumvent was about terminology. One can not rely onconcepts and terms without a clear and unambiguous definition of them.If it is not possible, there’s a need to explain what is really meant everytime a term is used. That was the case for the habitat and niche concepts(Chapter 2). Habitat and niche are central terms in ecology, used sincemany decades and at the basis for many theories (competition, speciation,ideal free distribution, etc.) but still lack a general agreement about whatis meant by the two terms. We had to disentangle first the meanings andthe field of application of both, following the approach first suggested byWhittaker et al. (1973). The habitat is often considered in a classical mul-tivariate approach: n environmental variables are measured and define a
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Figure 8.4: A lynx radio-monitored in southern Norway. Photo credit:Scandlynx.
n-dimensional geometrical space called ecological space. The whole set ofvariables can however be split in two categories: habitat variables at largescale, and niche variables at fine scale, each defining its own sub-space.In the space of niche (resp. habitat) variables, the ecological niche (resp.habitat) is defined as the hypervolume in which a species can potentiallypersist. This formalization can be extended with a projection of a speciespopulation performance that would define completely the niche or habitatshape, depending on the variables considered.While it was clear that there was no short and straightforward defi-nitions of these two terms together, the operational clarification of bothenabled us to embrace a general theory of habitat selection (Chapter 1). Inhabitat selection studies, the term habitat is generally used in an inclusiveway, including both niche variables and habitat variables sensu stricto. Wegave some definitions regarding availability, use and preference. Habitatselections studies should integrate scales, species’ performance and dy-namics as tightly as possible.The scientific process being what it is, answering one question usuallydoes not allow the scientist to go on at the point he stopped while asking
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this very question. Instead, one answer opened new areas of investiga-tion. In our case, it opened both exciting theoretical and methodologicalconcerns. First, in the context of a multi-scale hierarchical habitat selec-tion, we investigated individual habitat selection at different spatial scales(Chapter 3). It is generally assumed that factors with greater potentialto reduce individual fitness should be avoided at coarser spatial and tem-poral scales, as a strategy to maximise an individual’s fitness (Rettie andMessier, 2000). However, we demonstrated, with the help of simple sim-ulations, that the variability of a factor should be accounted for first, as itdefines the potential of selection for a factor. Thus, a factor most variablemay eventually have a great effect on individual fitness even though thespecies is less sensitive to that factor. As variability of a factor is scaledependant, a species should express the strongest habitat selection at thescale where the combination of sensitivity and variability for a given factoris the highest.
Methodological issues

The initial work was a refinement of a recent method, the Ecological-niche factor analysis (ENFA, Hirzel et al., 2002a). This method is able toconsider at the same time directions in the ecological space on whichthe difference between what is available and what is used is the greatest(marginality), and those on which the ratio of available to used varianceis the greatest (specialization). The previous part allowed us to assessprecisely the model on which the method rely, the ecological niche, andto note that the method may be applied indifferently on formalizations ofthe habitat and the niche. Following Cleveland’s philosophy (Cleveland,1993), we provided graphical tools to easily interpret the results of themethod, for instance with the help of factorial maps (Chapter 4).We then extended this approach of the study of the formalization ofthe niche by defining a general framework of analysis, based on a sim-ilar multivariate approach (Chapter 6). This framework called GNESFA(General niche-environment system factor analysis) encompasses threecomplementary methods, the ENFA, the MADIFA (Mahalanobis distancefactor analysis) and the FANTER (Factor analysis of the niche, taking theenvironment as the reference), and allows an extensive description of aspecies’ niche or habitat. The MADIFA can furthermore compute habi-
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tat suitability maps, that gives the probability of encountering a species’individual at any place (Chapter 5). The FANTER has the advantage ofhandling niches (or habitats) of various shapes, for instance bimodal.

Management issues

Both theoretical and methodological developments enabled us to studyhabitat selection of lynx from an applied point of view. Applied to the casestudy of lynx in the Vosges mountains (France), this framework underlinedthe influence of urbanisation corridors to structure lynx space use, as theyare confined in forested areas at high altitude (Chapter 4).
Most of the work was related to Norway though. In most part ofEurope, the main prey of lynx are roe deer. At the same time, lynx areheavily hunted in Norway, in order to maintain limited densities and range.In these conditions, it was primordial to study the whole lynx–roe deer-human system. First, we focused on the large scale determinants of lynxdistribution in southern Norway (Chapter 7). The habitat of lynx is mainlycharacterized with productive areas with high prey density. Surprisingly,it was also characterized by relatively high human disturbances. Whileroe deer benefit to a large extent from current human land use practices,it is likely that this resulted from a trade-off between food (abundance ofprey) and security (avoidance of human activity).
In turn, these results called for new concerns. As lynx distributionis primarily driven by roe deer distribution, we can thus question theimpact of lynx on roe deer populations. The hypothesis of exploitationecosystems (EEH, Oksanen and Oksanen, 2000) predicted that herbivorebiomass, in the absence of carnivores, should increase along a gradientof productivity until the system can sustain the presence of carnivores.The latter should then limit herbivore biomass and eventually stabilize incase of intra-guild predation. Preliminary results of roe deer dynamics ata large scale showed indeed the strong limiting pressure of lynx along agradient of productivity (Chapter 8). Our results were even stronger thanpredicted since roe deer populations seem to decrease.
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Future perspectives

We believe that this work synthesized a global approach of a case study,with theoretical, methodological, and applied developments. However, a lotremains to be answered. In our system in Norway, fine scale investigationsshould be considered. In particular, we still have to define habitat selectionbehaviours of lynx at a fine scale. Since lynx are somewhat attracted tohuman activities (Chapter 7), this may result in a maladaptative habitatselection with lynx using preferentially areas associated to a major risk ofmortality. From the roe deer perspective, this would allow the study ofa fine-scale model of lynx impact on roe deer. Here again, humans maybe the source of maladaptative behaviours: roe deer are often found indisturbed areas, especially in relation to agricultural fields. While this isprobably a solution to escape lynx predation, this should result in a higherhuman-caused mortality. We thus expect roe deer to experience difficultconditions everywhere in southern Norway along a gradient of humandisturbance: at a very low level of human activity, roe deer would befreed from predation but confronted with harsh conditions; at intermediatehuman pressure, lynx would probably kill the roe deer surplus; and in theproximity of human, roe deer would face the highest hunting pressurewhile escaping lynx.From a broader perspective, our work highlighted promising fieldsin habitat selection studies. We showed in Chapter 1 & 2 that a species’habitat was fully defined by a measure of population performance, describ-ing its quality. In particular, this performance could be approached by ameasure of fitness of individuals in every conditions encountered in thehabitat. However, there is at least one case where the quality of a givenhabitat does not correspond to the actual selection, thus highlighting aform of maladaptative selection. This has been described under the nameof “attractive sinks” (Delibes et al., 2001), or equivalent “ecological traps”(Battin, 2004), that correspond to low quality habitats (sinks), that are notrecognized as such by animals.This concern should introduce a shift in the current habitat selectionparadigm. We should study in parallel habitat quality (as used in source-sink theory) and actual habitat selection. The latter defining attractivehabitats (that are positively selected) vs. what may be called repulsive habi-
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Figure 8.5: A synthetic approach of the habitat. On the left axis (black line),the quality of the habitat is given, measured for instance with the fitnessof individuals along a gradient of habitat (environmental variable). On theright, the selection is represented (grey line). Both curves are standardized(the area under each sums to 1) so that they can be compared. A sink isdefined with a negative quality, whereas a source corresponds to a positivequality. On the other hand, a repulsive habitat is less selected than expectedby the quality only, and an attractive habitat is more selected than expectedby the quality only. The figure presents on purpose an extreme case withvery little optimal habitat selection.
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tats (that are actually avoided), four cases may be considered. The first tworelate to adaptative habitat selection (Pulliam, 1988): attractive sources andrepulsive sinks; whereas the alternative cases relate to maladaptative habi-tat selection (Gilroy and Sutherland, 2007): attractive sinks and repulsivesources (the latter being similar to the concept of “undervalued resource”,
sensu Gilroy and Sutherland (2007) (Fig. 8.5). Further exploration of thisbasic framework is much needed in order to synthesize these differentapproaches.In this respect, the integration of animals activity would improve thegrain of habitat selection studies, focusing more into individuals behaviours(i.e. processes) than the static result (see Chapter 1). Design 4 studies basedon trajectories are in this respect a very much needed field of progressfor the coming years.
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“I believe in God, only I spell it Nature.”Frank Lloyd WRIGHT.
Abstract

1. The management and conservation of brown bears Ursus arctosin order to maintain viable populations is challenging due totheir large spatial requirements. The Scandinavian brown bearpopulation is now expanding, requiring a better understandingof its requirements at multiple spatial scales.2. To take into account the inherent hierarchical nature of habitatselection, we analysed habitat selection of female brown bears attwo spatial scales: (1) establishment of home ranges and (2) useof habitat within home ranges, using Global Positioning System(GPS) data and a K-select analysis. It has been suggested thatthe most important limiting factors should be selected at coarserscales.3. Our hypothesis that females should avoid human structureswhen they establish their home range was rejected. No con-sistent pattern of habitat selection or avoidance of human struc-tures was found at this spatial scale.4. Our hypothesis that females should select habitats within theirhome range that provide food resources and minimize human-caused disturbance was supported, documenting important habi-tat selection at this low order of scale.5. Synthesis and applications. This study provided useful resultsfor the future management of brown bear habitats, particularlyby revealing a trade-off between use of food-rich open habi-tats and avoidance of human-caused disturbance at a fine spa-tial scale. Our results also suggested that human-caused dis-turbance is more important in affecting brown bear habitat inSweden than present forestry management alone.
Keywords: Ursus arctos, selection orders, spatial scales, human dis-turbance, trade-off, K-select, forestry, Sweden.

A.1 IntroductionMOST HABITAT USE STUDIES OF LARGE CARNIVORES are conducted at thelandscape scale (Mladenoff et al., 1995; Schadt et al., 2002), as recom-mended by some authors (Noss et al., 1996). However, habitat selec-tion is a hierarchical process and is not necessarily congruent across scales(e.g. Schaefer and Messier, 1995; McLoughlin et al., 2002, 2004; Boyce et al.,
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2003). Indeed, different key factors may be involved according to the scaleconsidered (Orians and Wittenberger, 1991) and it is particularly importantto determine the differences at multiple scales (Thomas and Taylor, 1990;Boyce et al., 2003; Fernandez et al., 2003). Johnson (1980) defined 4 ordersof selection conveniently ordered through spatial scales. First-order se-lection corresponds to the geographic distribution of the species. Second-order selection is the process of home range establishment. Third-orderselection concerns usage of various habitats within home ranges. Forth-order selection relates to the selection of items (e.g. food items) withinthese habitats. Rettie and Messier (2000) suggested that the most impor-tant limiting factors should be selected at coarser scales. Then, a limitingfactor dominating at a large scale should dominate selective behaviour un-til it becomes less important that the next most important limiting factor(Rettie and Messier, 2000). Often, decisions at large scale reveal avoidanceof predation or disturbance, whereas occurrence of food resources drivesselection at a finer scale (see e.g. Rettie and Messier, 2000; May et al.,2006). A complete understanding of the relationship between animals andtheir environment only can be appreciated after a multiple spatial scaleanalysis, which can greatly improve the effectiveness of management orconservation strategies.Because of their large requirements for space (Noss et al., 1996; Schadtet al., 2002), large carnivores are particularly affected by expanding humanpopulations (Breitenmoser, 1998) and their impacts on habitat. Althoughthe principal cause of this decline was persecution by humans, the expan-sion of anthropogenic infrastructure also has contributed to the reductionand fragmentation of their prime habitats (Saunders et al., 1991; Noss et al.,1996; Breitenmoser, 1998; McKinney, 2002). Several studies have reportedthe effects of human disturbance on animal behaviour, highlighting a shiftin use of space or activity patterns (e.g. George and Crooks, 2006; Gibeauand Herrero, 1998; Johnson et al., 2005; May et al., 2006; Mladenoff et al.,1999; Riley et al., 2003). Populations of large carnivores are now recover-ing in some areas of Europe, but new problems for management arise, dueto interactions between humans and wildlife (Enserink and Vogel, 2006).After almost becoming extinct due partly to overharvesting and overex-ploitation of habitat by humans, the Scandinavian brown bear Ursus arctospopulation started to increase in the early 1900s as bounties were removed
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and protection policies were adopted (Swenson et al., 1994, 1995, 1998; Lin-nell et al., 2001a). Today, the population is quite large (2000–3000 individu-als throughout Scandinavia Kindberg et al., 2006) and is still expanding. Asa consequence, bears are colonizing more human-dominated landscapes,with large networks of roads, higher human densities, and concentrationsof recreational cabins (Sweden, 2003). Understanding how Scandinavianbrown bears use a human-dominated landscape at different spatial scales isa key component for the management or conservation of this population.Until now, habitat selection by Scandinavian brown bears has been studiedonly at the population level (1st order selection). In this study, we exploredindividual habitat selection of Scandinavian female brown bears at finerscales. We used a hierarchical approach to investigate factors affecting (1)the choice of the home range location, and (2) the habitats used within thehome range (corresponding to 2nd and 3rd order selection).McLoughlin et al. (2002) showed that food abundance, which is selectedat the scale of home range establishment, was the most limiting factor forbrown bears in northern Canada. However, because the environment inthe boreal forest of Scandinavia is quite homogeneous regarding to vegeta-tion type composition, we assume that food abundance should be allocatedrelatively evenly in space and should not be as critical at this level. More-over, previous studies on Scandinavian brown bears at the landscape levelhighlighted the avoidance of human structures and a selection towardsforested areas and rugged terrain (Katajisto, 2006; Nellemann et al., 2007).We thus hypothesize that (i) bears should primarily avoid human struc-tures when establishing their home range and (ii) decisions regarding useof space at a finer scale should correspond to habitat components pro-viding food resources in abundance. However, as fine-scale avoidance ofhuman-caused disturbance could also occur, we explored in more detailthe trade-offs that could rise between habitat selection and the avoidanceof anthropogenic structures.
A.2 Material and methods

A.2.1 Study area and bear data

The study was conducted in the southernmost reproductive core area ofthe Scandinavian brown bear population in Dalarna and Gävleborg coun-
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Figure A.1: Distribution of bears (light grey) and location of shot femalebrown bears (grey dots) in Scandinavia. The black rectangle representsthe study area.

ties, south-central Sweden (61◦N, 15◦E, Fig. A.1). The study area surroundsthe home ranges of the GPS-collared females and consists primarily ofintensively managed coniferous forest (80%) in patches of different agestands, ranging from clear-cuts to 90-100 years old (Swenson et al., 1999).The remaining area is composed of lakes and bogs. The terrain is hillyand the altitude ranges from 175 m to 725 m, with a southeast-northwestgradient. Settlements are concentrated in the north and in the south andfew paved roads with high traffic volumes cross the study area. However,isolated houses and paved and gravel roads with low traffic volumes weredistributed throughout the study area.
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We used GPS relocations of 11 solitary adult female brown bears (3to 14 years old) from May to August in 2006 (2 females) and 2007 (9females). GPS collars were scheduled to take a fix every 30 minutes (i.e.48 relocations per day). Location errors are inherent with this kind of dataand can induce bias in habitat analysis. We therefore eliminated potentiallylarge location errors by data screening based on two-dimensional (2D)and three-dimensional (3D) fixes in relation to the positional dilution ofprecision (PDOP, see Lewis et al., 2007); 3D positions having a PDOP >15 and 2D positions having a PDOP > 5 were removed. Due to missingdata and large error positions, we obtained 80% of the theoretical numberof fixes in average.
A.2.2 Environmental data

The study area was divided into a grid of square pixels (200×200 m), whichwere characterized for 7 variables related to topography, vegetation andhuman disturbance (Table A.1). A Digital Elevation Model was availablefor the whole study area (GSD–Höjdkurvor, 25 m ekvidistans Lantmäteriet,Sweden) and used to derive slope. The CORINE Land Cover map (CLC00)was used to define 6 vegetation types. Maps of anthropogenic structures(roads, houses and settlements) were obtained from digital data of Sweden(GSD–Översiktskartan, Lantmäteriet, Sweden) and used to derive distancemaps from these structures. ArcView version 3.2a (ESRI Inc., Redlands,California, USA) was used for preliminary preparation of environmentaldata.For further analyses, the categorical variable of vegetation classes wasconverted into 6 binary variables, assessing the presence or absence ofeach vegetation type using a Hill and Smith (1976) transformation; a weightequal to the proportion of each vegetation type in the area was allocatedto these binary variables, so that the overall weight of all vegetation typevariables summed to 1, i.e. the weight of a single variable.
A.2.3 Data analyses

Hierarchical habitat selection

We used the K-select analysis (Calenge et al., 2005) to study habitat selec-tion by female brown bears at both spatial scales (establishment of home
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Habitat variables Description Label

Vegetationclasses

Urban (0.5%) Artificial surfaces like build-ings, airports, sport andleisure facilities, green urbanareas. . .
Urban

Pastures (<1%)Agriculture(1%)
Non-irrigated arable land, pas-tures, land principally occu-pied by agriculture. . .

Agri
Coniferousforest (66%) Mainly Scot pines (Pinus

sylvestris) and NorwaySpruce (Picea abies)
Conif_F

Deciduous for-est (<1%) Mainly common birch (Betula
pubescens) Decid_F

Mixed forest(1%) Mix of coniferous and decidu-ous forest Mixed_F
Regeneratingforest (19%) Young aged stands forestsfrom clear-cut to young forest Reg_forest
Wetlands (7%) Mainly peat bogs (99.5%) WetWater (5%) Mainly water bodies (98%) LakeElevation Digital elevation data in meter ElevSlope Slope in degrees, derived fromDigital Elevation model Slope

Distance to high traffic roads Linear distance to public roadsin km D_high_traffic
Distance to low traffic roads Linear distance to privateroads in km D_low_traffic
Distance to houses Linear distance to houses inkm D_houses
Distance to settlements Linear distance to human set-tlements (small villages) in km D_settle

Table A.1: Description, proportion and label of the different habitat vari-ables used in the analyses of habitat selection of female brown bears insouth-central Sweden.
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range and within home range). The K-select is based on Hutchinson’sconcept of ecological niche (Hutchinson, 1957), with a particular emphasison the marginality (i.e. the deviation of the mean environmental conditionsused by individuals from the mean environmental conditions available tothem). This is a multivariate analysis similar to a Principal ComponentAnalysis (PCA) based on marginality vectors computed for each animal. Itsearches for the existence of a general pattern by returning a linear combi-nation of the environmental variables that maximises the mean marginal-ity, i.e. the squared distance between the barycenter of available environ-ment units (EU) and those of used EU, averaged across animals. If allanimals have the same pattern of habitat requirements, all their marginal-ity vectors will be oriented in the same direction and the mean marginalityexplained on the first axis will be the largest. The total inertia explainedby the first axis decreases as the variability in individuals’ habitat use in-creases.At the scale of home range establishment, we considered all the pixelsin the study area as available EU to all animals, and pixels within the homeranges were considered as a measure of the utilization (used EU). Homeranges were estimated using the classical method of Minimum ConvexPolygon (Mohr, 1947) with the 5% outermost relocations excluded. At thescale of home range use, we considered pixels of each home range asavailable EU for each corresponding animal. Thus, the availability differedamong individuals, and we considered the pixels with GPS relocations asused EU. See Calenge et al. (2005) for details on mathematical proceduresof K-select.
Influence of human disturbance

To assess the potential influence of human disturbance on habitat selec-tion variability among individuals, we investigated the relationship betweenhuman disturbance and the strength of selection on the variables of in-terest. An index of human disturbance based on anthropogenic variables(distances to the 4 types of anthropogenic structures) was computed. Asthe influence of distances to these structures on bears probably may notbe linear, we assumed that the potential disturbance was the same above agiven threshold. Although bears express a relative tolerance for human-caused disturbance, a review by Linnell et al. (2000) revealed an avoidance
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of human activity at 1–2 km. Moreover, Swenson et al. (1998) found thatbrown bears prefer den sites >3 km from villages. We therefore chosea maximum threshold value of 2000 m for distances to roads and houses,and 3000 m for distances to settlements. Above these thresholds, distancevalues are equal, meaning that the potential disturbance is the same. Wefinally added all the distance maps to create the human disturbance index.The resulting map provided an index ranging from 200 to 8000, with lowvalues corresponding to high disturbance. For reading convenience, weinverted and then multiplied this index by 1000, so that a low index corre-sponded to low disturbance. Finally, we calculated the mean disturbanceindex for each animal’s home range by averaging the human disturbanceindex within each home range.
Selection ratios (Manly et al., 2002) were computed for the key habitattypes revealed by the K-select analysis to evaluate the strength of habitatselection on a particular variable. These ratios have been developed forcategorical variables defined by several classes, but it can be used as wellon continuous variables by defining categories. The selection ratio corre-sponds to the ratio between the used proportion of a habitat type and theavailable proportion of this habitat type. It is therefore computed for all in-dividuals for the habitat variables we investigated and were only examinedat the fine spatial scale (habitat use within home ranges).
The relationships between the disturbance indices and selection ratioswere then investigated using a regression. First, we excluded outliersusing a bisquare regression. It is based on an “iterative re-weighted leastsquares”, which gives weights to each observation according to residuals.Therefore, each individual is weighted according to its departure from themodel (the more it is likely to be an outlier, the less is the weight) and theregression is re-estimated using these weights until the fit converges. Thesignificance of the general trend was assessed with a Fisher test on thecoefficient of determination R2, after removing outlier individuals that hadbeen identified by the bisquare regression. All analyses were carried outusing R (R Development Core Team, 2008) and the package “adehabitat”(Calenge, 2006).
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A.3 Results

A.3.1 Establishment of individual home ranges

The first two axes of the K-select accounted for 82% of the individuals’marginality (Fig. A.2a) and were retained in the analysis (Broken-stickmethod Jackson, 1993). Major anthropogenic structures (distances to set-tlements and public roads) contributed most to the first axis, whereas thesecond axis was explained primarily by an elevational gradient (Fig. A.2b;Table A.2). These results mirrored the structure of the study area itself (el-evational gradient, isolated public roads and settlements). No obvious com-mon pattern of habitat selection by individuals was apparent. Instead, indi-vidual home ranges presented roughly every characteristics of the studyarea (Fig. A.2c), some far from major anthropogenic structures (femalesW0624, W0716) and others close to them (females W0422, W0411, W0212,W9806, W0503, W0303), and at high (females W0303, W0217, W9403),medium (females W9806, W0503, W0716, W0624), and low elevations (fe-males W0212, W0410, W0411,W0422).The landscape composition regarding vegetation types was quite homo-geneous, with coniferous forests and regenerating forests covering 67%and 19% of the study area, respectively. Therefore, there was almost noqualitative variation in vegetation composition among the individual homeranges. However, the proportion of each vegetation type was different. In-deed, the quantitative composition of vegetation of each home range wasvariable, ranging from 10% (W9403) to 39% (W0422) regenerating forest.Bogs (7% of the whole study area) were concentrated in a particular area,at high elevation, where two individuals established (W0303 and W0716)and included about 20% bogs in their home ranges. Isolated houses andprivate roads were found equally in each home range. At this scale, thebears did not show a strong avoidance of public roads and settlements,because public roads were found in most home ranges and some homeranges were located around settlements (W0212, W0411).
A.3.2 Use of habitats within home ranges

The first two axes accounted for 68% of the individuals’ marginality(Fig. A.3a) and were retained in the analysis (Broken-stick method Jackson,
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Figure A.2: Habitat selection of female brown bears in south-central Swe-den at the 2nd order of study. (a) Bar chart of the eigenvalues of the K-select, measuring the mean marginality explained by each factorial axis.(b) Variable loadings on the first two factorial axes. The projection of thevariables on the factorial axes gives a representation of their contributionto these axes. (c) The individuals’ marginality vectors on the first factorialplane. The projection of individuals on the factorial plan allows the inter-pretation of the habitat selection by these individuals; the longer the arrow,the stronger the marginality. As availability is the same for all animals,the arrows are centered on the origin of the factorial plane.
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Habitat variables 2nd order 3rd orderAxis 1 Axis 2 Axis 1 Axis 2Elevation 0.207 -0.432 -0.118 0.085Slope 0.088 -0.017 -0.362 -0.004Urban 0.019 0.019 0.017 -0.016Pastures -0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000Agriculture -0.002 0.015 -0.069 0.117Deciduous forest -0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000Coniferous forest -0.102 0.015 0.097 0.041Mixed forest 0.054 0.072 0.000 0.015Regen. forest 0.085 0.063 -0.356 -0.035Wetlands 0.049 -0.268 0.221 0.098Water -0.019 0.122 0.143 -0.175Dist. high traffic roads -0.621 0.259 -0.022 0.016Dist. low traffic roads 0.072 -0.095 -0.044 -0.111Dist. houses -0.163 -0.028 0.003 -0.187Dist. settlements -0.581 -0.450 -0.003 0.031
Table A.2: Scores of variables on the two axes of the K-select analysesregarding habitat selection of female brown bears in south-central Sweden.The higher the absolute value, the higher the contribution of the variableon the axis.
1993). In contrast to the level of home range establishment, there was acommon pattern of habitat selection within home ranges. All females se-lected slopes and young forests, and avoided bogs (Fig. A.3c, d). Althoughthere was a strong common pattern of selection, variability between indi-viduals was well illustrated by the K-select analysis. W0411 and W0624selected areas at high elevations but close to houses and private roads,whereas W9403 selected areas at low elevations but far from houses andprivate roads. The other individuals did not particularly select for thesefeatures.

It is important to note that there was no correlation between slope andregenerating forest in the overall study area (r = 0.09), meaning that thechoices for slope and regenerating forest were independent. Additionally,there was no clear difference in slope according to vegetation type (regen-erating forest compared to forested areas, Fig. A.4). Thus, female bearsdid not seem to select steeper slopes when in regenerating forest than inolder forest.
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Figure A.3: Habitat selection of female brown bears in south-central Swe-den at the 3rd order of study. (a) bar chart of the eigenvalues of the K-select, measuring the mean marginality explained by each factorial axis;(b) variable loadings on the first two factorial axes; (c) the individuals’marginality vectors on the first factorial plane, labels corresponding to theaverage habitat availability; (d) the individuals’ marginality vectors afterre-centering each individual habitat availability.
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Figure A.4: Distribution of relocations of female brown bears on slopesaccording to the vegetation type.

A.3.3 Influence of human disturbance

There was a positive relationship between the mean human disturbanceindex within the home range and the strength of selection for slopesgreater than 7% (Fig. A.5), although one individual (W0422) exhibited avery strong selection of slopes and had a moderate disturbance index.The weight attributed by the bi-square regression to this individual wasalmost 0, whereas the other individuals had weights around 1. Therefore,we removed this outlier individual before performing the regression testand found that the higher the human-caused disturbance in a home range,the more individuals selected slopes (R2 = 0.8, P < 0.001).On the other hand, the relationship between the human disturbanceindex within a home range and the strength of selection of regeneratingforest was negative (Fig. A.6). Again, one individual (W0217) showed astrong selection for regenerating forest with a moderate mean disturbancein its home range. For this individual, the weight estimated by the bi-squareregression was around 0, contrary to other individuals (weights of 1). Wetherefore removed this individual before carrying the regression test andfound that the higher the human-caused disturbance in the home range,the more individuals selected regenerating forests (R2 = 0.8, P < 0.001).
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Figure A.5: Relationship between the mean human disturbance index ofindividual female brown bear home ranges in south-central Sweden andselection ratios of slopes > 7% for all individuals (one point per individual).As slope was primary a continuous variable, we converted it into a cate-gorical variable with 2 classes: slopes ≤ 7% and slopes > 7%. The blackline corresponds to the regression fit without outlier individuals (triangle).
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Figure A.6: Relationship between the mean human disturbance index ofindividual female brown bear home ranges in south-central Sweden andselection ratios of regenerating forests for all individuals (one point perindividual). The black line corresponds to the regression fit without outlierindividuals (triangle).
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A.4 Discussion

Our hypotheses were that bears should (i) select undisturbed areas whileestablishing their home range and (ii) select habitat providing food itemsinside their home range. Our first hypothesis clearly was rejected, whereasthe second one was supported. Rettie and Messier (2000) suggested thatlimiting factors that potentially can reduce individual fitness should driveselection at coarser scales. They proposed a direct relationship betweenthese limiting factors and the selection level of individuals, suggesting acontinuum of scales at which these factors should impact individual fitnessdifferentially. Our results do not agree completely with this hypothesis. In-deed, female brown bears exhibit an avoidance of human structures at thelandscape scale (Katajisto, 2006) and at a fine scale (within home ranges),but no particular pattern of avoidance of these structures at an intermedi-ate scale, that of home range establishment.At the level of home range establishment, the bears showed no generalpattern of habitat selection of the variables we considered and did not par-ticularly avoid anthropogenic structures, such as public roads or humansettlements. Instead, individual home ranges seemed to be distributedevenly throughout the study area and were composed of various propor-tions of habitat types. This apparent lack of habitat choice can be explainedpartly by the social behaviour of female brown bears. The home ranges ofunrelated females show little overlap (Støen et al., 2005), suggesting a formof territorial behaviour. Beckmann and Berger (2003) also highlighted anideal-despotic distribution of black bears Ursus americanus, with largermales precluding females and smaller males from areas with abundantfood resources. The same mechanism may occur among female brownbears, subordinate females being forced to establish in less suitable habitatsby dominant females, i.e. in more disturbed areas. This phenomenon hasbeen demonstrated in social species like wild chimpanzees Pan troglodytes,where dominant females compete with subordinates, forcing them to set-tle in less suitable areas (Murray et al., 2007). In addition, female brownbears are often philopatric (Støen et al., 2005), settling close to or withintheir mother’s home range, although subdominant siblings are sometimesforced to disperse due to competition for philopatry (Zedrosser et al., 2007),but do not move far from their natal area (27 km in average Støen et al.,
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2006). Philopatry could provide benefits for females establishing matrilin-eal assemblages that may partly supplant habitat choice behaviour.At the scale of habitat selection within the home ranges, a strong com-mon pattern arose towards a selection of slopes and regenerating forests.The use of regenerating forests, including clear-cuts, has previously beenreported in studies of grizzly bears in Alberta (Nielsen et al., 2004a). Sev-eral important food items in the Scandinavian brown bears’ diet occur inthese forest stands. In particular, several species of ants prefer regenerat-ing forest stands (Rolstad et al., 1998, 2000), and ants represent a significantpart of the food intake (Swenson et al., 1999) by bears. Clear-cuts and re-generating forests also offer a more diverse and abundant herbaceousmaterial (Apps et al., 2004; Nielsen et al., 2004b) and clear-cutting favoursgrasses and herbs (Rolstad et al., 2000), which constitute 12-18% of diet ofScandinavian brown bears (Dahle et al., 1998). Moreover, crowberries Em-
petrum nigrum, a major species of berries eaten by bears, grow in openareas after clear-cutting (Mallik, 2003). Finally, moose (Alces alces) for-age preferably in regenerating forest stands and clear- cuts (Edenius et al.,2002; Nikula et al., 2004; Cassing et al., 2006), as they provide the greateravailable biomass for browsing (Kalen and Bergquist, 2004). Moose calvesrepresent an important food item of the Scandinavian brown bears diet(14–30% in spring Dahle et al., 1998) and bears eat 26% of calves born onthe study area each year (Swenson et al., 2007).Several studies at different scales have documented the selection ofsteep slopes or rugged terrain by bears (Apps et al., 2004; Nellemann et al.,2007). Slopes can provide some security to the bears, by guaranteeing agreater visibility and the wind would more easily deliver olfactory infor-mation (S. Brunberg, Pers. Com.). Steeper slopes can also provide higherfood availability, especially within clear-cuts (Nielsen et al., 2004a,b), anthillsare more abundant on dry warm slopes (Nielsen et al., 2004b), and terrainruggedness is also known to positively influence the amount of herba-ceous food resources (Nellemann and Thomsen, 1994). Therefore, wewould expect that female brown bears would prefer regenerating forestin steeper areas. However, they used slopes in forests and regeneratingforests equally (Fig. A.4). Hence, bears seemed to use slopes, regardlessof vegetation type, and then regenerating forests were used for their foodresources.
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Selection Individualsratios W0212 W0411 W0217 W0313 W0410 W0422Reg_forest 0.84 1.36 2.56 1.63 1.58 1.82Slopes > 7% 1.84 1.59 1.67 1.71 1.50 2.42
Selection Individualsratios W0503 W0624 W0716 W9403 W9806Reg_forest 1.35 1.85 1.93 1.41 1.40Slopes > 7% 1.52 1.42 1.27 1.49 1.62

Table A.3: Selection ratios of each female brown bear in south-centralSweden regarding regenerating forest and slopes > 7%.
Although all bears seemed to select slopes and regenerating forests,there was a great variability in the strength of this selection among in-dividuals (Table A.3). The degree of human disturbance in individualhome ranges appeared to be a potential predictor of habitat use behaviour(Fig. A.5 & A.6). Bears used slopes even more when their home rangewas located in an area with higher human disturbance, probably due tothe need for increased security (Nielsen et al., 2004b). On the contrary,the strength of selection for regenerating forests was lower when humandisturbance in the home range was higher. This is may be due to good vis-ibility in artificially regenerating forests and clear-cuts that hence provideless security for bears. Nielsen et al. (2004a) observed that grizzly bearsused clear-cuts during crepuscular and night periods, which also suggeststhat they provided little security during the day. Thus, females that maynot have the choice to establish their home range in less disturbed areasmay compensate for this by adjusting their habitat selection at a finer spa-tial scale, showing less selection for young forests and greater selectionfor more slopes than females located in less disturbed areas. At this scale,they seem to trade food intake in favour of more secure, forested areason steeper slopes, before less secure areas with higher food resources.In this context, it is important to note that, at the individual scale, thereason older forests seemed to be used in proportion of their availabil-ity was because of their high availability on the study area and in homeranges. However, these forests are probably important for security andthermoregulation during resting periods. Old forests also provide someimportant food items like blueberries Vaccinium myrtillus, which are neg-
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atively affected by clear-cutting (Kind, 2001). Moe et al. (2007) showedthat habitat selection must take into account diel behaviour of individuals.Based on few GPS-collared female bears, they documented a trend forfemales to select tall conifers for resting and young forests for foraging.A detailed analysis of diel activity pattern might indeed help us to betterunderstand how bears use their habitat in relation to their activity, usingmore detailed environmental characteristics and associated with move-ment data. Sequential autocorrelation of relocations can indeed provideprecise information on movement and activity of individuals that can beincorporated into habitat analyses (Martin et al., 2008).
Forest management affects habitat characteristics regarding both foodresources and canopy cover (Edenius et al., 2002). In several North Ameri-can studies, logged forests and clear-cuts were clearly avoided by bears, butnatural open areas were used for foraging (Apps et al., 2004). In our studyarea, the landscape is mainly composed of managed forests and clearcutsare usually more common than natural openings, except for bogs, whichthe bears we studied seemed to avoid. However, our results suggest thatpresent Swedish forestry methods are a less important factor regardingthe habitat selection of bears than human disturbance. Actually, modernlogging creates new habitats that can substitute the loss of meadow andpasture (Rolstad et al., 2000), and we suggest that maintaining clear-cutsand regenerating forests can help provide a high occurrence of severalimportant bear food resources. However, this potential benefit is at thecost of an increased human disturbance through the development of alarge road network.
The efficient management or protection of large carnivores requiresa thorough understanding of how they use their environment at differ-ent scales. Conclusions at one particular scale may not always be validat other scales (Wiens, 1989). This is the case for Scandinavian brownbears, not only regarding vegetation type, but also human-caused distur-bance. Anthropogenic structures such as roads, houses and small humansettlements are found within home ranges, and impact habitat selection bybears negatively at a fine spatial scale, resulting in trade-offs between foodand security. Our results also suggested that present forestry managementin Sweden can affect brown bear habitat positively.
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The Habitat network

“I don’t want to achieve immortality through my work. I wantto achieve it through not dying.”Woody ALLEN.

IN PARALLEL TO MY REGULAR SCIENTIFIC WORK, I’ve been animating andadministrating an informal group, focused on spatial ecology and inparticular what may be called habitat ecology (see Chapter 1). Essen-tially, every person interested in habitat selection, trajectories, or any otherspatial analyses of animals locations may be concerned by this group.This structure was known under different names, GRHA (Groupe de
Recherche HAbitat), GRhAS (Groupe de Recherche on Habitat Selection),after the example of the GROS (Groupe de Recherche sur les OngulésSauvages), another group born from the team’s work in ungulate research.Anyone familiar with french will certainly recognize the reference in theseacronyms (“gros” and “gras” are two synonymous for the English word fat,when it’s relative to people) to the British humor, in the LARG (Large
Animal Research Group) of Tim Clutton-Brock. Anyway, as the GRHAor GRhAS was an informal structure, I’ve been used to refer to it as the
Habitat network.The initial aim of this group, as formulated about three years ago,was to build a link between biologists and statisticians, based on commonresources (data) and shared knowledge and problematics. With that ob-jective in mind, the group was open for anybody (however, the languageused in communications limited this largely to French-speaking people).The group quickly grew out to 36 members throughout France. However,with time, the group contracted again to an active hardcore, composed
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Figure B.1: A screenshot of the home page of the Habitat website.
mainly of researchers based in the Laboratoire de Biométrie et BiologieÉvolutive (LBBE).The visible aspect of this work took the form of a website 1, currentlyhosted by the LBBE (see Fig. B.1). The website functions as a centralizingunit for reports, information, etc. related to the group. To date, the websitehosts around 50 articles, more than half of them are meetings or seminarreports. Our regular meetings formed the occasion to discuss papers, orto present new projects or more or less advanced research results. A morespecialized subunit was dedicated to the study of trajectories. Occasion-ally, our team also hosted external researchers, and their presentationsformed also a valuable contribution to the website’s content. Finally, thewebsite functions as a portal to pass on information and announcementsfor national and international meetings related to spatial ecology, studentstheses, and new functions and tutorials for the adehabitat package. Ontop of this a mailing-list was created to easily reach all members.Even if the initial goals got reduced over time, the group created agreat opportunity to bring up new ideas and share thoughts, formalizenew hypotheses, discuss papers, etc. In this sense, the group reached

1http://biomserv.univ-lyon1.fr/spip_habitat/, access controlled with a password.
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one of its major objectives, as to build the foundations for an increasedexchange between different researchers. From a personal perspective, itgreatly helped me to put my own approach to science into practice, basedon the sharing of ideas during regular meetings (remember the catalyst).This allowed me to broaden my perspectives and was certainly a greatcontribution to the thesis process as a whole.
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“Calvin and Hobbes”, by Bill Watterson, It’s A Magical World, 1995.



Picture credit: Manuela Panzacchi.
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